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1.0 Executive Summary   1 

1.0 Executive Summary 

Embarcadero and Montgomery are the two busiest stations in the San Francisco Bay Area Rapid Transit District (BART) system. 
Located in Downtown San Francisco, they serve thousands of commuters working in the Financial District and South of Market, 
tourists heading for the Embarcadero, and special events such as Giants games, parades, and New Year’s Eve fireworks. As 
BART ridership has grown at the two stations (Figure 1), the platforms have become more crowded; and as the stations age, 
components need to be replaced and updated.  

This comprehensive Capacity Implementation Strategy and Modernization Concept Plan lays out a phased program for 
expanding and upgrading the stations to handle the current and future ridership in a safe and efficient manner. Previous studies 
have defined future capacity needs and identified projects to meet those needs. One purpose of the present study was to 
identify a configuration for each station incorporating these projects that was feasible from an operating perspective. The other 
purpose was to develop an implementation plan with a logical sequencing of projects that incrementally addresses the need for 
additional capacity. 

Figure 1: Embarcadero and Montgomery Peak Period Ridership Growth 

Peak period ridership at BART’s two busiest stations has been increasing at over six percent annually in recent years 

Source: BART, 2016 
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1.1 Need  

Development of the Capacity Implementation Strategy and Modernization Concept Plan was prompted by anticipated future 
crowding in the stations and the accumulated wear and tear of 40 years of use. Capacity implementation and station 
modernization were integrated to achieve synergies and increase the Plan’s overall value. A key consideration in the process 
was to ensure that capacity and modernization projects would not conflict with plans under consideration or in development by 
the City or stakeholder agencies.  

1.1.1 Capacity Needs 

Previous studies have defined future capacity needs at Embarcadero and Montgomery and have identified projects to meet 
those needs. The SVRT Core Stations Modifications Study found that, for both stations, existing vertical circulation capacity 
would fail to meet the performance targets in the AM peak hour, and existing platform capacity would fail to to meet 
performance targets in the PM peak hour. 

Though current conditions at the stations do not exceed performance targets, they offer insight into anticipated future 
crowding. On weekday mornings, escalators and stairways from the platform level are frequently unable to clear queues of 
passengers before the arrival of subsequent trains. Crowding at the stations is even more noticeable during weekday 
afternoons and evenings, as passengers stand in queues as they wait for their trains, making circulation along the platform 
difficult. 

Embarcadero and Montgomery serve crowds headed for San Francisco Giants games and other events at AT&T Park. They also 
serve passengers attending festivals, parades, and other events in Downtown San Francisco and along the city’s waterfront. 
Crowding at both stations during special events can be particularly severe and require special accommodations. 

1.1.2 Modernization Needs 

The goal of BART’s Station Modernization Program for key stations is to improve the customer experience.  Modernization 
needs at Embarcadero and Montgomery include: 

 State of good repair – maintaining elements and systems that are essential to providing reliable and attractive service 

 Clean and orderly appearance – removing clutter and introducing coordinated approaches to station operation 

 Operational efficiencies – implementing procedures and technology to increase efficiency, security, and sustainability 

1.2 Previous Capacity Studies 

Several past studies evaluated capacity needs at the two stations: 

 Silicon Valley Rapid Transit (SVRT) Core Stations Modifications Study and Constructability and Construction Staging 
Analysis (2009)  

 Sustainable Communities Operations Analysis (2013) 

 Transportation Sustainability Program (2014) 

The SVRT Core Stations Modifications Study evaluated 2030 ridership forecasts with respect to performance targets for 
platforms, queue sizes, queue wait times, and emergency evacuation, based on industry-wide standards. As noted above, the 
analysis determined that in the 2030 AM peak hour, existing vertical circulation would fail to meet the performance targets in the 
AM peak hour, and existing platform capacity would fail to provide the minimum area per passenger in the PM peak hour. 
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These studies recommended a range of capacity improvements to meet the specified demands for additional platform space 
and vertical circulation to accommodate future ridership, which include the installation of new platforms outside the existing 
tracks. Portions of the load-bearing walls at each station would be removed to accommodate door openings. Portions of the 
concourse roof and floor would be removed to accommodate new escalators, elevators, and stairwells. The new side platforms 
would be compatible with trains of BART’s existing two-door cars as well future trains of three-door cars. Platform doors would 
maximize passenger safety.  

Embarcadero’s platform is narrower than other Downtown San Francisco stations because the platform must fit within the taper 
of the tracks leading into the Transbay Tube. Therefore, Embarcadero has less circulation and queuing space at platform level, 
and less ability to accommodate additional vertical circulation.   

The SVRT Core Stations Modifications Study recommended that two new side platforms be added to Embarcadero, one serving 
each direction of travel. The eastbound side platform would be built first because platform crowding is more severe in the 
eastbound direction. The wider platform at Montgomery has slightly less crowding during the weekday PM peak period. 
Therefore, the Study recommended only adding an eastbound side platform at Montgomery. 

This plan advances the SVRT Core Stations Modifications Study recommendations for each station, developing specific 
concourse layouts and platform operating schemes, vetting them with the City and stakeholders, and identifying a reasonable 
capacity implementation strategy. 

The analysis considered potential operating schemes for the (existing) center and (new) side platforms. Through a performance 
analysis, the schemes were rated with respect to how evenly they distributed passengers and resulted in the least crowded 
escalators and platforms. The preferred operating scheme provided the basis for pedestrian flow models that confirmed the 
operational feasibility of the recommended alternative concept. 

Several options for modifying or redesigning the concourse layout to accommodate the new side platforms and associated 
vertical circulation were considered. With input from BART staff, stakeholders, and TAC members, the “unified paid area” 
concept was ultimately selected as the recommended alternative concept for each station. This concourse layout would best 
facilitate navigation and orientation and minimize labor and equipment requirements. 

1.3 Development of Modernization Concepts 

Starting with a master list of improvement items previously developed under BART’s Station Modernization Program, a field 
inventory of existing conditions and input from BART staff  were used to determine what is needed to bring the stations up to 
BART standards and current codes. Needs were identified in station walk-through meetings and interviews with maintenance 
and operations staff. 

Next, the overall qualities and potential of the stations were assessed and various ideas were developed to address the 
problems found. Initially, two alternate modernization concepts were developed for each station. After review for compatibility 
with the capacity projects, the two modernization concepts were integrated into a single modernization concept plan for each 
station. This approach allows flexibility with respect to phasing and recognizes that individual projects will require their own 
design processes. Coordination of the various projects will be an ongoing effort as they are planned and designed, with 
implications that cannot be completely anticipated at this time. 

Plan drawings of the Modernization Concept Plans are presented in Section 6.0. An excerpt from the plans is shown as an 
example in Figure 2. A Master Project List has been developed for each station that includes all projects in the Modernization 
Concept Plan. Each Master Project List is organized into twelve areas of concern. The complete Master Project List is provided 
in the Appendix. 
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Figure 2: Modernization Concept Plan (Sample) 

 

 

Source: Robin Chiang & Co., 2015 

1.4 Capacity and Modernization Projects 

Projects are the basic building blocks for the implementation plans at both stations.  The recommended phasing strategy 
organizes projects into three timeframes: near term (0–10 years), middle term (5–15 years), and long term (10-20 years), as 
shown in Figure 3. 

 “Early Wins” projects include basic clean up, maintenance and quick low-cost repairs. Standing space will be increased by 
removing, relocating or replacing objects that clutter the platforms, including new seating. Signage, handrails, and detection 
devices will be upgraded to be ADA-compliant. Vending, ATM and change machines will be added to the concourse ticketing 
areas. 

Other early win projects address safety, security and fare evasion, such lighting maintenance and relocating objects to improve 
sightlines across the concourse. Decision making for passengers will be made easier with better wayfinding signage, less 
signage clutter, better-organized station advertising, an improved public address (PA) system, and better display of real-time 
information. 
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Figure 3: Recommended Phasing Strategy 

 
Source: AECOM, 2015 
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Beyond the “Early Wins,” accessibility improvements will focus on adding a new elevator between the concourse and the 

platform and replacing the old concourse to platform elevators with larger models that also have more glass walls for visibility.  

New security cameras will be installed. Station-specific retail guidelines will be prepared to better define physical requirements 

for retail establishments. Station agent booths will be renovated or replaced, and design changes will be developed to address 

security concerns, allowing BART to re-open public restrooms. 

As capacity constraints become more critical, a series of expansion projects will be implemented as needed, starting with 
additional escalator and stair capacity between the concourse and the BART platforms. Next, platform screen doors will be 
added.  Finally, new side platforms will be added along with a reconfigured concourse to serve them. 

The SVRT Core Stations Modifications Study introduced in Section 1.2 considered a number of alternatives to meet future 
capacity needs. The preferred alternatives – two new side platforms at Embarcadero and one new side platform at Montgomery 
– were found to be the only options that provide sufficient platform area and easily accommodate new vertical circulation 
elements, while minimizing disruptions to street traffic during construction. Costs for the side platforms were estimated at $280 
million for Embarcadero and $175 million for Montgomery (both escalated to 2015 dollars). 

The Constructability and Construction Staging Analysis introduced in Section 1.2 identified two potential solutions for 
construction of the new side platforms – using either the perimeter soil mix wall or mined tunneling method. Both approaches 
are feasible and compatible with the SVRT Core Stations Modifications preferred alternatives. 

The following subsections highlight capacity and modernization projects that are unique to each station. 

1.4.1 Embarcadero Projects 

From a placemaking perspective, Embarcadero has a number of key assets, including its clear-span symmetry, intuitive 
configuration and visual connectivity aided by three tiers of ceiling heights. Enhancing this hierarchy presents a significant 
opportunity to create a grand station. The Embarcadero Modernization Concept Plan envisions a new visual and functional 
concept for the station, returning facilities and systems to a state of good repair, and replacing elements and components at 
the end of their useful life. 

Near-term (within 10 years) projects at Embarcadero include repair or replacement of damaged glass partitions and installing a 
new elevator and stair between the concourse and platform levels at the east end of the station. The existing end-of-platform 
stairway at the east end of the platform would be relocated to the east, flush against the wall of the east vent shaft. A new 
platform elevator would be installed at the existing location of the stairway. This new elevator would serve as the primary 
platform elevator for BART and the secondary platform elevator for Muni Metro, while the existing platform elevator in the 
center of the station would be converted for primary Muni Metro use and secondary BART use. 

Middle-term projects (5-15 years out) include a new ceiling at the concourse level with improved lighting, redesign or relocation 
of fire command center, and installation of a new elevator machine room for the existing concourse to platform elevator. To 
enhance the experience of entering the station, the entrances and ticketing areas will receive a new wall design, flooring, 
lighting and ceiling finishes.  The new design will integrate better transit information signage and real-time information. 

As the need for additional capacity increased, the first improvements would be made on the existing (center) platform, where 
the two escalator-only wells would be upgraded into shared escalator/stairway wells. As more capacity was needed, platform 
doors would be installed on the existing platform edges. The next level of capacity enhancement would be construction of the 
eastbound side platform, followed by the westbound side platform. 
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The recommended side platform concept for Embarcadero is presented in Figure 4 and Figure 5, showing both potential 
construction techniques. At the concourse level, the existing paid areas would be expanded to provide access to the new side 
platforms, shown in Figure 6 and Figure 7. For redundancy, two elevators would connect the concourse to each side platform. 

Free-area corridors would be maintained around the perimeter of the concourse level. The width of these corridors would be 
substantially reduced from current conditions in order to accommodate the vertical circulation serving the side platforms. 
However, the study recognized that the corridor width shown in Figure 6 is not adequate. It appears that wider corridors could 
be built by expanding outside the station box at the most constricted pinch points, but confirming the feasiblility of this 
approach was beyond the scope of this study. A more detailed engineering and constructability assessment is needed.  

At the platform level, platform doors on the side platforms would separate passengers from the trackway until a train had 
arrived, as shown in Figure 8. This would require removal of portions of the load-bearing station box walls to accommodate 
openings for the doors.  

Figure 4: Conceptual Embarcadero Station Cross-Section 
Reflecting mined tunnel construction technique 

Figure 5: Conceptual Embarcadero Side Platform Access 
Reflecting soil mix wall construction technique 

Source: PGH Wong Engineering, Inc., 2009 

Source: Robin Chiang & Co., 2015 

At the concourse level, two additional entrances would be constructed from street level between Beale Street / Davis Street 
and Main Street / Drumm Street (one entrance each on the north and south sides of Market Street). The existing street elevator 
would be relocated to the east, while a second street elevator would be installed at the southeast corner of the Market Street / 
Beale Street / Davis Street / Pine Street intersection. 
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Figure 6: Embarcadero Capacity Plan – Street and Concourse Levels 

Source: Robin Chiang & Co., 2015 
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Figure 7: Embarcadero Capacity Plan – Platform Levels 

Source: Robin Chiang & Co., 2015 
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Figure 8: Conceptual Side Platform with Platform Doors  
Reflecting mined tunnel construction technique 

 
Source: PGH Wong Engineering, Inc., 2009 

1.4.2 Montgomery Projects 

From an architectural perspective, Montgomery lacks a general sense of spatial organization, partly due to monotonous finishes 
and lighting that does not differentiate space or use. New functions have been added in an uncoordinated manner due to lack of 
guiding principles. The Montgomery Modernization Concept Plan envisions a new visual and functional concept for the station, 
providing a station experience befitting a major financial district, and returning facilities and systems to a state of good repair.  

On the platform level, new features will be developed that better differentiate the station from Powell and identify it as 
Montgomery. Over time, the platform space will be made more inviting by replacing the dark-colored flooring, drab ceiling finish, 
and the too-bright lighting over the trackway. 

In the near term (within 10 years), underutilized corridors at the concourse level will be reprogrammed to public/staff space to 
improve circulation, maintenance, safety, security, and overall station appearance. The station break room also will be 
renovated. In the middle term (5-15 years out), station infrastructure will be upgraded to accommodate planned retail/amenity 
build-outs and new fan room/ventilation equipment will be installed to address station ventilation issues. 

The centroid lobby spaces in front of the fare gates will be opened up by rearranging retail and removing clutter. This near-term 
project will improve visibility and circulation within 10 years. In the middle term (5-15 years out), the lobby areas will be upgraded 
and differentiated with a new ceiling design; larger real-time information displays, and better incorporation of public art. 

Another middle-term effort (5-15 years out) will differentiate the side aisle ticketing and vending areas from the lobbies and 
entrances with new flooring and finishes, new ceilings and lighting and a new wall design. Also in the middle term, entrances will 
be improved and differentiated with new flooring, lighting and finishes, and better transit signage and real-time information. The 
pinch point between the McKesson Plaza entrance and the west end of the concourse paid area will be addressed, and the long 
“hallway” at the Sutter/Sansome entrance will be renovated. 
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A new elevator will be installed at the west end of the existing platform. This new elevator would serve as the primary platform 
elevator for Muni Metro and the secondary platform elevator for BART, while the existing platform elevator at the east end of the 
existing platform will be converted to serve as the primary BART platform elevator and secondary Muni Metro use.  

As the need for additional capacity increased, the first improvements would be made to the existing (center) platform, where a 

new shared escalator/stairway well and an end-of-platform stairway would be constructed in the eastern half of the platform. As 

more capacity was needed, platform doors would be installed on the existing platform edges. The next level of capacity 

enhancement would be construction of the eastbound side platform. 

 

The recommended side platform concept for Montgomery is illustrated in Figure 9. For redundancy, two elevators would 
connect the concourse to the side platform. The existing paid areas would be expanded to provide access to the new side 
platform, shown in Figure 10 and Figure 11, and the free-area corridor running east–west through the station would be 
relocated from the south side of the station spine to the north side.  

At the concourse level, a new entrance would be constructed from street level, tying into the existing corridor that connects 
into the Citigroup Center (One Sansome Street) complex and the station entrance on the west side of Sansome Street north of 
Sutter Street. The new station entrance would surface as a stairway along the north side of Sutter Street, between Sansome 
Street and Market Street. A new street elevator would be constructed along the south side of Market Street between New 
Montgomery Street and Second Street. 

Figure 9: Conceptual Montgomery Side Platform Access 
Reflecting mined tunnel construction technique 

 

Source: Robin Chiang & Co., 2015 
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Figure 10: Montgomery Capacity Plan – Street and Concourse Levels 

 
Source: Robin Chiang & Co., 2015 
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Figure 11: Montgomery Capacity Plan – Platform Levels 

 
Source: Robin Chiang & Co., 2015 
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1.5 Implementation Plans 

The capacity and modernization implementation plans are made up of the project packages illustrated in Figure 12 and Figure 
13. These figures provide a graphical indication of relative cost, timing and sequence of the packages. The projects making up 
each package, their relation to other projects, and their relative cost are described in Section 7.0. Early wins projects were 
grouped together, as were projects with similar components such as railings, handrails, etc. Some packages are projects 
grouped together by priority, timing, or cost. Other projects were packaged because they would be constructed more 
efficiently together, such as replacing the platform floor at the same time platform screen doors were installed. 

Most of the packages at each station were arranged in a logical sequence for implementation, and these were given numbers in 

the order of their intended construction. Four packages appeared to be independent of any other package, meaning that they 

could either be constructed at any time (such as remodeled restrooms), or be part of a systemwide or regionwide program 

(such as wayfinding). These independent packages are shown in their own box, and their placement is not indicative of their 

relative cost or timing. 

 

Seven projects did not fit into a package because they applied to the entire station. These “stationwide system” projects would 

be implemented most efficiently as part of another renovation project. For example, it is more efficient to install new security 

cameras, upgrade electrical systems and install emergency lighting at the time the ceiling is being replaced. However, ceilings 

could be replaced in different areas at different times, possibly several years apart. Therefore, this approach requires that the 

master design for each stationwide system already be developed before the first linked renovation project starts.  
 
The joint capacity and modernization effort has generated a detailed project list anticipating phased implementation. With this 
common vision of the path forward, BART can act strategically to secure funding and expedite delivery of needed station 
improvements. 
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Figure 12: Embarcadero Implementation Plan Summary 

 
Source: AECOM, 2016 
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Figure 13: Montgomery Implementation Plan Summary 

Source: AECOM, 2016 
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1.6 Next Steps 

The following additional tasks were identified as "next steps” in executing the capacity implementation strategy and 
modernization concept plan. In many cases, these components require additional and ongoing coordination or policy 
discussion. 

Near-term next steps should be addressed immediately to facilitate the completion of near-term projects (within 10 years) and 
inform the implementation of middle-term and long-term projects. The near term next steps are the following: 

 Coordination with SFMTA: Various agreements between BART and Muni will likely be needed as part of the planning, 
design / engineering, funding, construction, and operation / maintenance of the proposed capacity enhancements at 
both stations. 

 BART–Muni Connection: Further study and coordination with SFMTA are recommended to better determine how a 
platform-to-platform connection between BART and Muni Metro might be achieved at Embarcadero Station. 

 Wayfinding: Ongoing coordination is desirable to ensure that wayfinding systems at the two stations are compatible 
(and, preferably, consistent) with wayfinding systems outside of the stations at street level or at nearby transit facilities. 
Embarcadero Station will be directly connected to the Transbay Transit Center and within a short distance of the Ferry 
Terminal. Standardized wayfinding systems should reinforce these transit facilities as a single, large hub. 

 Climate Change: Future study will be needed to identify the specific climate change impacts that may affect BART 

operations at Embarcadero and Montgomery, and develop appropriate adaptation strategies and projects. 

 Strategies to Influence Passenger Demand: Given the potential benefits in terms of deferring capital investment at 
the two stations, demand management schemes should be explored in further detail.  

 Transbay Transit Center Pedestrian Tunnel: Additional study is required to determine how the tunnel would be 
operated on a day-to-day basis, including requirements for maintenance, security, and emergency management, as 
well as who would be responsible for the associated duties. 

 Advertising: Ongoing policy discussion may be necessary to determine where opportunities exist to enhance 
advertising at the two stations in light of capacity and modernization needs. Such discussions should be timed to occur 
before renewal of the advertising contract. 

Middle-term next steps should be addressed 5-15 years out in conjunction with middle-term projects slated for implementation 
during this period. These include: 

 Station Retail: BART would benefit from a comprehensive approach to station retail and station design, with greater 
focus on how to implement better-integrated and higher-quality design than has been achieved in previous retail 
projects. Retail can also indirectly improve crowding and passenger flow by providing attractive alternatives to waiting 
at platform level. 

 Free Speech: Subsequent policy discussion may be required to determine how BART can adequately accommodate 
expressive activities at these stations in light of capacity and modernization needs. 
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Long-term next steps are related specifically to new side platforms, slated for implementation 10-20 years out. Though 
classified as long-term, some may be addressed sooner as part of studies to further validate the side platform concept or 
because of their connection to other projects, such as Better Market Street. The long-term next steps include: 

 Station Ventilation: Performance of the emergency ventilation systems would need to be modeled in relation to major 
station configuration changes such as side platforms or the new stair openings. At both Montgomery and 
Embarcadero, the comfort ventilation fresh air supply systems are not fully functional, causing interior temperatures to 
rise to uncomfortable levels.  

 Side Platform Construction Method: Given the need to coordinate with other transportation investments such as the 
Better Market Street project, further study is recommended to determine which construction method is preferable and 
whether or not some cost reduction synergies can be achieved through coordinated implementation. 

 Free-Area Corridors at Embarcadero: In the current concept plan, the clearance width of the side corridors would be 
as narrow as 4’-8”. Further analysis is needed to determine potential means of mitigating this deficiency through 
design refinement. Potential solutions could include expanding the station box outward at the concourse level to 
expand the free area at the most constricted pinch points. 

 Platform Doors: Research is needed to determine a preferred door design since they can be built at various heights, 
ranging from half-height to full enclosure. Each design should be carefully considered with respect to cost, 
constructability, and other concerns such as station and tunnel ventilation. New operational procedures and protocols 
also would need to be established. 

 Platform Operating Schemes: Further study will likely be necessary to determine the optimal operating scheme, 
particularly as more information becomes available regarding general trends in ridership growth system-wide and new 
ridership generated by the completion of extension projects currently underway. 
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2.0 Introduction and Project Purpose 

This document is a capacity implementation strategy and modernization concept plan for the two busiest stations in the San 
Francisco Bay Area Rapid Transit District (BART) system — Embarcadero and Montgomery in Downtown San Francisco. BART 
has been facing unprecedented ridership growth in recent years due to the confluence of a number of factors, including a 
robust regional economy that is driving employment and population growth in San Francisco and the inner core of the Bay Area. 

As part of the original BART system opening in the 1970s, Embarcadero and Montgomery have provided four decades of 
service as BART’s most heavily used stations. Modernization needs include returning the stations to a state of good repair, 
removing improvised additions and clutter that have accumulated over the years, and upgrading procedures and technology to 
increase efficiency, security, and sustainability. 

Future land use development is expected to further increase ridership at the station, while planned transit investments will 
further establish the importance of these two stations to the local and regional transit network. 

2.1 Capacity Implementation 

The overall goals and objectives of the capacity implementation effort, and the evaluation criteria for measuring progress and 
success towards achieving these goals and objectives, are described in more detail in Technical Memorandum #1 (“Goals and 
Objectives”) and Technical Memorandum #2 (“Evaluation Framework”). 

BART’s average weekday ridership reached an all-time historic high of 420,000 passengers for the fiscal year ending June 30, 
2015. The four Downtown San Francisco stations (Embarcadero, Montgomery, Powell, and Civic Center) serve over 280,000 
passengers each weekday (combined total of entries and exits at each station). Embarcadero and Montgomery serve 
approximately 80,000 to 90,000 passengers each on an average weekday. 

Embarcadero and Montgomery stations are the busiest stations in the BART system by far, with noticeable peaking during the 

commute periods. During these times, passenger activity at both stations exceeds 2,500 passengers every 15 minutes, as 

shown in Figure 14 and Figure 15. 

 

 

Between FY11 and FY15 the 
peak 15-minute period for exits 
at both Embarcadero and 
Montgomery was between 8:30 
and 8:45 am. During that period 
exits have increased by 25% 
and 35%, respectively. 

Figure 14: Average Weekday Exits During Peak 15-Minute Period 

 
 Source: BART, 2016 
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Between FY11 and FY15 the 
peak 15-minute period for 
entries at both Embarcadero 
and Montgomery was between 
4:45 and 5:00 pm. During that 
period entries have increased 
by 18% and 25%, respectively. 
 

Figure 15: Average Weekday Entries During Peak 15-Minute Period

 
 Source: BART, 2016 

Current Crowding 

During weekday mornings at these two stations, escalators and stairways from the platform level are frequently unable to clear 
queues of passengers before the arrival of subsequent trains and the accompanying pulses of alighting passengers. Crowding 
at the stations (Figure 16) is even more severe during weekday afternoons and evenings, as passengers stand cheek-to-jowl in 
queues as they wait for their trains, making circulation along the platform difficult and, at times, unsafe. 

This lack of adequate capacity can also jeopardize the benefits of critical systemwide initiatives already underway, including 
BART’s Fleet of the Future and the Train Control Modernization Project (TCMP). These initiatives will increase the concentration 
of passengers using these stations by increasing the carrying capacity of trains and increasing the line-haul capacity of the 
system by decreasing headways between trains. 

Figure 16: Examples of Crowding on Vertical Circulation and Platforms 

Platform-to-concourse vertical circulation: queues develop at stairs and escalators during peak morning commute times. 
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Simultaneous Large Events 

Embarcadero and Montgomery serve key roles in accommodating attendees headed for San Francisco Giants home games 
and other events at AT&T Park in China Basin, as well as for festivals, parades, and other events in Downtown San Francisco and 
along the city’s waterfront. Crowding at both stations during special events can be particularly severe and require special 
accommodations, such as extended late-night service and temporary skip-stop service following New Year’s Eve celebrations. 

Evening commute platform crowding at Montgomery Station following a 15-minute service disruption at Powell Street in the 
peak direction (October 29, 2012) 

 

Source: BART San Francisco Transportation Sustainability Program Support: Final Summary Report, 2014 

Passenger flow modeling results for Embarcadero (discussed in Section 5.5) show queuing at platform level vertical circulation 
landings (orange areas below). As a result, passengers can delayed as much as 30 seconds (longer if one or more escalators are 
out of service). 

 
Source: AECOM, 2015 
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Of special concern is station capacity during the late evenings after events, especially after simultaneous events throughout the 
city on Friday and Saturday nights. Given the timing of the ends of games and other large events, and the time required to travel 
to BART stations, event patrons may be using the last trains of the evening when stations and trains are already crowded. 

Simultaneous events are known to significantly increase BART ridership. This includes other events occurring and ending 
simultaneously throughout the city and along the Market Street Corridor (i.e., concert venues), as well as the “ambient” increase 
in ridership on weekend late evenings. 

Future Development Growth 

Land use changes in the neighborhoods surrounding the two stations also generate additional additional ridership, contributing 
to the need for concerted efforts to increase passenger throughput during the most congested periods. The walkshed of the 
two stations falls entirely within Priority Development Areas (PDAs) designated by the Metropolitan Transportaton Commission.  
The Transbay Redevelopment Program, Rincon Hill Area Plan, Transit Center District Plan, and other land use developments will 
create 7,000 new housing units and 5.6 million square feet of new office space within walking distance of the station.  

Ongoing and planned developments slightly farther away from the stations in Mission Bay, East SoMa, the Northern and Central 
Waterfront, and on Treasure Island / Yerba Buena Island are also expected to make noticeable contributions to future ridership. 
The proposed new arena and event center by the Golden State Warriors in Mission Bay is also expected to increase crowding at 
Embarcadero, although this will likely be offset by the Central Subway scheduled to open in 2017, when Muni Metro transfer 
activity will shift to Powell. 

Transit investment in the surrounding area (Figure 17), 
including the Transbay Transit Center Caltrain Downtown 
Extension (DTX), statewide high-speed rail service, and the 
Downtown Ferry Terminal Expansion (DFTX), will also further 
establish this area as the key local and regional transit hub of 
San Francisco, especially at Embarcadero. 

Uncertainty in future economic conditions, however, requires 
flexibility in the capacity implementation strategy. In particular, 
there are uncertainties surrounding the rate of ridership 
growth. Ridership has been strong for the past several years as 
a result of a favorable economic climate, but generally follows 
economic and real estate cycles. These cycles will affect how 
fast ridership grows, how much current crowding would be 
exacerbated, and when capacity upgrades would be warranted.  

In addition, the BART Vision planning effort is looking at a second transbay crossing that could preclude (or at least defray) the 
need for capacity upgrades to the existing Transbay Tube and alignment through Downtown San Francisco, including 
Embarcadero and Montgomery stations. However, the long lead-time to get such a huge infrastructure project like a second 
crossing completed suggests that additional capacity on the existing alignment may be needed in the meantime. 

2.2 Modernization 

This Plan is part of BART’s Station Modernization Program, which invests resources and efforts into the stations and 
surrounding areas to advance transit ridership and enhance the quality of life around the stations.  

Figure 17: Transit Center District 

 
Source: Transbay Joint Powers Authority, 2010 
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2.2.1 Need for Modernization 

BART’s Stat ion Modernizat ion Program dev elops projects to improve customer experience. Embarcad ero and Montgomery 

have provided  four decades of s ervice as  BART’s most heavily used statio ns. Modernizat ion needs hav e been identified in these 

areas: 

 State of good repair – maintaining elements and systems that are essential to providing reliable and attractive service 

 Addressing improvised additions – removing clutter and introducing coordinated approaches to station operation 

 Operational efficiencies – implementing procedures and technology to increase efficiency, security, and sustainability 

2.2.2 Systematic and Station-Specific Goals 

BART’s overriding goals  for station modernization studies seek to Make Trans it Work, Co nnect to Co mmunity, and Create Place ,  
as shown in Figure 14. The following station-specific goals relate to these systematic goals. 

 Connect ivity  – strengthen access  and  promote a safe and  comfortable customer env ironment with improvements that  
address the user experience, ensure universal access, and provide targeted and timely transit information.  

 Vibrancy – enhance the statio n’s existing strengths  and reflect the energy of the surrounding co mmunity to create a 
strong station identity, integrate context-sensitive art, and reflect San Francisco’s status as a world -class city. 

 Sustainab ility – incorporate materials and techno logies that  increas e the life-cycle value of the stat ion and protect  
public investment to ensure efficient operations and anticipate future needs. 

 

Figure 18: BART Modernization Goals and Objectives 

Make Transit Work Connect to Community Create Place 

Maintain Reliability Connect BART 
Enhance Customer 

Experience 

Increase Station 
Capacity 

Expand Universal Design Ensure Safety & Security 

Upgrade Employee 

Facilities 

Incorporate      

Community Input 
Leverage Partnerships 

Advance Sustainability 
  

Source: BART, 2016 
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2.3 Synthesis and Phasing 

A key intent of the capacity implementation study was to coordinate projects and plans of multiple agencies and develop 
consensus among various stakeholders. While capacity implementation and station modernization are separate activities, the 
opportunity was recognized to integrate the two efforts to achieve synergies and increase the Plan’s overall value. 

A technical advisory committee (TAC) was established to provide guidance in this process, with representatives from various 
BART departments and the following public agencies and stakeholders: 

 San Francisco County 
Transportation Authority 

 San Francisco Municipal 
Transportation Agency 

 San Francisco Mayor’s Office 

 San Francisco Mayor’s Office of 
Economic and Workforce 
Development 

 San Francisco Mayor’s Office on 
Disability 

 San Francisco Public Works 

 San Francisco Planning 

 Port of San Francisco 

 

 Transbay Joint Powers Authority 

 Caltrans 

 San Francisco Giants 

 Golden State Warriors 

The roles, relationships, and potential interests and concerns of individual TAC member agencies and stakeholders is described 
in further detail in Section D (“Institutional Setting”) of Technical Memorandum #3 (“Base Information”). 

The joint capacity and modernization effort has generated a detailed project list anticipating phased implementation. With this 
common vision of the path forward, BART can act strategically to secure funding and expedite delivery of needed station 
improvements. 
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3.0 Existing Conditions and Needs Analysis 

The following sections establish the existing conditions and needs at the two stations. Sections 3.1 and 3.2 describe the 
existing context and characteristics of the two stations, while Sections 3.3 and 3.4 characterize future capacity and 
modernization needs. Further detail on these topics is provided in Technical Memorandum #3 (“Base Information”). 

3.1 Station Location and Context 

3.1.1 General Location 

Embarcadero and Montgomery stations are located in Downtown San Francisco, centered on the traditional Financial District 
north of Market Street and the newer office district south of Market Street. The two stations serve a major employment center 
of the region and the major office employment zone of San Francisco’s Central Business District (CBD. The larger geographical 
context of the two stations is illustrated in Figure 19. Focused maps showing station entrances and other features are shown in 
Figure 20 and Figure 21. 

Figure 19: Station Location and Geographical Context 

 
Source: AECOM, 2015; street map and base, San Francisco Planning Department 
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Figure 20: Embarcadero Station Map 

 
Source: BART, 2015 
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Figure 21: Montgomery Station Map 

 
Source: BART, 2015 
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3.1.2 Land Use Context 

Existing Land Use Context 

The immediate area around both stations is primarily characterized by multi-story office towers with ground-level retail and 
services, with high-density mixed-use residential neighborhoods including Chinatown, North Beach, Telegraph Hill, Rincon Hill, 
and South of Market (SoMa) located slightly further away. 

Embarcadero Station is characterized by portions of Downtown that were redeveloped with contemporary office towers in the 
decades following World War II. The eastern end of Embarcadero Station is anchored by Justin Herman Plaza, the Ferry 
Building, and The Embarcadero, a landscaped boulevard and waterfront promenade. 

In contrast, Montgomery Station serves as the primary gateway to the traditional Financial District, and is anchored at its west 
end by the continuous streetwall of pre-war office towers lining Montgomery Street / New Montgomery Street. The western end 
also connects to retail / entertainment, cultural / institutional, and visitor / convention uses near Union Square and Moscone 
Center. 

Future Land Use Context 

The walkshed of the two stations has been the subject of several concentrated planning efforts starting with the seminal 
Downtown Plan adopted in 1985, channeling office and retail growth away from areas with rich historical architectural 
resources—the Financial District and Union Square—into an expanded C-3 district south of Market Street centered on the 
Transbay Terminal.  

The Transbay Redevelopment Plan called for high-density, mixed-use redevelopment for the neighborhood surrounding the 
future Transbay Transit Center, complemented by the Rincon Hill Area Plan and its vision for a high-density residential 
neighborhood south of Folsom Street atop Rincon Hill. 

Other efforts have studied or established planning policies and controls for areas just outside the immediate walkshed, but 
within the catchment area, of the two stations, including redevelopment plans for Rincon Point / South Beach and Mission Bay, 
the East SoMa Area Plan, the Northeast Embarcadero Study, the ongoing Central SoMa Area Plan, and the visionary Railyard 
Alternatives and I-280 Boulevard Feasibility Study. 

Under the guidance of these planning efforts, significant portions of the catchment areas of the two stations are currently 
undergoing rapid transformation from vacant lots or low-density industrial uses to high-density mixed-use commercial and 
residential uses. This transformation is expected to continue into the near future as these neighborhoods are built out, 
attracting new residents, employees, and visitors—many of whom will be expected to contribute to future ridership growth at 
the two stations. 

The land use planning context of the two stations is illustrated in Figure 22. A conceptual rendering showing the high-density 
redevelopment in the adjacent Transbay and Rincon Hill neighborhoods is shown in Figure 23. 
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Figure 22: Station Land Use Planning Context 

 
Source: AECOM, 2015; street map and base, San Francisco Planning Department
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Figure 23: Station Area Redevelopment 

Rendering of redevelopment in the Transbay and Rincon Hill neighborhoods 

 
Source: Transbay Joint Powers Authority, 2015 

3.1.3 Transit Context 

Located within San Francisco’s primary employment center, the two stations are also well connected to local and regional 
transit infrastructure. Local transit (Muni) and regional transit hubs in and around the two stations are illustrated in Figure 24. 

Local transit service operated by Muni is concentrated along Market Street and Mission Street, while other regional transit 
services are concentrated at and around the Ferry Building and the Transbay Terminal (AC Transit, Golden Gate Transit, 
SamTrans, and others), currently housed in a temporary facility. Caltrain currently does not serve the area directly, but is located 
about one mile south of the area, with a terminal at Fourth Street and Townsend Street. 
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Figure 24: BART Station Transit Context – Muni and Caltrain 

 
Source: SFMTA, 2015 
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Market Street Transit Context 

Market Street is the primary transit artery through Downtown San Francisco, accommodating not only underground BART and 
Muni Metro rail service but also a wealth of surface bus and streetcar transit operated by Muni, including virtually all of Muni’s 
trunk lines to the outer districts of the city and historic streetcar service on the F Market & Wharves line traveling along the city’s 
waterfront to Fisherman’s Wharf. 

The two stations lie at the eastern end of the Market Street Subway, the set of tunnels underneath Market Street that carries 
Muni Metro trains on the upper track level and BART trains on the lower track level, with a shared concourse just below street 
level. 

Embarcadero Station is the terminus for most Muni Metro lines, but trains on the N Judah and T Third Street continue beyond 
on the Muni Metro Extension (MMX) along The Embarcadero toward China Basin, Mission Bay, and the Third Street corridor. 
Additional Muni bus routes cross north–south across Market Street or travel parallel along Mission Street and the Folsom Street 
/ Harrison Street couplet. 

Transbay Transit Center 

The primary connecting regional transit hub is the Transbay 
Terminal, currently housed at a temporary location on the 
block bounded Howard Street to the north, Folsom Street to 
the south, Main Street to the east, and Beale Street to the 
west. The Transbay Terminal is two blocks south of Market 
Street, and within walking distance of Embarcadero Station. 

In addition to several Muni bus routes, the Transbay Terminal 
connects several other transit and transportation providers: 

 Regional bus operators: AC Transit, SamTrans, 
Golden Gate Transit, and WestCAT Lynx; 

 Express shuttle service to the Presidio operated by 
PresidiGo; 

 Connecting Amtrak Thruway bus service to 
Emeryville; 

 Intercity bus service operated by Greyhound; and, 

 The Bay Bridge bike shuttle operated by Caltrans.  

Upon completion of first phase of the Transbay Transit 
Center in 2017, transit providers will be relocated to new 
locations inside or near the terminal. Subsequent phases will 
bring Caltrain commuter rail service into the new transit hub 
as part of the Caltrain Downtown Extension (DTX), as 
illustrated in Figure 25. The extension will also provide a 
direct connection to the future statewide high-speed rail 
network.  

 

Figure 25: Caltrain Downtown Extension 

The DTX is the primary component of Phase 2 of the Transbay 

Program. The alignment would follow Townsend and Second 

Streets to reach the TTC. 

 

Source: AECOM, 2015; street map and base, San Francisco Planning Department 
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Ferry Building 

The Ferry Building at the foot of Market Street is located just northeast of Embarcadero Station and serves ferry routes 
connecting to regional destinations in the North Bay and East Bay. In addition to ferries, the Ferry Building is also served by 
SolTrans commuter bus routes and connecting Amtrak Thruway coaches. The Downtown Ferry Terminal Expansion (DTFX) 
project will construct additional ferry gates and associated improvements and allow for expanded ferry service at the Ferry 
Building, including routes serving Treasure Island, Berkeley, Richmond, Hercules, Martinez, Antioch, and Redwood City. 

Private Transit 

Several private transit services also operate in the area surrounding the two stations, including shuttles provided by Google, 
Williams–Sonoma, the San Francisco Bay Club, the Academy of Art University, and others for use by affiliates such as 
employees, club members, and students, faculty, and staff. Some property and building management firms also provide their 
own shuttles for building tenants. Many of these shuttle services have stops at or near Embarcadero or Montgomery stations. 

Mode Share (Station Profile Survey) 

Overall, transit plays a critical role in the function of the area, and transit share for commute trips currently reaches as high as 70 
percent or more for buildings in the Financial District core, as shown in Figure 26. Many of the historic buildings in the area lack 
off-street parking altogether and most buildings have only small amounts. 

The Downtown Plan includes policies expressly discouraging commuter parking, which has been reinforced through changes to 
Planning Code controls for off-street parking in C-3 zoning districts. In particular, requirements to provide at least a minimum 
amount of off-street parking have been abolished, and new uses are now restricted in how much off-street parking they are 
permitted to provide. 
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Figure 26: Mode Share for Commute Trips 

Current transit mode share for commute trips among office workers in the Financial District exceeds 70 percent, with more than 
a third of all commuters using BART. 

 
Sample size represents a minimum 1% response rate across 65 member buildings in the Downtown area, totaling 74,776 employees and 1,353 tenant companies 

Source: Transportation Management Association of San Francisco, 2015 

 

3.1.4 Urban Design Context 

Streetscape 

The urban design context of the areas surrounding the two 
stations is defined by Market Street and its cross streets. Market 
Street is the primary multi-modal artery through Downtown San 
Francisco. Market Street is a major pedestrian thoroughfare 
characterized by wide, brick-paved sidewalks measuring 30 to 
35 feet in width, accentuated by rows of London plane trees, 
historic Path of Gold light standards, open-air café seating, and 
other amenities. Entrances to both stations are provided within 
the sidewalk, but lack defining features.  

Street-fronting, ground-floor retail along most segments creates 
a walkable, attractive public realm, although many of the post-
war office buildings along Market Street closer to Embarcadero 
feature landscaped setbacks and a lack of street activation. 
Sidewalk width along cross-streets ranges from 10 to 15 feet, 
and several alleys provide supplementary pedestrian access 
through blocks. 
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Figure 27: Urban Design Context 

Mechanics Plaza at the corner of Market and Battery Streets 

 

Source: Better Market Street, 2015 
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3.2 Station Characteristics  

3.2.1 Station Access and Circulation 

Station Access 

Access in and out of both underground stations is provided 
primarily by street-level entrances, as shown in Figure 28.  
Entrances are located at various locations along or near 
both sides of Market Street, as illustrated in Figure 20 and 
Figure 21. Two secondary entrances at Montgomery 
Station connect at the concourse level to adjacent privately 
owned properties. Plazas are provided at three street-level 
entrances along the north side of Market Street. One 
elevator is provided at each station between the station 
concourse and street level. 

Station Circulation 

Each station features three underground levels: 

 Concourse level shared by BART and Muni Metro, 
directly beneath street level 

 Muni Metro platform level 

 BART platform level 

The concourse level houses ticketing / fare collection 
equipment and station agent booths for both BART and 
Muni.  

Vertical circulation between levels is provided by stairs, 
escalators and elevators. The escalators are reversible and 
their direction is changed between morning and evening to 
better accommodate peak passenger flows. There are no 
direct connections between the BART and Muni platforms. 
Passengers transferring between systems must go up to 
the concourse level to exit and enter the operators’ paid 
areas. 

Though the platform levels are generally secured within the 
paid area of the respective transit operator, at each station, 
both operators currently share a single platform elevator 
that serves all three underground levels. At the concourse 
level, these elevators are located in the free area. 
Passengers using the elevators are supposed to process their ticket at the fare gates before or after using the elevator. 

Station access and circulation at the two stations is depicted in Figure 29 and Figure 30. Vertical circulation at the two stations 
is summarized in Table 1. 

Figure 28: Station Entrance – Embarcadero (Market at Beale) 

 
Source: BART, 2014 
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Figure 29: Station Access and Circulation (Embarcadero) 

 

 
MUNI PLATFORM LEVEL PLAN 

 
BART PLATFORM LEVEL PLAN 

LEGEND   

 BART paid area  Muni Metro paid area  Street-level vertical circulation 

Source: BART, 2015; modified by Robin Chiang & Co. 
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Figure 30: Station Access and Circulation (Montgomery) 

 

 
MUNI PLATFORM LEVEL PLAN 

 

 
BART PLATFORM LEVEL PLAN 

LEGEND   

 BART paid area  Muni Metro paid area  Street-level vertical circulation 

Source: BART, 2015; modified by Robin Chiang & Co. 
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Table 1: Vertical Circulation Inventory 

Station 
Connecting 

Levels 

Escalators Stairs 

Total  

Width 

(inches) 
Number of 

Escalators 

Total 

Width 

(inches) 

Operating Direction 
Number 

of Stairs 

Total 

Width 

(inches) 

Morning Evening 

Up Down Up Down 

Embarcadero 

Street and 

Concourse 
6 276 6 0 4 2 6 360 636 

Concourse and 

Muni Platform 
4 256 2 2 2 2 0 0 256 

Concourse and 

BART Platform 
4 320 4 0 2 2 4 188 508 

Montgomery 

Street and 

Concourse 
6 252 5 1 4 2 7 545 797 

Concourse and 

Muni Platform 
2 72 2 0 2 0 2 208 280 

Concourse and 

BART Platform 
5 180 3 2 3 2 3 156 336 

Source: AECOM, 2016 

 

3.2.2 Station Amenities 

Concourses at both stations house a variety of passenger amenities and services. Both stations feature a small amount of retail, 
including coffee shops and florists. A staffed Clipper customer service kiosk and a self-service bike staton with capacity for 96 
bikes are provided at Embarcadero. MyTransitPlus staffed ticket windows and transit information displays (TIDs) are provided at 
both stations. Dedicated parking for automobiles is not provided at either station.  Amenities at BART platform level are limited 
and primarily include seating and digital advertisement screens. 

3.2.3 Access Mode and Trip Purpose 

The 2008 BART Station Profile Study surveyed passengers throughout the BART system to characterize the overall weekday 
ridership profile at stations. As part of this effort, BART collected information about trip behavior among passengers, including 
travel mode to and from the station and trip purpose. These results are summarized in Table 2 and Table 3 for Embarcadero 
Station and in Table 4 and Table 5 for Montgomery Station. 

As shown, the majority of passengers arrives at or departs the station on foot or by bus or other connecting transit mode. This 
trend was particularly strong at Montgomery Station, but less so at Embarcadero Station, where some passengers reported 
using carpools or biking as their primary access mode. At both stations, work and work-related activities are by far the most 
common trip purpose among passengers, although a sizeable share of passengers reported “other” trip purposes (sporting 
events, restaurants, theaters / concerts, hotels, visiting friends / family, and personal errands). 
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Table 2: Ridership Profile (Embarcadero) – Access Mode 

Origin Share 
Access Mode to / from Station 

Walk (only) Bus / Transit Drive Alone Carpool Dropped Off Bicycle 

Home 7% 16% 60% 4% 7% 3% 9% 

Non-home 93% 88% 9% 1% 0% 1% 1% 

Overall  83% 13% 1% < 1% 1% 1% 

Source: 2008 BART Station Profile Study 

 

Table 3: Ridership Profile (Embarcadero) – Trip Purpose 

Trip Type 

Trip Purpose 

Home Work 
Work-Related 

Activity 
School Medical Shopping Other 

Home-based        

Destination 0% 70% 3% 9% 1% 2% 15% 

Non-home-based        

Origin 0% 87% 3% 2% 1% 1% 7% 

Destination 88% 2% 1% 1% 1% 1% 6% 

Source: 2008 BART Station Profile Study 

Notes: 

“Other” includes sporting events, restaurants, theaters / concerts, hotels, visiting friends / family, and personal errands. 

 

Table 4: Ridership Profile (Montgomery) – Access Mode 

Origin Share 
Access Mode to / from Station 

Walk (only) Bus / transit Drive alone Carpool Dropped off Bicycle 

Home 6% 38% 51% 4% 1% 1% 1% 

Non-home 94% 94% 4% 0% 0% 1% 1% 

Overall  91% 7% < 1% < 1% 1% 1% 

Source: 2008 BART Station Profile Study 

 

Table 5: Ridership Profile (Montgomery) – Trip Purpose 

Trip Type 

Trip Purpose 

Home Work 
Work-Related 

Activity 
School Medical Shopping Other 

Home-based        

Destination 0% 62% 4% 7% 1% 1% 25% 

Non-home-based        

Origin 0% 83% 5% 3% 1% 1% 8% 

Destination 86% 3% 2% 1% 1% 1% 6% 

Source: 2008 BART Station Profile Study 

Notes: 

“Other” includes sporting events, restaurants, theaters / concerts, hotels, visiting friends / family, and personal errands.  
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3.3 Station Capacity 

Previous studies have defined future capacity needs at Embarcadero and Montgomery and have identified projects to meet 
those needs. The current study begins with these earlier proposals for providing additional capacity. The study’s purpose is to  
developed a phased program for expanding and upgrading the stations to handle the current and future ridership in a safe and 
efficient manner.  

3.3.1 Previous Studies 

Several past studies evaluated capacity needs at the two stations in some detail: 

 Silicon Valley Rapid Transit (SVRT) Core Stations Modifications Study and Constructability and Construction Staging 
Analysis (2009)  

 Sustainable Communities Operations Analysis (2013) 

 Transportation Sustainability Program (2014) 

These studies are described in the following sections. Further detail is provided in Section B (“Future Projects”) of Technical 
Memorandum #3 (“Base Information”). 

SVRT Core Stations Modifications Study and Constructability and Construction Staging Analysis (2009) 

In preparation for the extension of BART to San Jose, the Santa Clara Valley Transportation Authority (VTA) agreed in 2001 to 
work together with BART to identify required upgrades to BART’s core stations and systems to accommodate the additional 
ridership and other demands on existing infrastructure. This effort and the related studies are generally referred to as the SVRT 
Core Stations Modifications Study, and helped identify necessary improvements at several stations across the BART system, 
including at Embarcadero and Montgomery stations. 

An initial study (Embarcadero Station Capacity Analysis Results and Recommendations) concluded that additional platform 
capacity and vertical circulation capacity are needed at Embarcadero Station to accommodate projected ridership in 2030 as a 
result of expansion of the BART system and continued ridership growth in the core. The subsequent BART–VTA SVRT Core 
Stations Modifications Study recommended new side platforms in both directions at Embarcadero and in the eastbound (East 
Bay) direction at Montgomery, as well as new emergency stairways, escalators, and elevators. 

BART commissioned a third study—Constructability and Construction Staging Analysis for Embarcadero and Montgomery 
Station Capacity Study—a two-phase effort that defined the expected impacts to train operations due to side platform 
construction and performed a conceptual constructability analysis for the project. The third study recommended construction 
of the new platforms using mined construction, as shown in Figure 31, with removal of portions of the load-bearing subway box 
walls at each station to accommodate door openings.  

The new side platforms would be designed to accommodate BART’s future fleet of three-door cars in formations up to ten (10) 
cars long, and would feature platform doors to maximize passenger safety. Openings would also be required in the roof and 
floor slabs at concourse level to accommodate new vertical circulation elements such as escalators, elevators, and stairwells. 

Sustainable Communities Operations Analysis (2013) 

In 2013, BART developed a series of three phased service plans to implement BART Metro, a vision for the BART system that 
seeks to tailor service to future ridership needs. BART Metro redefines the BART system into two major travel markets: the 
“Metro Core” (frequent, high-capacity service designed to capture trips throughout the day in the denser urban core of the 
system) and the “Metro Commute” (frequent, peak-period service to capture commute trips to and from regional job centers 
and less dense areas of the region). 
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Figure 31: Constructability and Construction Staging Analysis – Side Platforms Study 
Reflecting mined tunnel construction technique 

 
Source: PGH Wong Engineering, Inc., 2009 
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The resulting report, BART Sustainable Communities Operations Analysis (BART SCOA), published in 2013, considered a variety 
of service strategies to implement the goals of BART Metro. The BART SCOA also identified three tiers of capital investment in 
conjunction with the three phased service plans, including projects such as fleet expansion, modernization of the train control 
system (TCS), power supply upgrades, new stations, and expansion of storage and maintenance yards. 

In terms of specific improvements at Embarcadero and Montgomery stations, the BART SCOA identifies additional platform 
elevators and automatic fare collection (AFC) equipment at Downtown San Francisco stations as part of the first phase, 
representing the optimization of the current system. This phase would be capable of accommodating average weekday 
ridership of up to 500,000 passengers with a fleet of 880 cars. 

The second phase would include the new side platforms recommended in the SVRT Station Modification Study, allowing for 
peak-period frequency increases and accommodating average weekday ridership of up to 750,000 passengers with a fleet of 
1,000 cars. The third phase, accommodating ridership beyond 750,000 passengers, would involve a second Transbay Tube. 

Transportation Sustainability Program (2014) 

As part of San Francisco’s Transportation Sustainability Program (TSP), BART examined potential interim capacity 
improvements at both Embarcadero and Montgomery stations to help accommodate peak-period ridership demands in 2025 
and 2040, corresponding to systemwide average weekday ridership of 560,000 and 660,000, respectively. Several potential 
solutions were evaluated, including the following: 

 Increasing escalator speeds and optimizing escalator directions; 

 Eliminating furniture, storage space, and other “unusable” space on the platforms; 

 Adding platform screen doors; 

 Operating skip-stop service; and, 

 Increasing train frequency. 

The study concluded that adjustments to escalator speed and direction during the weekday AM peak period would be able to 
resolve oversaturation of the vertical circulation systems at both Embarcadero and Montgomery stations. During the weekday 
PM peak period, removal of obstructions and unusable space at platform level and installation of platform doors would be 
sufficient to relieve platform crowding at Montgomery, but not at Embarcadero. 

Conversely, having westbound trains skip Embarcadero would effectively shift platform-crowding issues at Embarcadero to 
Montgomery instead. Increasing frequency in the Transbay Tube, however, would resolve platform overcrowding at both 
stations during the weekday PM peak period by reducing the accumulation of passengers over time. 

Conclusions 

The previous studies described above identified critical capacity needs at the two stations. Specifically, the SVRT Core Stations 
Modifications Study evaluated 2030 ridership forecasts with respect to performance targets for platforms, queue sizes, queue 
wait times, and emergency evacuation, based on industry-wide standards. 

The platform capacity needs are most critical at Embarcadero Station, technically an “infill” station designed after the other 
Downtown San Francisco stations. Embarcadero Station features a narrower platform width (27 feet, 4 inches) designed to fit 
within the taper of the tracks on the west approach into the Transbay Tube. As a result, it has less circulation and queuing space 
at platform level, and less ability to accommodate additional vertical circulation, yet it is the busiest station in the system by 
ridership. 
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For Embarcadero, the SVRT Core Stations Modifications Study analysis found that: 

 In the AM peak hour, vertical circulation would be insufficient during delay conditions and would fail to meet emergency 
exiting requirements. Additional vertical circulation between the platform and concourse levels with a combined width 
of 490 inches would be needed to accommodate 2030 AM peak hour ridership (14,900 alighting passengers). 

 In the PM peak hour, platform capacity would fail to provide at least seven square feet per passenger during normal 
conditions and five square feet per passenger during delay conditions. Additional platform area amounting to 17,900 
square feet would be needed to accommodate the accumulation of passengers at platform level during the 2030 PM 
peak hour (14,000 boarding passengers). 

 Vertical circulation between the concourse and street levels would fail to meet emergency exiting requirements, and a 
combined width of 132 inches of additional vertical circulation would be needed by 2030. 

In contrast with Embarcadero, Montgomery features a wider platform width (35 feet, 10 inches) in line with the other Downtown 
San Francisco stations. Platform crowding during the weekday PM peak period is less severe than at Embarcadero Station. 
Nonetheless, the SVRT Core Stations Modifications Study analysis found that at Montgomery: 

 In the AM peak hour, vertical circulation would be insufficient during delay conditions and would fail to meet emergency 
exiting requirements. Additional vertical circulation between the platform and concourse levels with a combined width 
of 462 inches would be needed to accommodate 2030 AM peak hour ridership (15,300 alighting passengers). 

 In the PM peak hour, platform capacity would fail to provide at least seven square feet per passenger during normal 
conditions and five square feet per passenger during delay conditions. Additional platform area amounting to 12,700 
square feet would be needed to accommodate the accumulation of passengers at platform level during the 2030 PM 
peak hour (14,600 boarding passengers). 

 Vertical circulation between the concourse and street levels would fail to meet emergency exiting requirements, and a 
combined width of 88 inches of additional vertical circulation would be needed by 2030. 

 Additionally, the study found that 2030 AM peak hour ridership would generate queues longer than 6 persons during 
normal conditions and queues longer than 8 persons during delay conditions at fare gates exiting the paid areas; two 
additional fare gates would be needed to reduce these queues below the target threshold. 

Based on the outcome of this capacity analysis, the SVRT Core Stations Modifications Study developed a preferred alternative 
for each station that would meet the specified demands for additional platform space, vertical circulation, and fare gates 
outlined above to accommodate 2030 ridership: 

 For Embarcadero, the preferred alternative proposes adding two new side platforms, new vertical circulation elements, 
and enlarged concourse paid areas. 

 For Montgomery, the preferred alternative proposes adding a single eastbound side platform, new vertical circulation 
elements, and enlarged concourse paid areas. 

This plan advances the preferred SVRT Core Stations Modifications alternative for each station, developing specific concourse 
layouts and platform operating schemes, vetting them with the City and stakeholders, and identifying a reasonable capacity 
implementation strategy. 
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3.3.2 Analysis Refinements 

As part of developing a capacity implementation strategy, AECOM conducted a refined ridership and capacity analysis to 
confirm the conclusions of the previous work and to better quantify the capacity needs at the two stations. 

Population and Employment Growth 

The first task in this exercise involved revisiting ridership forecasts and investigating key assumptions used to develop those 
projections to determine the accuracy and any potential margins of error. 

The BART Ridership Model (BRM) forecasts ridership using projections for population and employment growth for the nine-
county Bay Area published by the Association of Bay Area Governments (ABAG) and the Metropolitan Transportation 
Commission (MTC) as part of regional land use and transportation planning efforts, including Plan Bay Area and the associated 
travel demand forecasting model maintained by the MTC. 

AECOM researched land use development trends, both within the catchment areas of the two stations and citywide, through a 
variety of sources including the San Francisco Planning Department’s Pipeline Report to quantify and geographically identify 
future growth in population and employment. AECOM also consulted with staff from the SFCTA, which maintains the Chained 
Activity Modeling Process (“SF-CHAMP”) travel demand forecasting model used for projects in the City and County of San 
Francisco, and the Planning Department, which maintains and regularly updates the land use projections that feed into SF-
CHAMP. 

A comparison of the tabulated (“pipeline”) growth in population and employment against the slightly older ABAG and MTC 
assumptions in the BART Ridership Model (BRM) showed that the potential margin of error was small. As illustrated in Figure 32, 
the Plan Bay Area growth totals citywide are generally in line with the tabulated growth totals. The Plan Bay Area forecasts can, 
however, be considered somewhat conservative due to the assignment of more growth to the immediate catchment areas of 
both stations (roughly encompassing Transbay, Rincon Hill, and the Financial District). The BRM also produced relatively 
consistent results despite minor adjustments in population and employment growth, and it was determined that further 
adjustments were unnecessary. 

Further detail on the analysis of population and employment growth is provided in Section C (“Development, Land Use and 
Travel Demand”) of Technical Memorandum #3 (“Base Information”). 
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Figure 32: Population and Employment Growth Comparison 

 
Immediate catchment area includes Transbay, Rincon Hill, and the Financial District. 

Southeast Quadrant includes the Bayview, India Basin, Candlestick Point, Hunters Point Shipyard, Executive Park, and Visitacion Valley. 

Source: AECOM, 2015 

 

Transit Investments 

The second refinement task investigated assumptions in the BRM regarding transit connections at each of the stations to 
determine if any adjustments to the ridership forecasts might be warranted. The BRM assigns ridership to each station based on 
the same structure of transportation analysis zones (TAZs) used by the MTC’s travel demand forecasting model. Areas outside 
of the walkshed or bikeshed of the two stations can still generate ridership at the two stations based on the presence of 
connecting transit routes. 

AECOM compiled a list of foreseeable changes to the future transit network(1) to determine whether the TAZ assignments were 
appropriate and what, if any, changes were warranted. A review of the station catchment areas assumed in the BRM concluded 
                                                           

(1) Future changes identified through this effort include the Central Subway, the Transbay Transit Center (TTC), the Caltrain Downtown 

Extension (DTX), the Caltrain Modernization (CalMod) Program, Muni’s Transit Effectiveness Project (TEP), statewide high-speed rail 

service, and other projects. 
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that no specific adjustments to the TAZ assignments were necessary, but that refinements would be necessary when 
distributing the ridership growth within each station to the various station entrances and exits, due primarily to the coarseness 
of the MTC’s TAZ structure relative to the required scope of the analysis. 

After confirming the conclusions of the previous work, AECOM performed a focused ridership and capacity analysis of each 
station, including passenger flow simulations of platform, concourse, and street levels to help identify potential “hot spots” or 
bottlenecks and to test various station layout alternatives. Additional information on the passenger flow simulations is 
discussed in Section 5.5. 

3.3.3 Coordination with Other Transportation Investments 

The capacity implementation strategy must also consider any necessary coordination with other planned transportation 
investments, including efforts being led by both BART and others. AECOM reviewed planned transportation investments for the 
immediate areas surrounding the two stations to determine potential opportunities and constraints for the capacity 
implementation strategy. Key projects requiring coordination are described below, with further detail provided in Section B 
(“Future Projects”) of Technical Memorandum #3 (“Base Information”). Details on the analysis of potential opportunities and 
constraints are provided in Technical Memorandum #5 (“Opportunities and Constraints Analysis”). 

Better Market Street 

The Better Market Street project is a coordinated multi-agency effort between various local city and county agencies. It 
encompasses 2.2 miles of Market Street from Octavia Boulevard to The Embarcadero and seeks to do the following: 

 Increase the speed, reliability, and capacity of transit service; 

 Improve accessibility, pedestrian safety, and the pedestrian experience; 

 Improve bicycle safety and the capacity to accommodate bicyclists; and, 

 Enhance the public realm. 

The project scope includes the full right-of-way along Market Street, including sidewalks, the traveled way (curb to curb), and 
public spaces along Market Street such as One Post Plaza and Justin Herman Plaza. The project is currently undergoing 
environmental review. 

Because a design option for Better Market Street has yet to be selected and refined, the exact effects of the project on 
Embarcadero and Montgomery stations are uncertain at this time. Although some of the proposed designs may relocate the 
curb line further from the center line of Market Street, reducing the sidewalk width in some locations, the proposed locations for 
new or relocated street elevators and new station entrances under the capacity implementation strategy would be similar to 
locations of existing elevators and entrances in terms of distances from building faces and the center line along Market Street. 

As such, no specific considerations are deemed necessary at this time, with the exception of one adjustment to a proposed 
widened stairway at Montgomery. Additional minor refinements may be necessary as progress is made on a recommended 
design for the Better Market Street project. Excavation to construct the side platforms of the capacity implementation strategy 
should also be coordinated with Better Market Street. Phasing and timelines for the two projects should be carefully considered 
to take advantage of potential synergies and avoid unnecessary construction work or rework. 

Transbay Transit Center 

The Transbay Transit Center (TTC), illustrated in Figure 33, will create a modern regional transit hub within one block of Market 
Street, providing good connectivity with BART and Muni Metro. As part of Phase 2 of the Transbay Program, a pedestrian tunnel 
is being considered between the TTC and Embarcadero Station. Coordination is needed between BART and the TJPA to ensure 
that capacity improvements facilitate—or, at least, do not preclude—a connection of the pedestrian tunnel directly into 
Embarcadero Station.  
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Figure 33: Transbay Transit Center 

The Transbay Transit Center will span the blocks between Minna Street and Natoma Street, from approximately Main Street 
west to Second Street. Similar to the original Key System terminal design, buses from the East Bay will arrive onto an upper 
bus deck level, while Caltrain commuter rail and intercity high-speed rail services will arrive at the terminal’s underground 
platforms. An underground pedestrian tunnel could connect the Transbay Transit Center with Embarcadero Station. 

 

 

 
Source: Transbay Joint Powers Authority, 2015 
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A pedestrian tunnel is being considered as part of Phase 2 of the Transbay Program and would provide a direct and weather-
protected connection to facilitate transfers between the Transbay Transit Center (TTC) and the Market Street Subway (BART 
and Muni Metro). The tunnel would integrate the TTC and Embarcadero Station as a single hub, reducing transfer times and 
alleviating congested sidewalks at street level by providing an alternative route for passengers. Alignment studies by the 
Transbay Joint Powers Authority (TJPA) and coordination with BART identified Beale Street as the ideal alignment for the tunnel.  

Coordination is needed with the TJPA to ensure that the improvements proposed under the capacity implementation strategy 
facilitate—or, at least, do not preclude—a connection of the pedestrian tunnel directly into Embarcadero Station. In particular, 
changes to the station layout, including concourse-level free and paid areas, as part of the construction of the eastbound side 
platform should carefully consider how the tunnel would connect into the station. 

Downtown Ferry Terminal Expansion 

The Downtown Ferry Terminal Expansion (DTFX) would construct up to three new ferry gates, associated landside pedestrian 
improvements, and passenger amenities. It is designed to facilitate expansion of ferry service on San Francisco Bay, including 
the following: 

 New routes serving Treasure Island, Berkeley, Richmond, Hercules, Martinez, Antioch, and Redwood City; and, 

 Modest service increases by the Golden Gate Bridge, Highway & Transportation District (GGBHTD) for ferry service on 
its Larkspur and Sausalito routes. 

Many of the new ferry routes would be concentrated in the Transbay corridor, and would likely attract some riders that might 
otherwise choose BART, likely helping to reduce some of the ridership demand in the Transbay Tube. In other corridors not well 
served by BART, such as to and from the North Bay, increased ferry service will attract additional passengers, some of whom 
may be expected to transfer at Embarcadero Station. 

Currently, the Ferry Terminal is not directly connected to the station, and passengers walk along Market Street and across The 
Embarcadero to make this connection. Improved coordination, such as static and dynamic / real-time signage or pedestrian 
improvements, could be considered to enhance the safety, visibility, and attractiveness of this connection. 

Station Entrance Enclosures 

BART is currently designing and testing enclosures for station entrances to underground stations in the system. The enclosure 
consists primarily of a canopy structure intended to satisfy multiple functions, including protecting open-air escalators from 
exposure to the elements, closing the entrance at street level to prevent misuse overnight, and providing security cameras and 
better lighting to increase passenger and employee safety. The enclosure program also includes replacement and / or 
refurbishment of escalators. Concepts are shown in Figure 34. 

Design and engineering of enclosures for entrances at Powell and Civic Center stations are already well underway. A discrete 
timeline for completing enclosures for entrances at Embarcadero and Montgomery stations has yet to be determined, but it is 
expected that these two stations would be high on the priority list for canopy improvements given the level of passenger use. 

The canopies could be designed to integrate new real-time train arrival information, which may encourage passengers to 
perform errands or conduct other activities before the arrival of their train, thereby reducing congestion and queuing at the 
platform level.  Any modifications to existing street-level entrances under the capacity implementation strategy should be 
coordinated with entrance enclosures program, and any new station entrances should be designed and constructed with 
enclosures. 
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Figure 34: Station Entrance Enclosures (Powell Station Concept) 

Entrance enclosures, such as these conceptual designs for Powell, are also planned for Embarcadero and Montgomery  

 
Source: VIA Architects, 2015 

Other Projects 

AECOM also reviewed other planned and proposed transportation investments in the areas surrounding the two stations: 

 Muni initiatives including the Central Subway, Muni Forward, and the Geary Corridor Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) Project; 

 Complete Streets enhancements to Second Street (Second Street Improvement Project); 

 Bay Bridge West Span Bicycle / Pedestrian / Maintenance (BPM) Path; 

 BART extensions and expansions (e.g., BART to San Jose and the East Contra Costa BART Extension (eBART); and, 

 BART systemwid e init iativ es including the Fleet of the Future (Figur e 35) and the Train Control Modernizat ion Project 

(TCMP). 

These projects d id not d irect ly affect the phys ical co mponents  of the two statio ns and  were determined to have primarily  
indirect  effects , cons isting  primarily  of potential increas es in r idership (e.g ., BART extens ions  or Muni service improvements)  or 

changes  in passenger circulat ion and  flow at  platform and concourse lev els  (e.g., Fleet  of the Future and TCMP).  Where 

necessary, the analysis refinements explicitly consider the potential effects of these projects. 
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Figure 35: Fleet of the Future (Interior Concept) 

BART’s new railcar fleet will feature more space for standees, increasing the carrying capacity of trains

 

Source: BART, 2015 

3.4 Station Modernization Assessment / State of Good Repair  

3.4.1 Existing Maintenance and Operations Review 

Based on a master list  of improvement  items  prev iously  developed under BART’s  Capital Improvement Program and  Station 
Modernization Program, the project  team conducted a f ield s urvey  of existing conditio ns and  solicited  input  from BART  staff to  

determine what is needed to bring the stations up to BART standards and current codes. 

Needs were ident ified  in stat ion walk-through meetings and  interv iews  with maintenance and operat ions  staff, pres ented  below 

as bullet points under each area of concern: 

Embarcadero 

 Capital Needs Inventory 

o Modernize and enlarge station agent booths 

o New machine room needed next to the existing platform elevator to increase reliability 

o New platform seating  
o Add station agent break room and restroom 
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 Security 

o Raise walls to 5’ to reduce fare evasion, using standardized design for continuity throughout the system as well as ease 

of maintenance 

 Fire and life safety  

o Move/reconfigure fire hose cabinets on platform under stairs/escalators  

o Current codes require new fire sprinkler system to be designed and installed  
o Replace platform warning edge tile 

 Wayfinding 

o Add backlighting to older wayfinding signs 

o Wayfinding signage  for elevator users 

o Update / remove wayfinding signs that are no longer valid  

o Information signs on station agent booths and ticket sales booths should be uniform and professional  

o Provide escalator direction signage 

o Better signage to street elevator needed 

o Replace amenity signs (phones, add fare, and ticket vending) 

 Facilities Assessments 

o Functional plan review 

 Storage for dumpsters, utility closet and janitorial equipment 

 Pay phone removal or repurposing 

 Space programmed specifically for art, advertising 

 Relocate Transit Store 

 Redesign open area behind Fire Control Center for possible retail, break room or storage 

 More direct access needed to utility rooms at the west end of the station, including double doors  

 Redesign corners of concourse at portals to eliminate emergency doors, chain wall, and floor mats in 

conjunction with canopy installation 

 Install integrated trash/recycling bins 

o Materials and finishes review 

 Original granite walls and floors in mezzanine need to be shaved and polished 

 Clean bike station grating/wall 

 Glass partition railing walls are often broken and the repairs take a long time to manage 

 Water intrusion from street at east end of station 

 Brightening (painting) of platform walls 

 Remove graffiti on platform ceiling and address acid wash on stainless steel of janitor closet  

o Mechanical Plumbing/ HVAC /Ventilation & Emergency Ventilation 

 Infrastructure is inadequate to support non-transit functions (retail, coffee shops) 

o CCTV 

 Consolidate conduit/cabling 

o Communications/PA 

 Replace white courtesy phones; improve signage 

o Fare Gates/TVM and other systems 

 Additional fare gates if capacity studies show need 
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o Lighting  

 Install LED lighting 

 Replace grate ceiling and improve lighting 

 Provide lighting of transit information displays under stairs at platform level 

Montgomery 

 Capital Needs Inventory 

o Update station agent booths 

o Replace elevator to improve liability; specify glass doors for transparency  

o New platform seating, particularly at east end 

o Improve staff break rooms 

 Security 

o Raise walls to 5’ to reduce fare evasion, using standardized design for continuity throughout the system as well as ease 

of maintenance 

o Reconfigure fare barriers to contain elevator within paid area 

 Fire and life safety  

o Current codes require new fire sprinkler system to be designed and installed 

o Replace platform warning edge tile 

 Wayfinding 

o Wayfinding signage  for elevator users 

o Information signs on station agent booths and ticket sales booths should be uniform and professional  

o Provide escalator direction signage 

o Better signage to street elevator needed 

o Replace amenity signs (phones, add fare, and ticket vending) 

 Sustainability 

 Facilities Assessments 

o Functional plan review 

 Storage for dumpsters, utility closet and janitorial equipment 

 Redesign closed off ticket vending machine area adjacent to elevator 

 Pay phone removal or repurposing 

 Remove Muni transfer machines 

 Reconfigure the concourse paid area to better serve BART functions 

 Remove advertising panels in concourse to increase sight lines 

 Remove double barrier around Muni stair/escalator to increase paid area 

 Redesign the shape of the stair/escalator elements at platform level to aid wayfinding  

 Space programmed specifically for art, advertising 

 Install integrated trash/recycling bins 

o Materials and finishes review 

 Replace platform tile floors with terrazzo, address lighting problem 

 Add lighting, art, advertising to wall above escalator/stairs between concourse and platform 

 Remove adhesive residue remaining from advertising elements 

 Address water intrusion and repaint ceiling 

 Brightening (painting) of platform walls 
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o Mechanical Plumbing/ HVAC /Ventilation & Emergency Ventilation 

 Infrastructure is inadequate to support non-transit functions (retail, coffee shops) 

 Address mechanical systems that have been shut down due to asbestos issues 

o Fare Gates/TVM and other systems 

 Recess TVMs in walls 

 Additional fare gates if capacity studies show needed 

o Lighting  

 Implement adjustable lighting system for less light on the trackway, more light on the platform 

 Install LED lighting 

3.4.2 Existing Conditions Analysis 

To identify potential modernizat ion improvements at each station, an existing co nditio ns analysis was performed based on the 

maintenance and operatio ns review. The project team rev iewed BART’s systemwide modernization matrix and notes tak en 

during the station walk-throughs, and then annotated statio n plans to organize needs and potent ial pro jects spatially . An 
overview of this effort is provided in Figure 36 through Figure 39. 

Embarcadero 

Overall, Embarcadero is cons idered to have a number of key ass ets, includ ing its clear-span symmetry, intuitiv e co nfiguration 

and visual connect ivity aided  by three tiers of ceiling heights and spatial qualities . E nhancing this hierarchy pres ents  a 

significant opportunity to create a grand station. 

Embarcadero Concourse – key needs identified include: 

 new finishes, lighting and organization of the entrance vestibules 

 repairing the dropped ceilings of the side aisles and intermediate aisles and installing new light fixtures 

 reorganization of TVMs and real-time information 

 increased fare barrier height 

 additional storage opportunities to address clutter 

 lighting improvements in side aisles and dead walls and spaces 

 clean-up and reprogramming of underutilized spaces with additional retail, vending or station amenities; and  

 improved emphasis of the “main hall” ceiling with more appropriate materials and lighting fixtures.  

Embarcadero Platform – key needs identified include: 

 better real-time train arrival and Muni transfer information 

 removal and relocation of free-standing items to increase queuing space 

 redesign of seating elements for greater space efficiency; and  

 greater elevator transparency to increase security and reduce fare evasion. 
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Montgomery 

Montgomery Station lacks a general sense of spatial organization, in part to monotonous finishes and light ing offering lit tle 

division of space or use. New functions have been added in an uncoordinated manner due to lack of guiding principles.  

Montgomery Concourse – key needs identified include: 

 addressing the pinch point between the McKesson Plaza entrance and the concourse paid area  

 cluttered concourse “lobbies” blocking visibility and circulation and hiding attractive station features  

 additional storage opportunities to address clutter 

 insufficient ventilation systems, requiring maintenance and upgrades of the supporting systems 

 undifferentiated side aisle and lobby materials and finishes; and  

 Underutilized corridors that  could be reprogrammed  for public/staff space to improve circulat ion, maintenance, safety, 
security, and overall station appearance. 

Montgomery Platform – key needs identified include: 

 better real-time train arrival and Muni transfer information, within available sight lines 

 better station identification features 

 redesign of seat ing elements for greater space efficiency and an uninvit ing platform space due to dark -co lored  

flooring, drab ceiling finish, and overlit trackway. 
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Figure 36: Existing Conditions Analysis – Embarcadero Concourse Level 
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Figure 37: Existing Conditions Analysis – Embarcadero Platform Level 
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Figure 38: Existing Conditions Analysis – Montgomery Concourse Level 
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Figure 39: Existing Conditions Analysis – Montgomery Platform Level 
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4.0 Public Outreach 

The project  team conducted  outreach to familiarize the pub lic and  seek  input regarding the pr oject  and related efforts in the 

area by other agencies. Over the durat ion of the project, two in -station open house events were held during co mmute hours  in 

the free area of  each stat ion. As s hown in Figure 40, the project  team used presentat ion boards to introduce station 

improvement projects for public discussion and comment. 

Outreach was accomp lished through email b lasts, postcard notifications , hand -delivered notices throughout the Market Street  

corridor, as  well as  platform-lev el electro nic messages and BART webpage notices . Local stakehold ers help ed to share op en 

house inv itations  with their constituents . T itle VI outreach was  conducted through local limited -English-speaking  co mmunity-

based organizations in and around the project corridor. 

October 2014 Open House Events 

Over the course of four events  during the AM and PM commute hours at  each station, over 15,000 take -along cards were 

distributed, which inv ited the pub lic to participate in an online surv ey. A p aper survey was also available, a long with fact sheets  

and other informat ion. N early  2,900 survey  responses  were receiv ed from riders at Embarcadero, and  over 2 ,000 from 

Montgomery rid ers. Translated materials were made available, and all documents featured language translat ion ass istance 

upon request.   

Figure 40: October 2014 Open House Events 

 

Embarcadero – 10/28   Montgomery – 10/30 

Source: AECOM, 2015 

Feedback was requested with respect to Stat ion Enviro nment , Station Access, and Capacity I mprovements, and the results  

were similar between the two stations. The top priorities in each category are summarized below: 

Station Environment 

 More cleaning (70%) 

 More safety patrols/enforcements 

(47%) 

 Additional/improved lighting (36%) 

Station Access 

 Real-t ime arrival displays  at street and  

concourse levels (81%) 

 Canopies to protect entrances (54%) 

 Clearer public announcements (50%) 

Capacity Improvements 

 Additional p latforms to  relieve 

crowding (73%) 

 Faster escalators (65%) 

 Reduced platform clutter (56%) 

Further detail on the October 2014 open house ev ents is  provided in Technical Memorandum #4 (“Community  Workshop #1 

Outreach Summary”). 
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October 2015 Open House Events 

Following the development of the Reco mmended Alternat ive Concept for each station, a s econd round of outreach was 

conducted to  present the concepts for pub lic review. The following elements incorporated and  prioritized in the Recommend ed 
Alternative Concepts were highlighted: 

 Improve passenger flow during rush hours: additional street entrances, new stairs, escalators and elevators 

 Improve elevator redundancy and reliability:  larger, BART-dedicated  elevator for ex isting  platform and two  elevators  per 

side platform 

 Reduce platform crowding: reorganizat ion of platform elements to reduce clutter and create more space, new side 

platforms 

 Better space planning: expanded paid  areas, free circulation between all entrances  at  concourse level, new retail/amenity  

space 

 Improve station environment: cleanliness and brightening 

 Better information: improved signage, more real-time information on concourse and at street level 

Further detail on the October 2015 open house ev ents is  provided in Technical Memorandum #9 (“Community  Wo rkshop #2 

Outreach Summary”). 
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5.0 Recommended Capacity Alternatives 

As d iscussed  in Section 3.3 .1, previous  stud ies  recommended that  new platforms  be installed  outside the  ex isting  tracks  to  
increase capacity. This  study advances  the concept, making sure that s ide p latforms would  not conflict  with other projects , that  

they would accommodate expected pedestrian flows, and would be co mpatible with establis hed BART operat ions at  both the 

platform and concourse levels. I n addition, the plan packages the s ide platform capacity expansion concept into act ionable 

phases to facilitate implementation. 

A substant ial part of the study focused o n the f easibility  of operating side platfor ms , includ ing the preferred layout  of the 

concourse and vertical circulation to the new platforms.  Beginning with the previous studies, a lternativ es were developed and 

reviewed  by the TAC and BART  staff. Through this  process , certain options  and concepts were dropped fro m further 

consideration, and a recommended alternative was selected for each station. 

5.1 Overview of Process 

A comprehensive, iterative process  was  used  to test potent ial capacity  alternat ives for the two statio ns. As  the fundamental 

capacity improvements at both stations involv e increasing and upgrading vertical circulat ion and the construct ion of new s ide 

platforms, this analysis exercise focused on two key design and operation components: 

 Concourse layout :  The analysis cons idered potent ial options for modifying or redesig ning the co ncourse layout to  

accommodate the new side platforms and associated v ertical circulatio n. This exercise focused  on alternat ives for the 

layout of the concourse lev el at each statio n, including  changes to  the free and paid  areas , the res ulting changes  to  

passenger circulation, and other considerations. 

 Platform operating schemes :  The analysis cons idered potent ial operating schemes for the (exist ing) center and (new)  

side p latforms, including segregation by flow (boarding  and  alighting), segregation by  line (certain platforms  would only  

be served  by specific lines) , and  unrestricted  access  (where passengers  would be able to  board and alig ht  from either 

side). 

Concourse Layouts 

Potential concourse layouts were developed to accommodate the additional vert ical circulation that would be needed  to 

connect the concourse with new s ide platforms. Initia l concepts that did not maintain free area circulatio n between all exist ing 

station entrances and all BART  and Muni Metro  fare gates were discarded  based on stak eholder input. The remaining layo uts 
were developed into two alternatives for each station: 

 Unified  Paid  Areas: this  alternat ive enlarges  the exist ing paid areas  to accommodate new v ertical circulat ion to s ide 

platforms. 

 Split  Paid  Areas: this alternativ e creates new paid  areas enclosing new vert ical circulation elements, “splitting” the paid  
area of the concourse into additional elements. 

Platform Operating Schemes 

Three general platform operations scenarios were identified as follows: 

 Scenario 1: All platforms allow boarding and alighting for all lines 

 Scenario 2: Side platform(s) allow(s) boarding and alighting, but only for particular lines  

 Scenario 3: Side platform(s) is/are used only for alighting or only for boarding, for all lines 
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Through a performance analys is, the scenarios were rated  with respect  to how evenly  they  distributed passengers  and resulted 
in the least crowded escalators and  platforms . T he results were vetted internally with BART staff and Scenario  2 with the 

Blue/Green lines (s erving  Dublin/Pleasanton and  Fremont)  boarding and alight ing at  the sid e platforms was  selected as the basis  

for conducting passenger flow modeling. T he models were  used to  test and ref ine each of the alternat ives, based on metrics  

such as queuing at  vert ical circulat ion and fare gates and crowd ing at  platform level, and conf irmed the operational feasib ility of  
the alternatives. 

Further detail on the platform operating analys is is provided in Technical Memorandum #7 (“Platform Operat ions Analys is”). As  

side platform des ign proceeds, operatio ns needs and priorities will be reevaluated to reflect current system co nditions and 

emerging technologies.  

Recommended Alternative Concept 

The results  of the pedestrian flow  modeling, together with an evaluation of  performance relat ive to  BART staff  input and 

priorities, informed the select ion process  for the recommended  alternativ e concept at  each stat ion. Qualitat ive metrics use d  in 

this  evaluation includ ed ease of navigatio n and  wayfind ing; technological feasib ility (train control system); co nstructabilit y; 
compatibility with other projects such as the BART–Muni Connect ion or the Transbay Transit Center p edestrian tunnel; and 

availability of retail / amenity space. 

5.2 Previous Side Platform Constructability Study 

Constructability issues and potent ial co nflicts were identif ied for the proposed capacity upgrades at both stations , building  off 
of work conducted for the Constructability and Construction Staging Analysis (2009). 

As indicated in Sect ion 1.4, the Constructab ility and  Construct ion Staging  Analysis  id entif ied two  potential so lutio ns for 

constructio n of the new side platforms . The per imeter soil mix  wall is  a  “cut-and-cover” approach that can res ult  in d isruption to  

street-level circulat ion and  existing ut ilities. Noise, dust , and impacts  to local business are also  major concerns with cut -and-
cover construct ion. An alternative method us ing  mined tunneling  was  also  suggested, offering potential b enef its in reducing 

impacts to ut ilities or street-level circulat ion. However, adjacent buildings must be closely monitored for ground settlement. 

Costs for mined tunneling would also generally be higher than for a perimeter soil mix wall approach. 

A decisio n on which solut ion to adopt would be made if  and when the proposed side platforms  begin detailed d esign and 

construction. However, both approaches are feasible and compatible with the side pla tforms. 

Under both approaches , the s ide platforms  would b e constructed ad jacent  to the exist ing  station boxes, acco mmodating 

BART’s future fleet of three-door cars in consists of up to ten cars. Portions of the load-bearing station box walls would be 

demolished , creating openings aligned with train doors. Because portions of the wall would remain in place, train operators 
would have limited vis ibility of the platform edge alo ng the s ide platforms. As a res ult , platform doors would be installed  t o 

ensure passenger safety, as illustrated in  Figure 41. Openings would also be required in the roof and floor slabs at concourse 

level to accommodate new vertical circulation elements such as escalators, elevators, and stairwells. 
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Figure 41: Side Platform (Concept) 

Conceptual rendering of new side platform (mined tunneling alternative)  

 

Source: PGH Wong Engineering, Inc., 2009 

Most construction act ivities wo uld tak e place outside the ex isting  subway box and  would not impact regular train operatio ns. 
However, construction would require temporary closure of the adjacent  track for an extended p eriod of t ime (10 to 15 weeks 

per side platform) to accommodate the demo lit ion of the subway box walls. A conceptual scheduling plan would implement  

single-track ing b etween 7:00 pm and  the end  of rev enue s ervice on weekdays and  during the ent ire revenue service window on 
Saturdays and Sundays. 

5.3 Initial Concepts 

Development  of capacity alternativ es began with the co nceptual plans included in the Constructab ility and Co nstruction 

Staging Analysis  (2009). To provide access to the new side platforms , the plans pres umed that  the existing BART paid areas 

would be expanded to the outside walls of the stat ion so that passengers  could reach s ide platform stairs , escalators and 
elevators along the outside wall.   

This concept would require minimal modificat ions to the conco urse, primarily extending the BART paid area barrier to the s ide 

walls  and adding fare gates . In addition, o nce inside the BART  paid area, passengers could reach any  of the platforms, 

simplifying  wayfinding .  Howev er, the expanded paid areas blo cked existing paths  for passengers and staff to  walk  from o ne 
end of the concourse to the other.  In discussions with the project TAC, this was quickly identified as a fatal flaw.   

At each stat ion, there are two paid areas and station agent  booths for each operator, BART and Muni.  Though all four booths  

are usually  staffed, there are times when o nly one agent is availab le for an operator. At those times , it  is essent ial that  

passengers near the unstaffed booth who  have questions  or problems can eas ily  reach the staffed booth. Conv ersely, it  is a lso  
essential that the agent at the staffed booth can easily reach the unstaffed paid area when there are problems. 
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Development of Alternative Concepts 

To maintain a path of travel through the free area of the station for the entire length of the concourse, two alternative concepts 
were explored for the concourse layout: 

 The “unified paid area” concept would provide access to both existing and new side platforms by expanding the 
existing paid areas at both stations, but not to the outside walls, maintaining a circulation path around the paid areas. 

 The “split paid area” concept retains the existing paid areas without modification and creates new paid areas along the 
outside walls of the concourse to serve the side platforms.  

Constructability Concerns 

Potential constructability concerns were identified for the “unified paid area” concept, related to passenger circulation at the 
concourse level. The “unified paid area” option for Embarcadero requires reducing the width of free-area corridors around the 
concourse perimeter in order to accommodate access to the new side platforms. These corridors fulfill critical circulation 
needs, including access to the Muni Metro paid area and ticket vending machines. Expanding the station box outward at 
concourse level at the most constricted pinch points could solve these issues, but would require a more detailed engineering 
and constructability assessment as described in Section 7.5.3. 

At Montgomery Station, the “unified paid area” concept would expand the concourse walls outward to create a new north-side 
corridor through back-of-house areas housing mechanical systems, such as the fan room. As a result, further analysis and 
study is needed to quantify ventilation requirements under this option, and to determine alternate locations for this equipment. 

5.4  3-D Station Modeling 

Three-dimensional (3-D) digital illustrations were created using Autodesk’s Revit software to support the process of developing 
a Recommended Alternative Concept for each station. In addition to allowing the station alternatives to be viewed in plan or 
section, the software generates longitudinal and transverse sections and axonometric views that can be shifted and rotated on-
screen to explore various station elements.   

As discussed in Section 5.2, there are two potential methods for constructing the side platforms.  To illustrate both methods,  
Embarcadero was modeled assuming the soil mix wall cut and cover construction method while Montgomery was modeled 
assuming the mined tunneling construction method, as shown in Figure 42. 

The 3-D illustrations were used for concept development and analysis. Selected views were incorporated into presentations to 
the project Technical Advisory Committee (TAC), to allow participants to visualize the station reconfiguration associated with 
implementing side platforms and to prompt discussion and comment. Input received from TAC members was used to develop 
the Recommended Alternative Concept for each station. Further detail on the 3-D station modeling is provided in Technical 
Memorandum #6 (“3-D Digital Illustrations”). 
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Figure 42: 3-D Digital Illustrations 

5.5 Passenger Flow Simulation 

Software-based pedestrian simulation tools were enlisted in the analys is of potential capacity  alternativ es. These tools are 

designed to approximate passenger flow through the statio n, includ ing b oth platform and concourse levels and both paid and 

free areas. The software produces a v isual simulatio n of passenger flow, as  well as various graphical representat ions s uch as  

density maps that allow for quick identification of hot spots, bottlenecks, and other potential concerns. 

The two station layout alternativ es—the “unified  paid  area” co ncept  and  the “split  paid area” concept—were tested together 

with the selected platform operating scheme (d escribed  in Sectio n 5.5). Both weekday AM and weekday PM peak hours were 

modeled in this exercise, as the governing  capacity constraints are different  (vertical circulat ion during the AM and platfo r m 

accumulation during the PM). 

The s imulat ion models  confirmed that  both the “unified  paid area” and “split paid area ” alternatives  are feas ible from a  

passenger f low p erspectiv e and achieve the primary goal of  capacity improvement at  the two stat ions. Passenger flow benefits  

were greater under the “unified  paid area” layout , which generally  showed  slight improvements in  station entrance and  fare gate 

queuing in comparison ot the “split paid area” layout. 

 
 

Embarcadero Transverse Section View (Soil Mix Wall) Montgomery Transverse Section View (Mined Tunnel)  

LEGEND   

 BART paid area  Existing structures or elements to remain  New structures or elements 

  Existing structures or elements to be 
removed 

 

Source: Robin Chiang & Co., 2015 
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5.6 Capacity Alternatives Analysis and Recommended Capacity Alternative 

With input fro m BART staff, stakeholders, and T AC members, the “unified  paid area” concept  was s elected as  the recommend ed 

alternat ive concept for each stat ion. While the “unified paid area” s howed so me marginal benefits in terms of passenger flow, 

there were s everal key  concerns  with the “split paid area” concept ident ified through the vetting process with BART staff and  

TAC members: 

 Difficulty in nav igating  the stat ion might  mak e a legib le wayfi nding  system difficult. Passeng ers would  need to  nav igate 

to the correct paid area before processing their ticket at the fare gates. 

 Signif icant  redundancy  in personnel (station agents) and equipment  (agent  booths, add -fare machines , fare gates , etc.)  

due to a greater number of paid areas. 

 Lack of a precedent anywhere in the BART system. 

 Less compatibility with the TTC pedestrian tunnel due to lack of a perimeter free-area corridor. 

Based on these concerns, the “unified paid  area” concept was  selected for t he reco mmended alternativ e co ncept at  b oth 

stations. 

The reco mmended  alternat ive concept for both stat ions is  summarized below, with further detail provided in Technical 

Memorandum #8 (“Recommended Alternative Concept and Construction & Phasing Strategy”).  

Embarcadero Station 

The recommended alternat ive concept for Embarcadero  is illustrated  in Figure 43 and Figur e 44. As noted in Sect ion 5.4 , for 

comparative purposes, the plan is based on the soil mix wall cut and cover construction method. 

Existing paid areas would be expanded to provid e access to the new s ide platforms. Free-area corridors would b e maintained 
around the perimeter of the concourse lev el, but the width of these corridors would be substant ially reduced co mpared  to 

current condit ions in order to accommodate the vertical circulat ion serving the sid e platforms . This issue is discussed in mo re 

detail in Section 5.3. 

On the existing (center) p latform, the two escalator-only wells would be upgraded into shared es calator/stairway  wells . T he 
existing  end -of-platform stairway  at  the east  end of the platform would be relocated  to the east, flus h ag ainst the wall of the 

east vent  shaft. A new platform elevator would be installed  at the existing locat ion of the stairway. This  new elevator would  serve 

as the primary p latform elevator for BART and the secondary p latform elevator for Muni Metro for speci al events  or 

emergencies . The exist ing  platform elevator in the center of the station would b e converted  for primary  Muni Metro us e and 
secondary BART use. Elevators would be as large as  pract ical and , if possible, have faster operating speeds than the cur rent  

elevators. 

Platform doors would be installed on all four platform edges.   At the co ncourse level, two  addit ional entrances  would be 

constructed fro m street level between Beale Street  / Davis Street  and Main Street  / Drumm Street (o ne entrance each on the 
north and south sides  of Market  Street). The existing street elevator would be relocated to the east, while a s econd street  

elevator would be installed at the southwest corner of the Market Street / Beale Street / Davis Street / Pine Street intersec tion. 
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Montgomery Station 

The recommended alternat ive co ncept for Montgomery is illustrated in  Figure 45 and Figure 46. The plan is based o n the 

mined tunnelling construction method. 

Existing paid areas  would  be expanded to provide access to  the new s ide platform. The primary free-area corridor running  east–

west through the stat ion is  current ly located along the south edge of the concourse, b ut would be relocated to the north side . 

Potential constructability issues and operational concerns with this relocation are discussed in more detail in Section 5.3. 

On the ex isting  (center)  platform, a new shared escalator/stairway well and  an end -of-platform stairway  would be co nstructed in  
the eastern half of the p latform. A new elevator serv ing as  the primary Muni Metro platform elevator would b e installed at the 

west end of the exist ing platform, while the existing platform elevator at the east end of the ex isting platform would be 

converted to serve as the primary BART platform elevator. Platform doors would also be installed on all three platform edges. 

At the concourse lev el, a  new entrance would b e constructed from street level, tying into the exist ing corridor that connects  
into  the Citigroup  Center (One Sansome Street) complex and the station entrance o n the west s ide of Sansome Street  north of  

Sutter Street. The new station entrance would s urface as a stairway along  the north s ide of Sutter Street, between Sanso me 

Street and Market Street. A new street  elevator would be constructed along the south s ide of Market Street between N ew 

Montgomery Street and Second Street. 
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Figure 43: Embarcadero Capacity Plan – Street and Concourse Levels 

Source: Robin Chiang & Co., 2015 
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Figure 44: Embarcadero Capacity Plan – Platform Levels 

Source: Robin Chiang & Co., 2015 
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Figure 45: Montgomery Capacity Plan – Street and Concourse Levels 

 
Source: Robin Chiang & Co., 2015 
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Figure 46: Montgomery Capacity Plan – Platform Levels 

 
Source: Robin Chiang & Co., 2015
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6.0 Station Modernization Concept Plan 

Parellel to  the analys is of capacity  alternat ives, modernizat ion concepts were developed and  integrated  with the recommend ed 
capacity alternat ive.  This effort began by applying BART’s systemwide standards and programs to the statio ns.  During station 

walk-throughs  with BART  operat ions  and  maintenance staff, plus  other agencies’ staff, deficiencies  were ident ified  and logged.  

This was  followed by an architectural review of each station’s  aethetics and  funct ion, which led to d evelop ment  of two 

alternative modernization concepts for each station.   

The alternative concepts were presented at  a series  of meet ings with BART staff, provid ing inp ut  to the architectural team to  

select co mponents from each to include in a preferred  modernization co ncept.  Future implementat ion of  the recommend ed 

capacity alternat ive would affect the timing of some components of the modernizatio n concept. Both program elements were 

reviewed to ident ify elements that  were complementary  and those that  could be potential conf licts.  Fro m these results , a  
recommended modernizaton concept plan was developed for each station. 

6.1 Parameters 

The following parameters  were identif ied, including  systemwide parameters (BART’s  standards, programs, and policies  covering 

a variety  of areas  such as  facilities  design and operat ion, sustainab ility, and  art)  and  priorities ident ified by  the T AC, to  fles h out 
the capacity implementation strategy and modernization concept plan to the desired level of detail.  

6.1.1 Systemwide Parameters 

BART has adopted a number of systemwide standards, programs , and policies that govern the p lanning , des ign, engineering, 
and construction of capacity- and modernization-related projects at the two stations. 

BART Facilities Standards 

The BART Facilit ies  Standards (BFS) d escribe basic requirements for the design and  construction of BART  facilit ies , includ ing  

standards for materials (e.g., concrete, masonry, metals , etc.); architectural features s uch as openings (e.g., doors, windows) and 

finis hes; equip ment (e.g., es calators, elevators); systems  (e.g., fire suppression, plumbing, heating /  ventilation /  a ir  con dit ioning 

(HVAC), electrical, co mmunicatio ns, and  electronic safety  and  security); earthwork; exterior improvements  (e.g., pavement, 
landscaping, fencing) ; utilit ies  (e.g., water, sewer, stormwater) ; and  transportation infrastructure (e.g., tracks and  ties , traction 

power and  third  rail systems , train control, and t icket ing and fare collection) . Appendices  also provide guidelines such as  Station  

Access and Universal Design. The BFS is updated annually. 

Sustainability 

BART’s Env ironmental Policy calls for cont inuous improvement  in operating practices aimed at pres erving the env ironment. In 

particular, BART has established the following goals related to sustainability: 

 Promote sustainable, trans it-oriented development in the co mmunit ies  BART  serves  to maximize the use of BART  as  

the primary mode of transportation. 

 Enhance the use of resource-efficient and environmentally friendly access modes (e.g. bikes, walking , etc.), and other 

sustainable features at BART’s new and existing stations. 

 Integrate sustainability principles and practices including mult imodal access into t he planning, des ign, and  

construction of new BART stations and related facilities. 
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 Effectively  incorporate proven sustainable materials , methods and  technologies into  BART’s Facilities  Standard to  
increase life-cycle value including reductio n of  energy  and  resource use, and  to enhance the health and  co mfort of  

BART employees and customers. 

 Apply sustainable techniques and procedures into BART’s maintenance projects and operatio ns in a cost -effectiv e 
manner. 

 Develop procurement  strategies that  incorporate s ustainab ility criteria compatib le with federal and state non -

discrimination requirements. 

Art in Transit Policy 

BART’s recently adopted Art in Trans it Policy calls for implementat ion of an arts program to enrich the passenger experience,  
strengthen statio n ident ity, establis h and enhance connections  with communities, and s upport a dist inct ive sense of place at  

stations and beyond. BART has established the following set of eight goals as part of this policy:  

 Cohesion  Create a cohesive and consistent art program. 

 Opportunity Proactively seek  opportunities to implement  art across the District, and leverage general 

capital investments by  incorporating art  and  design elements  into pub lic-facing  

infrastructure. 

 Partnerships Maximize art  in the system by  leverag ing  BART's  investments  thro ugh partnerships  with 

other organizations and agencies, and through grant writing and fundraising. 

 Make Transit Work Use arts programming to further BART's funct ional goals and enhance public percept ion of  

BART as a transit system that works well for its riders. 

 Showcase Art Maintain and make BART's art  collection accessible through effect ive ass et management  
and interpretive strategies. 

 Integrated Design Utilize art  to elevate the d esign of stat ions  and  affirm the dist inct  ident ity of  the s urround ing  

community. 

 Transparency Establish a transparent and effect ive process for d eveloping and  implementing co llaborativ e 

projects and programming. 

 Engagement Engage with communit ies throughout the BART system to enhance custo mer relations , 

support BART's posit ive impact  in co mmunit ies  and  create v isible expressions  of the unique 

characteristics of neighborhoods around stations and along tracks. 

Advertising 

BART guidelines  for advert ising co ntent  establish uniform, v iewpoint-neutral standards for the advert ising disp lays within BART 
facilities. The standards are designed to meet the following goals: 

 Maintain a secure and orderly operating environment. 

 Maintain a safe and welcoming  environment  for all BART  passengers, including minors  who  travel on or come in 

contact with the BART system. 
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 Maximize advertis ing and fare revenue. In no event s hall any advert ising be installed without pay ment of the prevailing  
commercial rate. 

 Avoid ident ifying  or associating BART, its employ ees, board members , or its  co ntractors with the advertis ements  or 
the viewpoints of advertisers. 

 Restrict  advertis ing content that 1) can be considered demeaning, disparaging , or inappropriate; 2) dep icts tobacco , 
alcoholic bev erages, firearms , or unlawful goods or services; 3) inc ludes profanity, graffiti, vio lence, or obscenity; 3) is  

false, misleading, libelous; or 4) injurious to BART and its mission. 

Station Retail Program 

The goals of BART’s Stat ion Retail Program are to improve custo mer service and create a stable rev enue sou rce for BART, 

without  disrupting BART’s primary functio n as  a transit  serv ice. T he Station Retail Design and  Development Standards are 

influenced by the following main objectives: 

 Encourage quality design. 

 Ensure consistent standards associated with retail development. 

 Maintain or improve clarity of circulation. 

 Complement the unique existing conditions of each station and the surrounding environment. 

The standards also prescribe g eneral guidelines for the types of retail (e.g., mix of national and locally owned business es), 

design (i.e., materials and construct ion, signage and graphics) , and systems needs (e.g., ut ilities, serv ices , and t ie -ins) . By 
providing a div erse array of retail serv ices, the program hopes  to entice passeng ers to spend  their wait ing t ime at concourse 

level rather than on platform level, improving station capacity and passenger flow. 

A pilot program at E mbarcadero  and Montgomery, illustrated in Figure 47, will evaluate potential kiosk des igns for p erformance.  

The installatio n of addit ional retail space should be considered carefully, as the stations do not hav e sufficient utilit ies (water, 
sewer, electric, fire protect ion, v ent ilat ion) to support these spaces. I n addition, these retail spaces  would n eed to be built to a 

higher level of safety than normal retail spaces due to their location within a mass transit station. 

Figure 47: Station Retail Program 

Preliminary concept for station retail at Montgomery Station (left) and Blinq pilot kiosk (right) 

  
Source: EPS-Doublet, 2015 Source: BART, 2015 
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Wayfinding 

The Metropolitan Transportation Commiss ion (MTC), in coordinatio n with transit  agencies  including BART, has  developed the 

Regional Transit  Wayfinding Guidelines  & Standards2 to  ens ure cons istency  across  the region as  wayfinding s ignage is 
deployed and maintained.  

The Standards include: 

1. Four main sign types: directional signs , wayfinding k iosks, transit  informatio n d isplays, and  real-time transit  informatio n 

displays. 
2. Guidance to locate signs at key decision points between transit operator services. 

3. Design elements to establish a common “look” and “feel” for the signage including: 

- Orange ‘i’ icon on a green background; 

- Standard logos, icons, arrows and messages and an organizing hierarchy; 
- Standard font family (Frutiger); 

- Hierarchy for the location of information on each sign; 

- Consistent map orientation and colors; 

- Directional map compass and walking distance/time radius; 
- Transit stop designation through agency logo / mode icon / route number “bubbles”; and 

- Prominent 511 logo/message and regional transit program information. 

The Guidelines  are intended  to standardize signage conv entio ns among the region ’s div erse array of  transit  operators, which 

will s implify transfers between transit provid ers and other forms  of transportation and facilitate passenger movement thro ugh 
transit hubs and into the surrounding area.  

The District's  wayfind ing  program is  undertak ing  a phased  implementat ion plan to incorporate the new BART  and  MTC  signage 

Standards and Guid elines  at its statio ns. Phase 2, which includes Embarcadero and Mo ntgomery, will provide signage 

improvements at  16 stations. Existing signs  will b e replaced and  new signs  will be added. T hese new signs  will include street  
level station identification signs and informatio n kiosks, concourse and platform level ex it and direct ional exit s igns, and 

destination s igns. N ew station ident ificat ion signs  will include direct ional graphics  to  stairs , escalators and  elevators. Transit  

Information Displays (TIDs)  and  real-t ime d isplays (RTDs) will also  be provided at  co ncourse level. I nstallat ion  has  begun and 

completion is scheduled for late 2016.  

BART has currently  been rep lacing and improving the wayfinding systems at many of its stations to incorporate these new 

regional standards. Examples are shown in Figure 48. 

In addition, BART is und ertaking  a RTD upgrade project  in conjunctio n with MTC. Additio nal RTDs will be provid ed at the 4  

Downtown San Francisco stations  (which include Embarcadero and Montgomery) and 2  Downtown Oakland stations . The RTD 

enhancement project will also includ e a redes ign of the d isplay graphics to improve legibility  and provide service alerts  to 

customers. 

 

 

                                                             

2 http://mtc.ca.gov/sites/default/files/MTC_Regional_Hub_Signage_Standards_2012.pdf 
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Figure 48: New Signage Standards 

   

New signage installed at Montgomery integrates Reg ional Transit Hub signag e standards (such as arrows , icons and hierarchy, 

foreground) with BART-specific signage (“BART Entrance”, background) , left; Civic Center street level wayfinding kiosk, right 

 

  
Source: BART, 2015 

6.1.2 Technical Advisory Committee Priorities 

Several station-specif ic objectiv es were also identified through discussio ns with and input  from TAC members, includ ing 

representat ives  from Muni Metro. I n particular, TAC memb ers ident ified  the following  three k ey objectives  that  influenced the 

project development process: 

 Maintain unobstructed free-area circulat ion throughout the entire length of the station and to /  from all entrances for 

passenger convenience and safety. 

 Add elevator redundancy to ensure ADA-compliant access in the event of equipment failure or maintenance. 

 Deter fare evasion and prevent crime by securing platform elevators within the paid area of the stations.  
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 Provide an accessible (ADA-compliant)  fare gate at each fare gate array  per BART  Facilit ies  Standards, and  consider a  
second accessible fare gate for redundancy, where feasible. 

Discussions  at T echnical Advisory  Committee meetings and  with disab led advisory  groups resulted in the objectiv e of provid ing 
redundant  elevators to every  platform in the two stations . For the center platforms , this will be done by  designat ing o ne ele vator 

for Muni and one for BART during  normal operations . However, when one elevator is  out of serv ice, all passengers will be 

directed  to  the elevator that  is  still in s ervice. For each side p latform, two  elevators will be provided  in case o ne was  out  of  

service. BART will consider multi-door elevators on a case-by-case basis, where feasible. 

6.2 Modernization Improvement Project Development 

Following the maintenance and operat ions review and functio nal analys is, the project team then assessed the overall qualities  

and potential of the stat ions and developed various ideas to address the problems found. Initia lly, two alternate modernization 

concepts were d eveloped for each station. After receiving f eedback from BART , a recommended modernizatio n concept plan 

for each station was advanced. 

Embarcadero was recognized for its many des irable qualities and hav ing the potent ial to be “world class”. T he statio n feature s  

cohesiv e and intuitive architecture, with good transitio ns between spaces in both materials and spatial quality. However, so me 
programming and finish issues related to the station’s age were id entif ied, part icularly in the co ncourse entries and side ai s les. 

Common goals reflected in each modernization concept include: 

 As the ex isting  station is elegant  in terms of  flow, contrast  between spaces  and openness  of des ign, any  proposed 

improvements should maintain passenger comprehension of spaces and station quality.  

 Improve neglected, underutilized concourse areas that compromise station cohesiveness. 

 Provide better access to real-time train departure information, especially when there are delays. 

 Increase platform capacity by consolidating, reducing, and eliminating items that take up valuable queueing space.  

The two Embarcadero modernization concepts are illustrated in Figure 49 through Figure 51. 

 Concept A – “Grand Hall”: this concept would introduce a new ceiling spine treatment with integratio n of new s ide bay  

ceiling and  lighting. The ceiling would be expanded over walkway  areas  to create a cohes ive concept running  t he entire 

length of the concourse. New wall finishes would be installed to mask ex isting d ead spaces and allow them to b e 

reserved  for future amenit ies  and  additional retail. The s ide ais les  would b e refres hed  with a new ceiling  treatment and  

real-time information displays would be introduced. 

 Concept B – “Central Lobbies”: this  concept would  feature a new ceiling treatment, light ing, real -time displays , 

coordinated retail and pub lic art . Side aisle areas wo uld b e renovated  to accommodate retail/amenity and  staff spaces . 

New “connector” bridges wo uld t ie retail/amenity spaces together, assuming future retail consolidation following  
capacity modifications. Entry vestibules would receive new lighting and real-time information displays. 
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Figure 49: Embarcadero Modernization Concepts – New Ceiling and Improved Entries 

  

Concept A – New Ceiling Concept B – Improved Entries 
Source: Robin Chiang & Co., 2015  

In both concepts, similar strategies were co nsidered for the platforms. Freestanding items  would b e reduced or co nsolidated. 

Seating would be modified for greater space efficiency. The existing elevator would be refit with transparent cladding. 
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Figure 50: Embarcadero Modernization Concept A 
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Figure 51: Embarcadero Modernization Concept B 
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Montgomery is challenged  by monotonous  finis hes  and  undifferentiated light ing , as well as  a lack  of a well-def ined concept  for 
retail and advert ising. T he conco urse’s  many  “dead spaces” and under-utilized  areas  are a concern, but present  a significant  

opportunity for repurposing and reprogramming. At  the platform lev el, v isual order is  inverted with the s idewalls  being brigh t 

and the actual passenger space being dark, dirty and unappealing. 

Common goals reflected in each modernization concept include: 

 Improve passenger comprehension of spaces, transparency and ease of use. 

 Provide better access to real-time train departure information at the concourse level. 

 Decrease visual and physical clutter. 

 Introduce guidelines on integrating retail and advertising. 

 Create a more passenger-friendly platform environment. 

The two Montgomery concourse modernization concepts are illustrated in Figure 52 through Figure 54. 

 Concept A – “Open Centroid”: Open centroid  space for circulat ion, new ceiling treatment , real-t ime d isplay  and  new 

“pop-up” retail. Relocate retail from centro id to under-ut ilized space, and introduce new side -ais le wall, ceiling, and  
floor treatments. 

 Concept B – “The Hubs”: Open centro id space with new transparent retail features, integrate new real-t ime informatio n 

display, and focus attentio n on “hubs” centrally located b etween Muni and BART paid areas . Maintain s imp licity of  

finishes, including terrazzo floor and coffered ceiling to act as backdrop for “hub” structures.  

Figure 52: Montgomery Modernization Concepts – Lobbies and Ticketing Areas 

 

 

Concept A – Opening Up Lobby Spaces 

Source: Robin Chiang & Co., 2015 

Concept B – Renovation of Ticketing Areas 

A single modernizat ion concept was dev eloped at the platform lev el. A new dropped ceiling panel and recessed light ing wo uld  

be installed, the sidewalls would receiv e new treatment , and flooring would be replaced. Seating would be modified to achieve 

greater space efficiency . The modernizatio n concept also considered the integrat ion of the capacity improvements  of an 

additional concourse to platform elevator and platform screen doors. 
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Figure 53: Montgomery Modernization Concept A  
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Figure 54: Montgomery Modernization Concept B  
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The develop ment  of  two  modernizat ion concepts  for each stat ion and  subsequent  vetting with respect  to  compat i bility  with 
capacity  improvements  led to  the s electio n of  a preferred modernizat ion concept that includes elements  of both concepts and 

advances common modernization goals. 

The preferred modernizat ion concept  allows  flex ibility  with respect to  phas ing  and  recognizes  that  indiv idual projects  will 

require their own des ign processes . Coordinat ion of the various projects will be an ongoing effort as they are planned and 

designed, with implications that cannot be completely anticipated at this time. 

6.3 Synthesis of Capacity and Modernization Improvements 

The Recommended Modernizatio n Concept Plan for each stat ion includes  both capacity -related and  modernizat ion-related 

elements. The capacity improvement alternativ es and modernization co ncepts d escribed  in Sect ions 5 .1 and  6.2 were rev iewed 

to identify complementary and opposing elements. 

In some cases , modernization and capacity  improvements could  be modified  into  an integrated  project  preserv ing  the 

objectives of both. In cases where this would not be feas ible, co ntradictory relatio nships could be reso lved by phasing. For 

instance, in the long-term future (10-20 years  out), a  modernization improvement may  be incompat ible with a capacity  
improvement; but  the modernization improvement  may  have value in the near-term (within 10 years)  before being modified or 

replaced by the long-term capacity project. 

Figur e 55 and Figur e 56 that follow illustrate the process of identifying modernization projects that could be imp lemented 

independently of capacity projects, and modernization projects that would require integration or phasing. 

Figure 55: Synthesis of Capacity and Modernization Improvements – Embarcadero 

 

 

 

Source: Robin Chiang & Co., 2015 
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At Embarcadero , concepts for modernizing the station’s central spine with ceiling and lighting treatments could proceed 
independent ly of capacity projects. However, capacity needs fo r additional street entrances and expanded paid areas  at 

concourse level conflict with modernization concepts for side aisle treatments and potential new retail and amenity spaces.  

At the platform level, installat ion of platform doors to address capacity  needs would need to be phased or integrated  with 
modernizatio n concepts for lighting and f looring  finishes. The p latform edge would likely  need  to  be removed to  accommodate 

the p latform s creen doors, requiring co nformatio n with the platform flooring. Thus , new flooring would best b e installed  in  

conjunction with the platform screen doors to avoid replacing portions of the floor more than once. 

Figure 56: Synthesis of Capacity and Modernization Improvements – Montgomery 

 

 

Source: Robin Chiang & Co., 2015 

 
At Montgomery, concepts for modernizing the station lobbies could be implemented largely independ ent of capacity projects. 

However, capacity  needs for an expanded  paid  area at  conco urse level, with a new north side through corridor , conflict  with 

modernizatio n co ncepts for new retail or amenity  spaces. I mprovements to  the area where the through passageway  is  currently  
located would need to wait until the through corridor is relocated from the south to the north side of the station.  

At the platform level, installat ion of platform doors to address capacity  needs would need to be phased or integrated  with 
modernizatio n concepts for light ing and flooring finishes. New sidewall treatments would need to be integrated or phased with  

the capacity project to implement of a new side platform. 

The following s ectio ns present  an overv iew of  the modernizatio n concept plan for each station, highlights of  a master list of  

modernizatio n improvements , and concept plan drawings. There are two sets of plan drawings for each station. The first set is  

drawning  on a bas e plan showing the station’s  current configurat ion. Most of the pro jects  identif ied here in Sectio n 6  are sho wn 

on these plans. The s econd  set  is  drawn o n a base p lan showing  the stat ion’s  fut ure configurat ion when the new side platforms  
have been added. In general, the projects described in Section 5 are shown on these plans. 
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6.4 Embarcadero Modernization Concept Plan 

The Embarcadero Modernization Concept Plan addresses the following elements: 

 Vertical circulation capacity 

 Improved platform capacity  –  reduce seat ing  footprint while retaining or increasing s eating capacity, consolidate free-

standing items and upgrade elevator 

 Implementing a new visual and functio nal concept for the stat ion – create a “world class” station experience, implement  

new street level canopies at entries 

 State of good repair  – return facilities  and  systems  to a state of good repair, replacing elements and  components at  the 

end of their useful life 

 New ceiling – improved appearance and lighting 

 Improved entries – new flooring, lighting and finishes 

 Enhanced passenger information – better transit information signage and integrated real-time information 

 Renovated ticketing areas – new wall desig n, replacement of light ing and ceiling finis hes, cleaning and polishing of  
walls and floors 

A Master Project List has been developed  including all projects in the Embarcadero Modernization Concept Plan. Each project is  
cross-referenced by number on the conceptual plans  and in the project  l ist. The Master Project  List  is organized  into twelve 

areas of co ncern as  follows . The areas of concern are color -coded as s hown in Figur e 57 o n the conceptual p lans  and in Mas ter 

Project List. Below, the highlights under each area are presented; the complete Master Project List is provided in the Appendix. 

Figure 57: Color-Coding Scheme for Projects 

 

 

Source: Robin Chiang & Co., 2015 
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1. Safety, Security, ADA Compliance and Fare Evasion 

Near-term projects (within 10 years) include ADA improvements to detection devices, signage, amenities and handrails : 

 Limiting fare evasion 

 Improvements to electrical and lighting 

 Repair/replacement of damaged glass partitions 

 Redesign/relocation of fire command center location 

 Implement design changes to address security concerns, allowing BART to re-open public restrooms 

Middle-term projects (5-15 years out) include: 

 Improved safety and security through use of new security cameras 

 New public restroom (new location) 

2. Wayfinding, Signage and Real-Time Displays 

Projects include: 

 Better wayfinding and less signage clutter 

 Better organized and located station advertising 

 Improved availability/design of real-time display information  

3. Operations and Employee Comfort 

Projects in the near term (within 10 years) would include an improved public address (PA) system and audible messages, and in 

the middle term (5-15 years out) station agent booths would be renovated or replaced.  

4. Escalator and Elevators 

In addition to elevator and escalator maintenance, replacement of the existing concourse to platform elevator and installation of 

a new elevator machine room are key near-term projects (within 10 years). Long-term projects (10-20 years out) include: 

 Installation of new stairs between the concourse and platform levels 

 New elevators and escalators between the concourse and platform/street levels  

5. Station Improvements: Side Aisle Finishes, Ticketing and Vending 

Additional vending, ATM and change machines at concourse ticketing areas are near-term project to be implemented in the 

next 10 years, while in the middle term (5-15 years out), the “side aisle” areas of concourse would be renovated, removing 

outdated/abandoned items. 

6. Station Improvements: Center Concourse Areas and Retail Discussion 

Near-term projects (within 10 years) include: 

 Removal/relocation of barrier/storage items to improve circulation at concourse level 

 Station-specific retail guidelines to better define physical requirements for retail establishments  

 Improvements to retail/amenity spaces at concourse level 

 Ceiling and wall repairs 

 Station-specific advertising guidelines and evaluation of advertising locations relative to BART's wayfinding and public 
art programs 

7. Station Improvements: Concourse Portal Areas 

In the near-term (within 10 years), concourse entry spaces would be improved. 
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8. Station Improvements: Lighting, Brightening and Sightlines 

Near-term projects (within 10 years) include: 

 Maintaining lighting 

 Improving sightlines for passengers on the concourse level b y relocating items that block views 

 Removing redundant security cameras and exposed wires 

 Removing outdated fixtures 

Middle-term projects (5-15 years out) include: 

 Installing new lighting 

 Renovating ceilings (avoiding the removal of existing finishes, which would likely trigger asbestos abatement of the 

existing steel structure) 

9. Station Improvements: Platform Improvements 

Near-term projects (within 10 years) include: 

 Platform improvements to lighting and visibility 

 Platform circulation and queuing improvements (seating replacement) 

In the long-term (10-20 years out), platform screen doors would be installed and platform edge tiles would be updated to 
current standards. 

10. Mechanical, Utilities, Maintenance and Repair 

Trash storage facilit ies  would  be improved in the near term (within 10 years) , followed  by widening  the entries  to mechanical 

rooms to improve access. I n the middle-term (5-15 years out), new fan room/ventilation equip ment would be installed  to 

address station vent ilat ion issues and stat ion infrastructure wo uld be upgraded to accommodate planned retail/amenity build-

outs. 

11. Bike Improvement Opportunities  

In the near-term (within 10 years), bike access would be improved through projects such as stair channels.  

12. Public Art Opportunities 

New public art opportunities/installations would be introduced. 

Plan Drawings 

Plan drawings of the Embarcadero Modernization Concept  Plan are pres ented  on the following pages , organized by the three 

station levels  (concourse, Muni p latform, and BART platform) and by secto r. For presentat ion purposes , the concourse level is  

divided into  three sectors (“A” on the west  end , “B” in the middle, and “C” o n the east  end), while the platform levels are s plit  into 
“A” and “B” sectors (the west and east ends, respectively). 

Modernization projects and capacity projects are s hown on s eparate drawings for greater clarity. T here are s everal dozen 

modernizatio n projects , each generally limited to smaller areas of the station. On the other hand, the capacity projects, tho ugh 

fewer in number, hav e many co nstituent parts  spread over larger areas  of the stat ion. Both modernization and  capacity projects 
at the Muni platform level are shown on a single set of plans. 

Table 6 provides a key to the modernization and capacity improvement plan drawings, indicating the figure number of each. 
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Table 6: Embarcadero Plan Drawings 

Station Level and Sector Modernization Projects Capacity Projects 

Concourse  Sector A Figure 58 Figure 65 

 Sector B Figure 59 Figure 66 

 Sector C Figure 60 Figure 67 

Muni Platform Sector A Figure 61 

 Sector B Figure 62 

BART Platform  Sector A Figure 63 Figure 68 

 Sector B Figure 64 Figure 69 
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Figure 58: Embarcadero Modernization Projects – Concourse Sector A 
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Figure 59: Embarcadero Modernization Projects – Concourse Sector B 
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Figure 60: Embarcadero Modernization Projects – Concourse Sector C 
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Figure 61: Embarcadero Modernization and Capacity Projects – Muni Platform Sector A 
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Figure 62: Embarcadero Modernization and Capacity Projects – Muni Platform Sector B 
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Figure 63: Embarcadero Modernization Projects – BART Platform Sector A 
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Figure 64: Embarcadero Modernization Projects – BART Platform Sector B 
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Figure 65: Embarcadero Capacity Projects – Concourse Sector A 
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Figure 66: Embarcadero Capacity Projects – Concourse Sector B 
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Figure 67: Embarcadero Capacity Projects – Concourse Sector C 
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Figure 68: Embarcadero Capacity Projects – BART Platform Sector A 
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Figure 69: Embarcadero Capacity Projects – BART Platform Sector B 
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6.5 Montgomery Modernization Concept Plan 

The Montgomery Modernization Concept Plan addresses the following elements: 

 Vertical circulation capacity 

 Improved platform capacity  –  reduce seat ing  footprint  while maintaining  or increasing s eating  capacity, consolidate 

free-standing items and upgrade elevator 

 Implementing a new v isual and  funct ional concept for the station  –  create a station experience befitting a major 

financial district, implement new street level canopies at entries 

 State of good repair  – return facilities  and  systems  to a state of good repair, replacing elements and  components at  the 

end of their useful life 

 Opened-up lobby spaces – improved visibility and circulation; new ceiling design; and better incorporation of public art 

 Renovated ticketing areas – differentiated vending areas, new flooring and finishes, new ceiling and light ing, new wall 
design, replacement of lighting and ceiling finishes, cleaning and polishing of walls and floors  

 New ceiling – improved appearance and lighting 

 Improved entries – new flooring, lighting and finishes 

 Enhanced passenger information – better transit information signage and integrated real-time information 

As with Embarcadero, a Master Project List  has  been dev eloped for Montgomery organized  into areas of concern. H ighlights  

under each area are presented below; the complete Master Project List is provided in the Appendix. 

1.  Safety, Security, ADA Compliance and Fare Evasion 

Near-term projects (within 10 years) include ADA improvements to detection devices, signage, amenities and handrails: 

 Limiting fare evasion 

 Improving electrical systems and lighting 

 Addressing under-utilized/remnant spaces at concourse level 

 Implementing design changes to address security concerns, allowing BART to re-open public restrooms 

Middle-term projects (5-15 years out) include: 

 Improved safety and security through use of new security cameras 

 New public restroom (new location) 

2. Wayfinding, Signage and Real-Time Displays 

Projects include: 

 Better wayfinding and less signage clutter 
 Better organized and located station advertising 

 Improved availability/design of real-time display information  

3. Operations and Employee Comfort 

Projects in the near term (within 10 years) would include an improved public address (PA) system and audible messages, 

followed in the middle term (5-15 years out) by renovation of the station break room and renovation or replacement of the 
station agent booths.  
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4. Escalator and Elevators 

Near-term projects (within 10 years) would include elevator and escalator maintenance. Long-term projects (10-20 years out) 
include new elevators and escalators between the concourse and platform/street levels . 

5. Station Improvements: Side Aisle Finishes, Ticketing and Vending 

Additional vending, ATM and change machines at concourse ticketing areas are near-term project (within 10 years), while in the 

middle term (5-15 years out), the “side aisle” areas of concourse would be renovated, removing outdated/abandoned items, and 
introducing a new wall/floor/ceiling design concept. 

6. Station Improvements: Center Concourse Areas and Retail Discussion  

Near-term projects (within 10 years) include: 

 Removal/relocation of barrier/storage items to improve circulation at concourse level 

 Station-specific retail guidelines to better define physical requirements for retail establishments  

 Improvements to retail/amenity spaces at concourse level 

 Station-specific advertising guidelines and evaluation of advertising locations relative to BART's wa yfinding and public 

art programs 

7. Station Improvements: Concourse Portal Areas 

In the near-term (within 10 years), concourse entry spaces would be improved. 

8. Station Improvements: Lighting, Brightening and Sightlines 

Projects include: 

 Improving sightlines for passengers on the concourse level by relocating items that block views  

 Repair of walls and ceilings 

9. Station Improvements: Platform Improvements 

Near-term projects (within 10 years) include: 

 Platform improvements to lighting and visibility 

 Platform circulation and queuing improvements (seating replacement)  

In the long term (10-20 years out), platform screen doors would be installed and platform edge tiles would be updated to current 
standards. 

10. Mechanical, Utilities, Maintenance and Repair 

Trash storage facilities would be improved in the near term (within 10 years), followed by widening the entries to mechanical 

rooms to improve access. In the middle-term (5-15 years out) new fan room/ventilation equipment would be installed to address 
station ventilation issues and station infrastructure would be upgraded to accommodate planned retail/amenity build -outs. 

11. Bike Improvement Opportunities  

In the near-term (within 10 years), bike access would be improved through projects such as stair channels.  

12. Public Art Opportunities 

New public art opportunities/installations would be introduced. 
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Plan Drawings 

Plan drawings of the Montgomery Modernizat ion Co ncept  Plan are presented on the following pages, organized  by the three 

station levels  (concourse, Muni platform, and BART  platform) and by s ector. For pres entatio n purposes, each lev el is div id ed 
into two sectors (“A” for the west end and “B” for the east end). 

Modernization projects and capacity projects are s hown on s eparate drawings for greater cla rity. T here are s everal dozen 

modernizatio n projects , each generally limited to smaller areas of the station. On the other hand, the capacity projects, tho ugh 

fewer in number, hav e many co nstituent parts  spread over larger areas  of the stat ion. Both modernization and  capacity projects 
at the Muni platform level are shown on a single set of plans. 

Table 7 provides a key to the modernization and capacity improvement plan drawings, indicating figure number of each. 

Table 7: Montgomery Plan Drawings 

Station Level and Sector Modernization Projects Capacity Projects 

Concourse  Sector A Figure 70 Figure 74 

 Sector B Figure 71 Figure 75 

Muni Platform Sector A Figure 76 

 Sector B Figure 77 

BART Platform  Sector A Figure 72 Figure 78 

 Sector B Figure 73 Figure 79 
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Figure 70: Montgomery Modernization Projects – Concourse Sector A 
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Figure 71: Montgomery Modernization Projects – Concourse Sector B 
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Figure 72: Montgomery Modernization Projects – BART Platform Sector A 
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Figure 73: Montgomery Modernization Projects – BART Platform Sector B
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 Figure 74: Montgomery Capacity Projects – Concourse Sector A 
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Figure 75: Montgomery Capacity Projects – Concourse Sector B 
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Figure 76: Montgomery Modernization and Capacity Projects – Muni Platform Sector A 
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Figure 77: Montgomery Modernization and Capacity Projects – Muni Platform Sector B
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Figure 78: Montgomery Capacity Projects – BART Platform Sector A 
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Figure 79: Montgomery Capacity Projects – BART Platform Sector B 
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7.0 Prioritization, Implementation, and Next Steps 

Through the process  of s electing a reco mmended  capacity  alternativ e and  a recommend ed modernizat ion concept p lan for 
Embarcadero and for Montgomery, s everal dozen discrete projects for each station were ident ified . The following sect ions  

detail an integrated prioritization strategy that  facilitated a “packaging” of projects  into a phas ed implementat ion p lan. T he 

implementat ion plan for each station ref lects  the priorities of BART , stakeholders , and the pub lic; recognizes  project  

predecessor / dependent  relat ionships; and  organizes  projects into  phases  that , based on what  is  currently  known, pres ent  the 
most logical and efficient approach to implement the recommended capacity alternative and modernization concept.  

While the implementation plans represent an exhaust ive approach to addressing each station’s capacity and modernization 

needs, it is recognized that addit ional study and ongoing coordinat ion will be needed as the plans are advanced. These are 

documented as “Next Steps” to be pursued in conjunction with the implementatio n plans.  

7.1 Prioritization and Phasing 

Starting with the Master Project Lists of capacity and modernizatio n projects described in the prev ious chapter, an integrate d 

prioritization strategy  was  developed. T he strategy  takes the following criteria into consid erat ion, in the order presented b elow, 

to prioritize the projects: 

 Early Wins status 

 Capacity / Modernization integration 

 Project team priority 

 Decision Lens priority 

 Public priority 

 Efficiency 

 Estimated cost 

Each of the above criteria in the sorting hierarchy are explained in greater detail, as follows. Project ratings for each categ ory 

are included in the Master Project Lists in the Appendix. 

Early Wins Status 

A key co mponent of BART’s Station Modernizat ion Program is identifying station upgrades that are  relatively low-cost 

investments bringing immed iate benefits  with minimal effort. Thes e “early wins” inv estments  are high-priority  projects intend ed 

to be implemented in the short-term t imeframe, in contrast  to medium- and long-term projects  that  typically require more t ime 
and funding for planning, design, engineering, and coordination. Early Wins projects have highest priority.  

Capacity / Modernization Integration 

Capacity projects were organized into three general timeframes : near -term (0–10 years), middle-term (5–15 years), and  lo ng-
term (10-20 years), as shown in Figure 80. 

Predecessor /  dependent linkages between the proposed improvements were evaluated to ident ify “critical path” projects. 
Specific project components  that  require the co mpletion of  preceding  project  components  indicate that  these projects exhibit  

a predecessor / depend ent relat ionship. Subphas es for which these relations hips do not exist generally lie outside the “crit i cal 

path” and are more flexible in terms of scheduling.  
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Figure 80: Recommended Phasing Strategy 

 
Source: AECOM, 2015 
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Several predecessor / dependent relationships were identified between capacity project components, as summarized below:  

Predecessor Project Successor Project(s) 

 Removal of the janitorial storage closet at 

Embarcadero 

→  Construct new machine room for current elevator 

 Move stairway to end of platform  

 

→  Construct new elevator 

→  Install fare collection equipment at new and existing elevators 

→  Move SFFD storage locker 

 Construct new decking at concourse level →  Modify BART paid area for new vertical circulation 

 Construct new elevator for Muni →  Install fare collection 

 

For these cases , the subsequent subphas es require the co mplet io n (or near-completion)  of the preceding  subphases b efore 
implementation can begin. 

Modernization projects  were prioritized within the capacity  framework as  follows , also  consid ering predecessor /  depend ent  
relationships: 

1. Independent – can occur before/without capacity improvements 

2. Align with initial stair and elevator reconfiguration 

3. Align with subsequent stair and escalator improvements 

4. Integrate with major capacity improvements at concourse level (paid area reconfiguration)  

5. Integrate with major capacity improvements at platform level (platform screen door implementation) 

6. Hold until implementation of final capacity improvements (construction of new side platforms)  

Each project  was  given a ranking  between 1  and 6  ref lect ing  its  status relative to the “dependency  scale” above, ranging  fro m 1  

for independent projects to 6 for projects that should be held until construction of new side platforms. 

Project team priority 

Projects were noted as having special importance to both BART and the cons ultant team (rated 2 ), to the consultant team o nly  

(rated 1), or hav ing  no  special importance (rated  0), and prioritized  in this  order. This  criterion was  added  to mit igate the  

application of  the Decision Lens  results  (discussed in “Decision Lens  priority” b elow)  and  ensure t hat  important  projects  are 

prioritized accordingly. 

Decision Lens priority 

The priorit izat ion process  utilized  a decision s upport software tool desig ned  to guide BART through an organized and 

transparent decisio n mak ing process . BART staff were engaged in an interact ive Decis ion Lens prioritization activity , during 

which the relativ e importance of the Station Modernizat ion program goals and object ives were valued with respect to each 

other in head-to-head co mparisons , to  identify which goals and objectiv es are most important  for E mbarcadero and 
Montgomery stations. 

Prior to  the Decis ion Lens  act ivity, each project was giv en an effect iveness rat ing  by the project  team with respect to  how w ell it  

would address each of the objectiv es. A preliminary priorit izatio n list of the improvement  projects  was prepared by combining  

the results of the activ ities described above – the weighting of goals  and object ives, and  the applicatio n of effectiv eness rat ings 

– to assign a score b etween 1 and 0. Thus , projects with high rat ings for the object ives deemed most important have highest  

priority (score clos er to 1); projects with lower ratings for those objectives  or high rat ings for objectiv es of middle impor tance 

have less priority; and projects with the lowest ratings, especially for objectives deemed least important, have least priority. 
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Public priority 

Projects were noted as having been highly ranked in the October 2014 outreach survey (rated 2), noted in the survey (rated 1) , 

or not  noted  in the survey  (rated 0), and prior itized in this  order. This  criterion was  added to ensure that , a ll previous  criteria 

being equal, projects most important to the public are prioritized accordingly. 

Efficiency 

Projects were classified as having: 

 “critical” efficiency, i.e., needing to accompany other projects (rated 2); 
 “beneficial” efficiency, i.e. tying in with other projects could realize cost benefits or optimize construction sequencing  

(rated 1); 

 or as being “independent”, and acceptable to complete as an independent project (rated 0);  

and prioritized in this order.  

Estimated construction cost 

The f inal criterio n priorit izes  projects  in order of  increas ing  construction cost. T hus, a ll other criteria being  equal, lowe r-cost 

projects would  be implemented  before higher -cost projects, maximizing cost/benefit considerations . Projects were assig ned 
one of six estimated construction cost categories as listed below. 

$ Under $10K 
$$ $10K - $100K 

$$$ $100K - $500K 

$$$$ $500K - $1M 

$$$$$ $1M - $3M 
$$$$$$ $3M - $6M 

Items  that  were carried  over from BART's  internal Master Project  List  generally  included  a cost  estimate, which was  used  to  
assign a cost  category  here. Where cost  est imate data is availab le from other BART  projects for work  scope similar to items o n 

the Master Project Lists for thes e stations , that data was used to assign a cost category. Finally , for those items on the list for 

which no comparable cost data was  available, the co nsultant team developed a rough order of magnitude cost for use in 

assigning a category. 

The cost of new side platforms  greatly  exceed the co nstructio n cost categories above; thus  no category is  assigned . T he 

Constructability and Construct ion Staging Analysis  (2009 ) provided hard and soft cost estimates, which escalated to 2015 
dollars  amount  to nearly  $175 million (eastbound s ide platform at  Montgomery)  and $280 million (side p latforms  at  

Embarcadero). 

With the comprehensive list of capacity and modernizatio n projects sorted according to the criteria presented above, the f ina l 

step of developing an implementation plan involved breaking the prioritized projects into logical packages.  

7.2 Development of Implementation Packages 

The Master Project List for each statio n was rev iewed to ident ify design and construct ion “packages” of comp lementary 

projects.  Generally speaking, projects were grouped if they involved either: 

 Early wins 

 Similar components (such as railings, handrails, etc.) 

 Primary design by a single professional discipline (e.g., architecture vs. engineering)  

 A common location within the station (e.g., ceilings and everything in and above them would be part of the same 

aggregate project). 
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In some cases, packages  were based on priority, timing, and  cost, such as  the new s ide p latforms. In other cases, projects we re 

grouped because they would be constructed more efficiently  together, such as replacing the platform floor and edge tiles at  the 

same time platform screen doors were installed. 

Most of the packages  at each stat ion could be arranged in a logical s equence for implementation, and  these were giv en 

numb ers in the order of  their intended construct ion. Within each package, the projects are listed  in priority order as d escribed in  

Section 7.1. 

Four packages appeared to be ind ependent of any  other package, meaning that they could either be constructed at any t ime 

(such as remodeled restrooms), or be part of a  systemwide or regio nwid e program (such as  wayfinding). In the latter case, 

timing and prioritization decisions will be driven by the multi-location program, not the situation at the station. 

Finally , there were seven pro jects  that  applied to  the ent ire statio n, but  would  be most efficient ly imp lemented in pieces when a  

section of the station was  undergoing renovatio n. For example, if the platform level ceilings  were to  be replaced, it wo uld b e 

efficient to install new security cameras, upgrade electrical systems and install emergency lighting at the same time.   

However, this approach requires  that  the master des ign for each stationwide system already  be developed before the 

constructio n project starts . Some renovation projects may tak e several years to construct, b ecause o nly s mall areas of the 

station can b e closed at any one time. For a system s uch as s ecurity cameras, the des ign and specifications for the ent ire 

station would guid e the incremental installat ion of its co mponents . In addition, the design would  need to be backwards 

compatible, since new cameras would be operating alongside old cameras for quite some time. 

7.3 Embarcadero Implementation Plan 

The capacity and modernizatio n plan for Embarcadero  has  ten sequential packages, as illustrated in Figure 81, which provides a 
general summary of  cost, timing and  sequencing. Relat ive cost is  shown o n the vertical axis  with the lowest  cost  at  the botto m.  

Elapsed time fro m t he present  is  shown on the horizontal axis, starting from the left. Sequencing is indicated by the lines and 

arrows connecting the packages. Packages that include expansion of vertical circulation capacity are shown in red.  

Early wins  and elevator upgrades would  start immediately , followed  by pedestrian circulation upgrades, which would be 

completed while the elevator upgrade was  still underway. Master des ign for the stationwide systems  would begin short ly so tha t  
it would be complete prior to final des ign of the s ide aisle upgrades. Installatio n of the stationwide systems would continue 

throughout the implementation of Packages 4, 5 and 6.   

One of the princip les  underly ing the implementat ion p lan is  minimizing the number of areas under construction within the 

station at any  one t ime. Therefore, the side aisle upgrades wo uld be complete prior to beginning construction on the platfo rm  

ceiling renovation. An exception occurs at  the beginning of  the plan when the elevator upgrades are s imultaneous  with the ear ly  
wins  and  circulat ion upgrades. In this  case, the co nstruct ion impact  of early  wins  and  circulatio n upgrades are small and lim ited 

to only a few areas. 

The relative cost of  the early  wins  and the circulat ion upgrades  is  low, while the cost  of the elevator  upgrades  are high. 

Renovation of the sid e aisles, platform ceiling  and  concourse ceiling  are relatively  moderate cost projects. Construction of  new 

stairs and es calators between the concourse and the platform would have a cost in the same rang e as the ele vator upgrades. 

Side platforms would be several orders of magnitude more expensive, which is indicated by the broken lines on the axes.  

The ind ependent packages  are shown in their own box, and their p lacement  is  not  indicat ive of their relativ e cost or tim ing. T he 

projects compris ing  each package, their relat ion to other projects, and relat ive cost are shown in Table 9 through Table 15. 

Each project  is  identif ied by  number and area of concern, as d escrib ed in Sectio n 6.4. The pro ject  numbers and co lor-coding of  

area of  concern in the tab le are consistent with those in the notes  and  call outs  shown on the plan sheets  in Chapter 6, allo wing 
the project description to be cross-referenced with its location. 
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Figure 81: Embarcadero Implementation Plan 

Source: AECOM, 2016 
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Table 8: Embarcadero Implementation Package 1 – Early Wins 

Category Project # Applicable Area Project Name Project Description
Project 

Dependencies
Estimated Cost 

1. Early Wins:
Safety & 

Security

Proj 06 A-01

A-02

A-03

Glass Partition repair Repair broken glass partition(s) in locations as indicated. Review to 

see if reason why EM has repeatedly more broken panels than 

Montgomery Sta.

Proj: 3 $$$$ ($500k-$1M)

Wayfinding, 

Signage & 

Real-time 

displays

Proj 13 ALL:

Concourse

Platform

Replacement/ additional Wayfinding 

signage 

-Replace broken wayfinding sign on walls and ceilings

-Redesign platform level wayfinding/station identification signs to 

increase visibility

-Need signage for where to board short trains

-Add/repair/update emergency exit signage

-Replace signs referencing "R1" and "R2" with "Platform 1" and 

"Platform 2"

-Install signage for no bicycles on escalators

-Add wayfinding to Bike Station

-Fix Emergency Exit signs that don't match.

-Provide signage to Bike Station that is more clear (currently missing 

info)

-Add "No Bikes on Escalator" signs

$$ ($10k-$100k)

Wayfinding, 

Signage & 

Real-time 

displays

Proj 14 ALL:

Concourse

Platform

Remove old signage clutter -Remove or replace old sign clutter (e.g. paper 

copies/instructions/directions that are no longer applicable) at 

location indicated (e.g. Ticket Vending Machines, Station Agent 

Booths)

-Remove glue backing from previously peeled off signs or consider 

sign replacement

-Remove or replace old/worn down regulatory signage (No smoking, 

No eating, etc.) 

$$ ($10k-$100k)

Station 

Brightening, 

Appearance & 

Sightline 

Improvements

Proj 35 ALL: Concourse Reconsider Advertising @ Concourse Remove existing advertising from beams (hanging) and other non-

integrated locations

Proj: 16, 38, 39 $ Under $10K

Station 

Brightening, 

Appearance & 

Sightline 

Improvements

Proj 36 A-02 Improve Concourse Sightlines Improve Concourse Sightlines by removing/relocating items that 

block views:

-Remove and/or update triangular information kiosk materials, 

garbage containers and other freestanding items to other locations 

(out of main passenger circulation areas

-Move distracting advertisement adjacent to TVMs to other locations 

(if possible consolidate or convert to digital formats)

-Move garbage containers located in sightlines or in congested 

areas to along walls (out of the way)

Proj: 35, 40 $ Under $10K
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Table 8: Embarcadero Implementation Package 1 – Early Wins (continued)  

Category Project # Applicable Area Project Name Project Description
Project 

Dependencies
Estimated Cost 

Station 

Brightening, 

Appearance & 

Sightline 

Improvements

Proj 40 A-02 Remove newspaper kiosks

(free areas between agent booths)

Concourse Level:

-Replace or install newsstand booth with smaller replacement and 

place against wall; consolidate newspaper kiosks

-Patch/ repair floor as needed

$$ ($10k-$100k)

Station 

Brightening, 

Appearance & 

Sightline 

Improvements

Proj 46 ALL: Concourse Remove unused accessories Remove Outdated Accessories/ Fixtures including:

-Ashtrays

-broken/unused hand sanitizer kiosks

$ Under $10K

MEP/ Utility Proj 59 Utility cabinet door Close and/or repair utility cabinet door $ Under $10K

Maintenance & 

Repair

Proj 61 ALL:

Concourse

Clean up graffiti and/or glass etching Clean up graffiti and/or glass etching $ Under $10K

Maintenance & 

Repair

Proj 63 A-01

A-02

A-03

Renovate Walk-off mats to avoid tripping 

hazard

Ensure flush surface to avoid tripping hazard (e.g. tape around  

rug/carpet tiles)

$ Under $10K

Maintenance & 

Repair

Proj 66 A-02 Bike Station Grating Grate wall is dirty and needs more regular cleaning than typical 

BART station cleaning program

$ Under $10K

Platform 

Improvements

Proj 54 A-06

A-07

Platform seating replacement Remove/ replace existing terrazzo round benches (BART Platform 

level) with new benches having a smaller footprint to improve 

circulation/ queuing space.

Provide deterrents on new benches to prevent patrons from lying 

down.

Patch flooring as needed where benches removed.

Proj: 55 $$ ($10k-$100k)

Maintenance & 

Repair

Proj 67 ALL:

Platform

Platform Floor Decal Replacement Replace worn down floor decals $ Under $10K

Maintenance & 

Repair

Proj 69 ALL:

Platform

Trackway Advertising maintenance Secure all advertising panels along platform walls. Bolts from 

existing panels have fallen off onto third rail.

$ Under $10K

 ADA 

Compliance 

Proj 09 ALL:

Concourse

Platform

Improve Signage for ADA compliance Bring all Braille signage into CA2 compliance including:

-Add elevator signage where missing and include CA2-compliant 

braille

-Make elevator access signage consistent within station(s) and 

include CA2-compliant braille

-Replace bathroom signs on door and include CA2-compliant braille

-Remove lift not in use to avoid confusion, or provide signage (with 

CA2 braille) indicating that it is not in use, or repair

-Add CA2-compliant braille sign at emergency exit

Proj: 8 $ Under $10K
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Table 8: Embarcadero Implementation Package 1 – Early Wins (continued) 

Category Project # Applicable Area Project Name Project Description
Project 

Dependencies
Estimated Cost 

 ADA 

Compliance 

Proj 10 ALL:

Concourse

Platform

Install Cane Detection / Other warning 

devises per ADA requirements

-Install cane detector where emergency telephone boxes, utility 

boxes, water fountains, fire alarms, stairwells etc. protrude from the 

wall. Consider replacing metal box detectors on platforms.

-Replace worn yellow striping on stairs

-Add texture to platform at top of stairs to indicate about to enter 

stairwell

$$ ($10k-$100k)

 ADA 

Compliance 

Proj 12 ALL:

Concourse

Platform

Bring Station Amenities/Service areas 

into ADA compliance

-Move public phones to ADA-compliant height (48" or less)

-Lower counters to between 28" and 34" in height. Minimum 36" 

width.

-Place wheelchair-accessible ticket entry sign in more visible 

location, replace old signage, and place braille at reachable height

-Add accessible door entry

-Provide accessible door opening mechanism (kick-plate or press-

plate door actuator)

$$ ($10k-$100k)

Maintenance & 

Repair

Proj 64 ALL:

Concourse

Fix debris caused by TVM receipts Address ticket/receipt trash on floors in front of ticket vending 

machines (e.g. wall mounted fixture to catch trash)

Introduce receipt-less vending

$ Under $10K

Maintenance & 

Repair

Proj 65 ALL:

Concourse

Exposed Electrical Outlets Remove or cover exposed old electrical outlets to avoid patrons 

using them to charge electronics

$ Under $10K

Escalator & 

Elevators

Proj 22 ALL:

Concourse

Platform

Elevator & Escalator Maintenance -Replace missing floor number on elevator jamb

-Clean rusty or dirty elevator door (replace)

-Repair escalator handrail

-Replace faded elevator call buttons

-Replace wood core escalator balustrade (improve customer 

experience)

-Refresh floor indicator paint on inside of elevators

-Replace elevator door with glass/transparent door

$$ ($10k-$100k)

Station 

Brightening, 

Appearance & 

Sightline 

Improvements

Proj 29 A-01 A-02 A-03 Lighting Maintenance -Clean filthy fixtures (walls & ceilings)

-Replace broken light bulbs & fixtures (walls & ceilings) 

$$ ($10k-$100k)

Station 

Brightening, 

Appearance & 

Sightline 

Improvements

Proj 33 A-01 A-02 A-03 Add'l Concourse Storage Area Install storage cabinets  to keep temporarily unused garbage 

containers, cleaning equipment, caution signage, cones, or 

informational materials out of sight

$$ ($10k-$100k)
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Table 8: Embarcadero Implementation Package 1 – Early Wins (continued) 

Category Project # Applicable Area Project Name Project Description
Project 

Dependencies
Estimated Cost 

Station 

Brightening, 

Appearance & 

Sightline 

Improvements

Proj 37 A-01

A-02

A-03

Additional Vending Machines Add a Ticket Exchange and/or Ticket Vending Machine (as needed) 

at location indicated. 

Add Change Machine (as needed)

Add ATM machines - 2 locations one at each end of Concourse - 

flush-mt within TVM wall 

Remove any existing free-standing ATM, Vending units

Consolidate UPS/Package Service boxes to built-in wall locations

$$ ($10k-$100k)

Station 

Brightening, 

Appearance & 

Sightline 

Improvements

Proj 47 A-02 Install Wall Plaques Install station wall plaques and lighted signs for granite sidewalls on 

Concourse. Coordinate with existing project (plaques are already 

ordered)

$$ ($10k-$100k)

Station 

Brightening, 

Appearance & 

Sightline 

Improvements

Proj 31 A-01

A-02

A-03

Electrical & security devices Remove duplicate security camera(s) & exposed wire(s) Proj: 3 $$ ($10k-$100k)

Station 

Brightening, 

Appearance & 

Sightline 

Improvements

Proj 43 ALL: Concourse Wall/Floor Repair Repair water damage in ceiling/wall.

Repair staining on floor.

Shave and polish dark-color granite wall/floor finish as needed (most 

locations in good condition).

Proj: 58, 63 $$ ($10k-$100k)

Public 

Art

Proj 57 A-01

A-02

A-03

Public Art opportunities Introduce "iconic" public art features (potential locations):

A)  On ceiling/ vault sidewalls along length of Concourse (ceiling 

spine)

B)  On Concourse floor in free area of main hall (2 locations - 

between Muni & BART areas) 

C)  Central Concourse area at new grating/wall panels (covering 

existing unused areas)

D)  Central Concourse granite side walls 

$$$ ($100k-$500k)

MEP/ Utility Proj 60 A-01 Mech Room Access More direct access needed to mechanical rooms at West end of 

Concourse (Col 3E-6E)  including changing from single to double 

doors

$$ ($10k-$100k)

Bike 

Improvements

Proj 51 A-01

A-02

A-03

Improve Bike Access Install stair channels to facilitate bicycle circulation (6 entry locations 

from street to concourse levels)

$$ ($10k-$100k)

Station 

Brightening, 

Appearance & 

Sightline 

Improvements

Proj 34 A-06 A-07 Platform Trackway Walls Brighten platform area (re-painting of platform walls) $$$ ($100k-$500k)
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Table 9: Embarcadero Implementation Package 2 – Elevator Upgrades 

Category Project # Applicable Area Project Name Project Description
Project 

Dependencies
Estimated Cost 

2. Elevator Upgrades
Escalator & 

Elevators

Proj 24 A-03

A-05

A-07

Relocate existing stair & infill of 

Concourse floor

Replace existing stair going from Concourse to BART Platform at 

Col line 21, relocating to East wall (near Col line 22). Construct infill 

decking to allow backup access to stair from Muni level. Infill 

Concourse Floor to provide access.  Modify and extend paid area 

barrier and east fare gate array to enclose.

  

Proj: 24, 25, 26, 

27

$$$$$$ ($3M-$6M)

Escalator & 

Elevators

Proj 25 A-03

A-05

A-07

Install New Elevator Install new elevator (near Col line 21)

-between BART Paid area and BART Platform

Proj: 25, 26, 27 $$$$$$ ($3M-$6M)

Escalator & 

Elevators

Proj 27 A-02 Replace existing Concourse-Platform 

elevator

Existing Elevator at Center of Station:

-Replace existing elevator (new elevator should accommodate 

gurney).

-Change hoistway to clear glazing to improve safety/security. 

-Install new Fare Gates at Concourse to require access from inside 

paid area

Proj: 24, 25, 26, 

28

$$$$$ ($1M-$3M)

Escalator & 

Elevators

Proj 28 A-05

A-07

Elevator Machine Room Construct new machine room for existing elevator on BART Platform 

to increase reliability.  Preferred location is under BART 

stair/escalator on MUNI level to save space at BART platform. 

Proj: 24, 25, 26 $$$$ ($500k-$1M)

Escalator & 

Elevators

Proj 23 A-09 Install New Street Level Elevators and 

Remove Existing

Install new elevator from Street Level to Concourse Level at two 

locations - one each on the north and south station walls. Remove 

existing elevator an north side of station to allow for installation of 

new stair and escalator to Street Level.

$$$$$$ ($3M-$6M)

Escalator & 

Elevators

Proj 23b A-09 New Escalator and Stairs to Street Level Install new escalator and stair from Street Level to Concourse Level 

at two locations. Include street level canopy providing weather 

protection and secure enclosure.

Proj: 23 $$$$$$ ($3M-$6M)
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Table 10: Embarcadero Implementation Package 3 – Pedestrian Circulation Upgrades  

Category Project # Applicable Area Project Name Project Description
Project 

Dependencies
Estimated Cost 

3. Pedestrian Circulation Upgrades:
Platform 

Improvements

Proj 55 A-06

A-07

Platform sightline & storage 

improvements

Consolidate space under escalator trusses & construct new 

(permanent) storage closets to house the variety of "loose" items 

currently kept under escalators. Remove freestanding 

maps/wayfinding and integrate into wall panel of new closets to 

decrease clutter and free up platform queuing space. Remove 

janitorial closet adjacent to central elevator.  Relocate third rail trip 

switches.

Proj: 54 $$ ($10k-$100k)

Fare Evasion Proj 01 A-01

A-02

A-03

Fare evasion strategy -Secure gates to avoid fare evasion. 

-Install next generation fare gates. 

-Increase height of railings between paid/unpaid areas to 5' tall glass 

barriers per latest BFS standard.

-Add fare gates at location indicated to Mitigate fare evasion 

(elevators are currently used to bypass fare gates)

-Eliminate obscure or redundant ADA access gates 

Proj: 2, 6 $$$$ ($500k-$1M)

Safety & 

Security

Proj 02 A-01

A-03

Ensure existing Concourse Guardrail 

meets UBC standards

Ensure existing guard rail meets UBC standards in height or install 

new railing. High priority due to safety concerns. Confirm dimensions 

and replace or modify to meet code.

Proj: 1, 6 $$$ ($100k-$500k)

 ADA 

Compliance 

Proj 11 ALL:

Concourse

Platform

Bring handrails into ADA compliance Handrails required to extend 12" at top and/or bottom of stairs and/or 

ramp and width no more than 1.25 - 1.5"

$$$ ($100k-$500k)

Safety & 

Security

Proj 24.1 A-07 SFFD platform storage locker Relocate SFFD storage facilities from freestanding locker to new 

storage room integrated under east end-of-platform stair.  

Coordinate with design of stair (project 24)

$$ ($10k-$100k)
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Table 11: Embarcadero Implementation Package 4 – Side Aisle Upgrades 

Category Project # Applicable Area Project Name Project Description
Project 

Dependencies
Estimated Cost 

4. Side Aisle Upgrades:
Station 

Brightening, 

Appearance & 

Sightline 

Improvements

Proj 38 A-01

A-02

A-03

Renovate "Side Aisle"  (TVM/ Alcove / 

Building entry areas)  - near term 

solutions

-Cover wall-mounted abandoned phone booths with stainless steel 

plates (short-term). 

-Remove free-standing empty phone kiosks and associated 

signage. 

-Cover up closed off mezzanine building entrances with stainless 

steel plates backed up by wood or other material 

-Utilize closed off/blank panel areas as temporary solution to 

accommodate for need storage (until permanent locations 

determined and new storage built-outs can be constructed)

Proj: 63, 64 $$ ($10k-$100k)

Station 

Brightening, 

Appearance & 

Sightline 

Improvements

Proj 41 A-01

A-03

Ceiling Renovation - drop ceiling areas 

(side-aisles)

Replace existing ceiling "grate" panels with new to brighten space 

(drop-clg areas at side).

Proj: 38, 58, 63 $$$$ ($500k-$1M)

Station 

Brightening, 

Appearance & 

Sightline 

Improvements

Proj 48 A-01

A-02

A-03

Station Gateway spaces Redesign corners of concourse at portals to eliminate emergency 

doors, redesign more elegant chain wall solution, and integrate 

better/more durable floor mats that complements proposed canopy 

installation 

-If emergency doors need to remain - they should be upgraded to 

have push bars

-Currently the escalator cabinets at exits block potential access to 

back of house space and/or create an inaccessible zone that cannot 

be cleaned, but is visible to patrons.

$$$$$ ($1M-$3M)

Station 

Brightening, 

Appearance & 

Sightline 

Improvements

Proj 39 A-01

A-02

A-03

Renovate "Side Aisle" (TVM/ Alcove 

areas) - longer term solutions

Renovate Concourse "Side Aisle" areas (4 locations total) including:

-Removing abandoned booths (Ticket booths, Ticket transfer 

machines, etc.)

-New wall finish and TVM array treatment

-New Ceiling finish & lighting design (entry areas to street)

-Infill under utilized areas (blank spaces) with new passenger 

amenities/retail

-Refurbish "dead" stainless panel walls & provide built-in storage 

areas

Proj: 63, 64 $$$$$ ($1M-$3M)
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Table 12: Embarcadero Implementation Packages 5-10 – Ceiling Components, Vertical Circulation Upgrades, Platform Screen Doors and Side Platforms 

Category Project # Applicable Area Project Name Project Description
Project 

Dependencies
Estimated Cost 

5. Platform Level Ceiling Components:

Platform 

Improvements

Proj 52 Platform Lighting Upgrade Platform Lighting. Currently dark in a few areas. Coordinate 

with existing BART lighting projects already underway. May be useful 

to wait to tie this to screen door installation when lighting levels will 

again need study.

Proj: 53 $$$$ ($500k-$1M)

Station 

Brightening, 

Appearance & 

Sightline 

Improvements

Proj 32 A-06

A-07

New Platform Lighting Systems -Renovate platform lighting over passenger & trackway areas (to 

improve brightness/levels). Incorporate lighting improvements 

already planned

$$$$$$ ($3M-$6M)

6. Concourse Level Ceiling Components:
Station 

Brightening, 

Appearance & 

Sightline 

Improvements

Proj 30 A-01

A-02

A-03

New Concourse Lighting systems Improve lighting at location indicated (see plans) $$$ ($100k-$500k)

Station 

Brightening, 

Appearance & 

Sightline 

Improvements

Proj 42 A-01

A-02

A-03

Ceiling Renovation - main areas Concourse Level "main hall" ceiling where vault extends up above 

structure. New ceiling & lighting treatment on entire "spine" of station 

(full ceiling length from East to West).  Coordinate with SFMTA 

proposed ductwork to make sure clean appearance.

$$$$$ ($1M-$3M)

7. Platform Vertical Circulation Upgrades:
Escalator & 

Elevators

Proj 26 A-08

A-10

Install New Stairs  to BART center 

platform

Convert single escalator locations to paired stair/escalators (2 

locations) 

running from BART Paid area down to BART center Platform

  

Proj: 23, 24, 25, 

27

$$$$$$ ($3M-$6M)

8. Platform Edge Doors:
Platform 

Improvements

Proj 53 A-11

A-12

Platform screen doors New Platform Screen doors at BART Platform level Proj: 52, 56 $$$$$$ ($3M-$6M)

Platform 

Improvements

Proj 56 A-06

A-07

Edge Tile replacement Replace edge strip tiles. Existing are decaying, broken (BART 

Platform).  

Proj: 53 $$ ($10k-$100k)

9. Eastbound Side Platform:
Capacity 

Expansion

Proj 71 Eastbound side platform Construct eastbound side platform and vertical circulation

10. Westbound Side Platform:
Capacity 

Expansion

Proj 72 Westbound side platform Construct westbound side platform and vertical circulation
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Table 13: Embarcadero Independent Implementation Package A – Wayfinding 

 

  

Category Project # Applicable Area Project Name Project Description
Project 

Dependencies
Estimated Cost 

A. Wayfinding
Wayfinding, 

Signage & 

Real-time 

displays

Proj 18 ALL:

Concourse

Platform

Agent Booth signage -Install signs at closed/part-time Station Agent booths providing 

guidance on where to find Station Agent 

-Improve/replace "Station Agent Assistance" sign

-Provide directional signage to find Station Agent phones

-Provide signage to distinguish between Station Agent phones and 

public pay phones

Proj: 19 $$ ($10k-$100k)

Wayfinding, 

Signage & 

Real-time 

displays

Proj 15 ALL:

Concourse

Platform

Wayfinding & Real-time Planning -Plan and install comprehensive wayfinding system for bicyclists and 

pedestrians

-Work with local transit agency to Improve real-time info screen 

content--information is missing or outdated

-Install Nextbus signage for BART feeder routes

-Provide bus schedules and information

Proj: 16, 35 $$ ($10k-$100k)

Wayfinding, 

Signage & 

Real-time 

displays

Proj 16 A-01

A-02

A-03

Additional Real-time display concepts Better real-time info to hopefully alleviate passengers rushing to 

platform (causing congestion)

-New real-time displays at Concourse locations where ad panels 

removed (free area between agent booths)

-Better integration of advertising, videos, digital messages & real-

time displays at Concourse "side-aisle" locations (4 locations)

Proj: 35 $$$$ ($500k-$1M)

Wayfinding, 

Signage & 

Real-time 

displays

Proj 17 ALL:

Concourse

Platform

Advertising & Banners Implement (station specific) advertising policy so there is no 

ambiguity about where ads will be permitted 

Proj: 16 $$ ($10k-$100k)
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Table 14: Embarcadero Independent Implementation Packages B-D – Back Rooms and Retail, Restrooms and Station Agent Booths 

  

Category Project # Applicable Area Project Name Project Description
Project 

Dependencies
Estimated Cost 

B. Back Rooms and Retail
Station 

Brightening, 

Appearance & 

Sightline 

Improvements

Proj 45 A-02 Clean up of Retail / Amenity spaces Upgrade Customer Service Booth/Retail Shop

Consolidate Clipper Card both and Transit Store booth with 1 entity 

servicing both

Flower Shop has posters that don't match any station design 

sensibility (haphazard)

Coffee vendor has "sidewalk" signage that blocks circulation

Coffee vendor has large underutilized "storage" area with haphazard 

rolling door

$$$ ($100k-$500k)

Station 

Brightening, 

Appearance & 

Sightline 

Improvements

Proj 49 A-09 Amenity Spaces at Center of Concourse Several options for potential new amenity/staff/retail spaces at center 

of Concourse level.  

1) Existing Fire Control Center space (which is being relocated) is 

available for possible retail, break room or storage.

2) Area housing outdated phone bank & lockers could be converted 

to new program relatively easily.

$$$$ ($500k-$1M)

Safety & 

Security

Proj 07 A-02 Fire Command Center Redesign Fire Command Center space. Redesign open area 

behind Fire Control Center for possible retail, break room or 

storage. EMP room to replace FCC

$$$ ($100k-$500k)

Safety & 

Security

Proj 24.2 A-07 BART police - tunnel entrance 

monitoring facilities

Provide SFBART monitoring facilities at east end of platform - either 

video or video + a small staff enclosure.

$$ ($10k-$100k)

Maintenance & 

Repair

Proj 62 ALL:

Concourse

Improve trash/utility storage Improve dumpster storage & reduce visibility to public:

-Increase Storage for dumpsters, utility closet and janitorial 

equipment

-Locate dumpsters in enclosures away from the pedestrian zone

Proj: 24 $$$ ($100k-$500k)

C. Restrooms
 ADA 

Compliance 

Proj 08 A-02 Re-open Public Restroom Remodel to provide single-occupant single-sex accessible 

restrooms for men and women, update to ADA requirements

Proj: 3, 9 $$$ ($100k-$500k)

D. Station Agent Booths
Operations/ 

Employee 

Environment

Proj 19 A-02 Renovate/ Replace BART station agent 

booths

Upgrade/Replace BART Station Agent Booths: 

-Enlarge to allow two people to occupy comfortably. 

-Ensure proper operation of security gates and utilities. 

-Replace floors as needed. 

-Remove clutter and debris from top of booth.

Proj: 18 $$$$$ ($1M-$3M)
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Table 15: Embarcadero Implementation Plan – Stationwide Systems Upgrades and Street Level Walls 
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7.4 Montgomery Implementation Plan 

The capacity  and  modernization plan for Montgomery has nine sequential packages, as  illustrated in Figur e 82. As  in the 

corresponding  Figure 81 for E mbarcadero , relat ive cost is s hown on the vertical axis with the lowest cost  at the bottom. 
Elapsed time fro m the present  is  shown on the horizontal axis , starting from the left. Sequencing is ind icated by the lines a nd 

arrows connecting the packages. Packages that include expansion of vertical circulation capacity are shown in red. 

Early wins would start immediately, followed by pedestrian circulation upgrades. Master des ign for the stationwide systems 

would begin shortly so that they would be co mplete prior to final design of the platform ceiling and walls  upgrades. I nstallat ion 
of the stationwide systems would continue throughout the implementation of Packages 3, 4, and 7. 

Following the co ncourse wall upgrades, the focus would s hift to elevator upgrades, followed by installatio n of platform scree n 

doors and a new p latform floor  in Package 6. If  fund ing  became availab le to  rep lace the platform floor f inish earlier, this  project  

may be advanced separately from the platform screen doors. 

Next, the s ide ais le upgrades would  be completed prior to  construction of  new stairs  and  escalators between the concourse 

and the platform. The eastbound  side platform would be constructed last. T he independent packages  are shown in their own 

box, which has  no relation to their cost or timing. The projects co mpris ing each packa ge, their relat ion to other projects, and 

relative cost are shown in Table 16 through Table 25. 
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Figure 82: Montgomery Implementation Plan 

 Source: AECOM, 2016 
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Table 16: Montgomery Implementation Package 1 – Early Wins 

  

Category Project #
Applicable 

Area
Project Name Project Description

Project 

Dependencies
Estimated Cost 

1. Early Wins:
Wayfinding, 

Signage & 

Real-time 

displays

Proj 12 ALL:

Concourse

Platform

Replacement/ additional Wayfinding 

signage 

-Replace broken wayfinding sign on walls and ceilings

-Redesign platform level wayfinding/station identification signs to 

increase visibility

-Need signage for where to board short trains

-Add/repair/update emergency exit signage

-Replace signs referencing "R1" and "R2" with "Platform 1" and 

"Platform 2"

-Install signage for no bicycles on escalators

-Add signage to indicate "UP" and "DOWN" escalators

-Replace “elevator is behind you” graphic signs with clear wayfinding to 

the elevator

-Repair sign securing devices--needs additional screws, bolts, 

adhesive, or other securing material

$$ ($10k-$100k)

Wayfinding, 

Signage & 

Real-time 

displays

Proj 13 ALL:

Concourse

Platform

Remove old signage clutter -Remove or replace old sign clutter (e.g. paper 

copies/instructions/directions that are no longer applicable) at location 

indicated (e.g. Ticket Vending Machines, Station Agent Booths)

-Remove glue backing from previously peeled off signs or consider 

sign replacement

-Remove or replace old/worn down regulatory signage (No smoking, 

No eating, etc.) 

-Replace old schedules and maps (2011 and older) with updated 

information and repair frames

-Replace broken "Add Fare" sign

-Remove old "Watch the Gap" or "telephone" signs

$$ ($10k-$100k)

Station 

Brightening, 

Appearance & 

Sightline 

Improvements 

Proj 26 ALL:

Concourse

Lighting Maintenance -Clean filthy fixtures (walls & ceilings)

-Replace broken light bulbs & fixtures (walls & ceilings) 

$$ ($10k-$100k)

Station 

Brightening, 

Appearance & 

Sightline 

Improvements

Proj 31 A-01

A-02

Remove  Concourse Sign Piers / 

Advertising Cases to Expose columns

Remove existing advertising sign piers (4 locations @ each centroid  = 

8 total)

Proj: 15, 32, 35, 36 $$$ ($100k-$500k)
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Table 16: Montgomery Implementation Package 1 – Early Wins (continued) 

 

 

 

Category Project #
Applicable 

Area
Project Name Project Description

Project 

Dependencies
Estimated Cost 

Station 

Brightening, 

Appearance & 

Sightline 

Improvements

Proj 32 A-01

A-02

Improve Concourse Sightlines Improve Concourse Sightlines by removing/relocating items that block 

views:

-Remove and/or update triangular information kiosk materials, garbage 

containers and other freestanding items to other locations (out of main 

passenger circulation areas

-Move distracting advertisement adjacent to TVMs to other locations (if 

possible consolidate or convert to digital formats)

-Remove advertisements covering glass partitions to improve personal 

security concerns

Proj: 31, 36 $ Under $10K

Station 

Brightening, 

Appearance & 

Sightline 

Improvements

Proj 32b ALL:

Concourse

Platform

Remove unused accessories Remove Outdated Accessories/ Fixtures including:

-Ashtrays

-broken/unused hand sanitizer kiosks

$ Under $10K

Station 

Brightening, 

Appearance & 

Sightline 

Improvements

Proj 37 ALL:

Concourse

Ceiling Maintenance Replace/ repair/ or clean existing ceiling panels on Concourse Proj: 36, 38, 53, 59 $$ ($10k-$100k)

MEP/ Utility Proj 54 Utility cabinet door Close and/or repair utility cabinet door $ Under $10K

Maintenance & 

Repair

Proj 56 ALL:

Concourse

Clean up graffiti and/or glass etching Clean up graffiti and/or glass etching $ Under $10K

Maintenance & 

Repair

Proj 60 A-01

A-02

Renovate Walk-off mats to avoid tripping 

hazard

Ensure flush surface to avoid tripping hazard (e.g. tape around  

rug/carpet tiles)

Proj: 34, 35 $ Under $10K

Platform 

Improvements

Proj 47 A-03

A-04

Platform seating replacement Remove/ replace existing terrazzo round benches (BART Platform 

level) with new benches having a smaller footprint to improve 

circulation/ queuing space.

Provide deterrents on new benches to prevent patrons from lying down.

Patch flooring as needed where benches removed.

Proj: 28, 29, 30, 45, 

46, 48

$$$ ($100k-$500k)

 ADA 

Compliance 

Proj 08 ALL:

Concourse

Platform

Improve Signage for ADA compliance Bring all Braille signage into CA2 compliance including:

-Add elevator signage where missing and include CA2-compliant 

braille

-Make elevator access signage consistent within station(s) and include 

CA2-compliant braille

-Replace bathroom signs on door and include CA2-compliant braille

-Remove lift not in use to avoid confusion, or provide signage (with 

CA2 braille) indicating that it is not in use, or repair

-Add CA2-compliant braille sign at emergency exit

Proj: 7 $ Under $10K
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Table 16: Montgomery Implementation Package 1 – Early Wins (continued) 

  

Category Project #
Applicable 

Area
Project Name Project Description

Project 

Dependencies
Estimated Cost 

 ADA 

Compliance 

Proj 09 ALL:

Concourse

Platform

Install Cane Detection / Other warning 

devises per ADA requirements

-Install cane detector where emergency telephone boxes, utility boxes, 

water fountains, fire alarms, stairwells etc. protrude from the wall. 

Consider replacing metal box detectors on platforms.

-Replace worn yellow striping on stairs

-Add texture to platform at top of stairs to indicate about to enter 

stairwell

$$ ($10k-$100k)

 ADA 

Compliance 

Proj 11 ALL:

Concourse

Platform

Bring Station Amenities/Service areas 

into ADA compliance

-Move public phones to ADA-compliant height (48" or less)

-Lower counters to between 28" and 34" in height. Minimum 36" width.

-Place wheelchair-accessible ticket entry sign in more visible location, 

replace old signage, and place braille at reachable height

-Add accessible door entry

$$ ($10k-$100k)

Maintenance & 

Repair

Proj 61 ALL:

Concourse

Fix debris caused by TVM receipts Address ticket/receipt trash on floors in front of ticket vending 

machines (e.g. wall mounted fixture to catch trash)

Introduce receipt-less vending

Proj: 34, 35 $ Under $10K

Escalator & 

Elevators

Proj 21 ALL:

Concourse

Platform

Elevator & Escalator Maintenance -Replace missing floor number on elevator jamb

-Clean rusty or dirty elevator door (replace)

-Repair escalator handrail

-Replace faded elevator call buttons

-Replace wood core escalator balustrade (improve customer 

experience)

$$ ($10k-$100k)

Station 

Brightening, 

Appearance & 

Sightline 

Improvements

Proj 33 A-01

A-02

Additional Vending Machines Add a Ticket Exchange and/or Ticket Vending Machine (as needed) at 

location indicated. 

Add Change Machine (as needed)

Add ATM machines - 2 locations one at each end of Concourse - flush-

mt within TVM wall 

Remove any existing free-standing ATM, Vending units

$$ ($10k-$100k)

Station 

Brightening, 

Appearance & 

Sightline 

Improvements

Proj 34 A-01

A-02

Renovate "Side Aisle" (TVM/ Alcove 

areas)  - near term solutions

Cover wall-mounted abandoned phone booths with stainless steel 

plates (short-term) and redesign wall (long-term). Remove free-

standing empty phone kiosks and associated signage.

Proj: 60, 61 $$ ($10k-$100k)

Station 

Brightening, 

Appearance & 

Sightline 

Improvements

Proj 27 ALL:

Concourse

Remove Redundant Electrical & Security 

devices

Remove duplicate security camera(s) & exposed wire(s) Proj: 3 $$ ($10k-$100k)

Maintenance & 

Repair

Proj 59 ALL:

Concourse

Platform

Repair areas of water intrusion/ staining Clean or replace stained floor

Clean or resurface dirty and grimy stairs, repaint where worn

Proj: 37, 38, 53 $$ ($10k-$100k)
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Table 16: Montgomery Implementation Package 1 – Early Wins (continued) 

  

Category Project #
Applicable 

Area
Project Name Project Description

Project 

Dependencies
Estimated Cost 

Public 

Art

Proj 49 A-01

A-02

A-03

A-04

A-05

A-06

Public Art opportunities Introduce "iconic" public art or placemaking features (potential 

locations):

A)  On ceiling/columns at "Centroid" to take advantage of circular focal 

point floor pattern (Concourse "Centroid" areas - 2 locations) 

B)  Hallway "portal" connection between West/East sides of station 

(adjacent to relocated Mech/Utility spaces - requires Capacity 

alterations first) 

C)  Hallway  "portal" connection at  Sansome/Sutter Exit

D)  Concourse side aisle (on ceiling/walls) at vaulted locations 

E) Bart Platform Level new floor finish /column covers

F) Bart Platform Level column covers

Cost shown are coordination estimates (Art budget - NIC)

Proj: 30, 36, 45, 50, 

51

$$$ ($100k-$500k)

Public 

Art

Proj 50 A-03

A-04

Public Art  @ Platform Column Covers Replace existing advertising on Platform Col covers with public art/ 

architectural installation (all locations)

Cost shown are demo/prep & design coordination estimates (Art 

budget - NIC)

Proj: 49, 51 $$ ($10k-$100k)

Public 

Art

Proj 51 A-01

A-02

Public Art @ Concourse Column Covers Replace existing advertising on Concourse Col covers with public art/ 

architectural installation (Concourse Level: 4 Cols x 2 locations = 8 

total).

Cost shown are demo/prep & design coordination estimates (Art 

budget - NIC)

Proj: 49, 50 $ Under $10K

Bike 

Improvements

Proj 44 A-01

A-02

Improve Bike Access Install stair channels to facilitate bicycle circulation (6 entry locations 

from street to concourse levels)

Proj: 14 $$ ($10k-$100k)
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Table 17: Montgomery Implementation Package 2 – Pedestrian Circulation Upgrades 

  

Category Project #
Applicable 

Area
Project Name Project Description

Project 

Dependencies
Estimated Cost 

2. Pedestrian Circulation Upgrades:
Fare Evasion Proj 01 A-01

A-02

Fare evasion strategy -Secure gates to avoid fare evasion. 

-Install next generation fare gates. 

-Increase height of railings between paid/unpaid areas to 5' tall glass 

barriers per latest BFS standard.

-Add fare gates at location indicated to Mitigate fare evasion 

(elevators are currently used to bypass fare gates)

Proj: 2, 6 $$$$ ($500k-$1M)

Safety & 

Security

Proj 02 ALL:

Concourse

Platform

Ensure existing Concourse Guardrail 

meets UBC standards

Ensure existing guard rail meets UBC standards in height or install new 

railing. High priority due to safety concerns. Confirm dimensions and 

replace or modify to meet code.

Proj: 1, 6 $$$ ($100k-$500k)

 ADA 

Compliance 

Proj 10 ALL:

Concourse

Platform

Bring handrails into ADA compliance Handrails required to extend 12" at top and/or bottom of stairs and/or 

ramp and width no more than 1.25 - 1.5"

$$$ ($100k-$500k)

Escalator & 

Elevators

Proj 36 A-01

A-02

Open up Centroid Areas Concourse "Centroid" (2 locations)

-Remove existing kiosk & retails spaces which limit circulation and 

block views 

-Move retail to side aisle areas (consolidate/reduce qty or operators)

-Clean/patch/repair floor after removal of retail/kiosks 

Proj: 15, 32, 35, 37, 

38, 41, 42

$$$ ($100k-$500k)

Station 

Brightening, 

Appearance & 

Sightline 

Improvements

Proj 29 A-03

A-04

Platform Sidewall removal -Demo one bay width of Platform wall next to each stair/esc area to 

improve visibility/wayfinding.

-Touch-up wall/ceiling where demo occurs

-Similar project  what was done at Powell (under 2008 Modernization 

scope)

Proj: 28, 30, 45, 46, 

47, 48

$$$$ ($500k-$1M)
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Table 18: Montgomery Implementation Packages 3-4 – Platform Level Ceiling and Walls and Concourse Level Walls 

 

  

Category Project #
Applicable 

Area
Project Name Project Description

Project 

Dependencies
Estimated Cost 

3. Platform Level Ceiling and Walls:
Station 

Brightening, 

Appearance & 

Sightline 

Improvements

Proj 28 A-03

A-04

Platform Ceiling & Lighting -Renovate platform ceiling over passenger & trackway areas to 

dramatically improve passenger spaces (inverse of current dark 

appearance).

-Install new lighting fixtures over trackway & platform space

-Incorporate the temporary lighting improvements already planned 

Proj: 29, 30 $$$$$$ ($3M-$6M)

Station 

Brightening, 

Appearance & 

Sightline 

Improvements

Proj 30 A-03

A-04

Refinish Platform Trackway Walls Replace Platform trackway wall finish with new to improve Platform 

level appearance and differentiate the appearance of Montgomery 

from Powell for passenger (improves wayfinding without signage)

Proj: 28, 29, 45, 48 $$$$ ($500k-$1M)

4. Concourse Level Walls:
Station 

Brightening, 

Appearance & 

Sightline 

Improvements

Proj 38 ALL:

Concourse

Ceiling/ Wall Repair Repair water damage in ceiling/wall Proj: 36, 38, 53, 59 $$$ ($100k-$500k)
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Table 19: Montgomery Implementation Packages 5-6 – Elevator Upgrades and Platform Screen Doors and Floor 

  

Category Project #
Applicable 

Area
Project Name Project Description

Project 

Dependencies
Estimated Cost 

5. Elevator Upgrades
Escalator & 

Elevators

Proj 25 A-05

A-07

A-09

Install New Elevator 

(Muni Paid area)

Install new 3 stop elevator (West end of station)

-Primary operation to serve MUNI passengers (Muni Paid area <> 

MUNI Platform).  

- Install fare collection equipment to accommodate backup service of 

BART platform level.

Proj: 24, 25b, 58 $$$$$$ ($3M-$6M)

Escalator & 

Elevators

Proj 24 A-06

A-08

A-10

Replace existing BART 

Concourse-Platform elevator

Replace existing elevator (East end of station) with new 3-stop 

elevator.

-Change hoistway to clear glazing to improve safety/security. 

-Primary operation to serve BART passengers (BART 

Platform<>Concourse skipping Muni level) 

- Install fare collection equipment to accommodate backup service of 

MUNI platform level.

Proj: 24, 25b, 58 $$$$$ ($1M-$3M)

6. Platform Screen Doors and Floor:

Platform 

Improvements

Proj 45 A-03

A-04

Replace platform floor finish Replace existing brick tile floor with new light colored terrazzo or 

marble flooring  (BART Platform passenger areas)

Proj: 28, 29, 30, 46, 

47, 48

$$$$$$ ($3M-$6M)

Platform 

Improvements

Proj 46 A-09

A-10

Platform screen doors New Platform Screen doors at BART Platform level Proj: 28, 29, 30, 45, 

47, 48

$$$$$$ ($3M-$6M)

Platform 

Improvements

Proj 48 A-03

A-04

Edge Tile replacement Replace edge strip tiles. Existing are decaying, broken (BART 

Platform).  

Proj: 45, 46, 47 $$ ($10k-$100k)
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Table 20: Montgomery Implementation Package 7 – Side Aisle Upgrades 

 

  

Category Project #
Applicable 

Area
Project Name Project Description

Project 

Dependencies
Estimated Cost 

7. Side Aisle Upgrades:
Station 

Brightening, 

Appearance & 

Sightline 

Improvements

Proj 39 A-06 Renovate Sutter/Sansome Exit Hallway Create  "portal" aesthetic to differentiate space from the rest of the 

concourse. Renovate with new ceiling/wall treatment and new lighting. 

Opportunity for large scale public art improvement. 

$$$$ ($500k-$1M)

Escalator & 

Elevators

Proj 22 A-05 Install New Elevator Install new elevator between street level & concourse level (1-qty: 

between near Col 5W) 

Proj: 23 $$$$$ ($1M-$3M)

Escalator & 

Elevators

Proj 25d A-05:A-10 Install New Stair to Street Level from 

Sutter/Sansome hallway

Install new stair to street level from new extension of Sutter/Sansome 

Exit Hallway under street.  Coordinate sidewalk opening location with 

SFMTA / Better Market Street curb realignment project.

$$$$$$ ($3M-$6M)

Station 

Brightening, 

Appearance & 

Sightline 

Improvements

Proj 35 A-01

A-02

Renovate "Side Aisle" (TVM/ Alcove 

areas)  - longer term solutions

Renovate Concourse "Side Aisle" areas (4 locations total) including:

-Removing abandoned booths (Station Agent Booths, Ticket booths, 

Ticket transfer machines, etc.)

-New floor finish

-New wall finish and TVM array treatment

-New Ceiling finish & lighting design 

-Infill under utilized areas (blank spaces) with new passenger 

amenities/retail

Proj: 60, 61 $$$$$ ($1M-$3M)
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Table 21: Montgomery Implementation Packages 8-9 – Additional Stairs and Escalator and Eastbound Side Platform 

  

Category Project #
Applicable 

Area
Project Name Project Description

Project 

Dependencies
Estimated Cost 

8. Additional Stairs and Escalator:
Escalator & 

Elevators

Proj 25b A-05:A-10 Install New End-of-Platform Stairs Install new stairs from the Concourse level to the BART platform level, 

with a landing at MUNI platform level.  Each end of station:

- at Col 10W

- between Col 8E - 10E

$$$$$$ ($3M-$6M)

Escalator & 

Elevators

Proj 23 A-06

A-08

A-10

Install New Escalator to BART platform Install new escalator to BART center platform

- between Col 4E-7E

$$$$$$ ($3M-$6M)

Escalator & 

Elevators

Proj 25c A-05:A-10 Install New Stair to BART platform Install new stair to BART center platform 

- between Col 4E-7E

Proj: 24, 25 $$$$$$ ($3M-$6M)

9. Eastbound Side Platform:
Operations/ 

Employee 

Environment

Proj 18b A-06 New BART station agent booth (East 

location)

New agent booth in new location to accommodate Capacity scope 

improvements.  Install extended barrier to enclose paid area, and 

relocate fare gate array.

$$$$$ ($1M-$3M)

Station 

Brightening, 

Appearance & 

Sightline 

Improvements

Proj 40 A-05

A-06

Renovate Hallway between West & East 

sides of Concourse

Create  "portal" aesthetic to differentiate space from the rest of the 

concourse. Renovate with new ceiling/wall treatment and new lighting. 

Opportunity for large scale public art improvement.  Capacity project 

anticipates relocating Concourse "free area" to North side of station so 

this project should wait and be integrated with those partition changes

$$$$ ($500k-$1M)

Capacity 

Expansion

Proj 62 ALL:

Concourse / 

Platform

Eastbound Side Platform Construct eastbound side platform and related vertical circulation
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Table 22: Montgomery Independent Implementation Package A – Wayfinding 

 

  

Category Project #
Applicable 

Area
Project Name Project Description

Project 

Dependencies
Estimated Cost 

A. Wayfinding
Wayfinding, 

Signage & 

Real-time 

displays

Proj 17 ALL:

Concourse

Agent Booth signage -Install signs at closed/part-time Station Agent booths providing 

guidance on where to find Station Agent 

-Improve/replace "Station Agent Assistance" sign

-Provide directional signage to find Station Agent phones

-Provide signage to distinguish between Station Agent phones and 

public pay phones

Proj: 18 $$ ($10k-$100k)

Wayfinding, 

Signage & 

Real-time 

displays

Proj 14 ALL:

Concourse

Platform

Wayfinding & Real-time Planning -Plan and install comprehensive wayfinding system for bicyclists and 

pedestrians

-Work with local transit agency to Improve real-time info screen content-

-information is missing or outdated

-Install Nextbus signage for BART feeder routes

-Provide bus schedules and information

Proj: 15, 44 $$ ($10k-$100k)

Wayfinding, 

Signage & 

Real-time 

displays

Proj 15 A-01

A-02

Additional Real-time display concepts -New real-time displays at current Concourse sign-pier locations where 

ad panels removed (4 locations @ each centroid  = 8 total)

-Better integration of advertising, videos, digital messages & real-time 

displays at Concourse "side-aisle" locations (4 locations)

New real-time ceiling "scroll" at Concourse Centroid areas (2 

locations)

Proj: 31 $$$$ ($500k-$1M)

Wayfinding, 

Signage & 

Real-time 

displays

Proj 16 ALL:

Concourse

Platform

Designate Advertising & Banner 

locations

Implement (station specific) advertising policy so there is no ambiguity 

about where ads will be permitted 

Proj: 15 $$ ($10k-$100k)
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Table 23: Montgomery Independent Implementation Package B – Back Rooms and Retail 

  

Category Project #
Applicable 

Area
Project Name Project Description

Project 

Dependencies
Estimated Cost 

B. Back Rooms and Retail
Operations/ 

Employee 

Environment

Proj 20 A-01 Renovate Station Break Room Install new or repair existing plumbing

New carpentry work needed

Repair/replace floors

Repair/replace paint

Repair/replace furniture

Repair/replace small items

$$ ($10k-$100k)

Station 

Brightening, 

Appearance & 

Sightline 

Improvements

Proj 42 A-01 Upgrade Retail / Amenity space Upgrade Customer Service Booth/Retail Shop Proj: 55 $$$ ($100k-$500k)

Safety & 

Security

Proj 06 A-01

A-02

Reprogram Concourse unused space in 

public areas

Reduce Concourse station "dead areas" by expanding Storage/MEP/ 

Utility/ Utility to East (area between Muni paid area and exist Mech 

space) and to West (into unused BART paid area)

Proj: 1, 2, 39, 52 $$$$ ($500k-$1M)

Station 

Brightening, 

Appearance & 

Sightline 

Improvements

Proj 43 A-02 NEW/ RELOCATED Retail / Amenity 

spaces

Install new retail/amenity stall in under-utilized concourse side-aisle 

space

Proj: 33,35 $$$$ ($500k-$1M)

Station 

Brightening, 

Appearance & 

Sightline 

Improvements

Proj 43-ALT A-01 NEW/ RELOCATED Retail / Amenity 

spaces

Install new retail/amenity stall in location of existing restrooms

-highest traffic exit

Proj: 33,35 $$$$ ($500k-$1M)

Maintenance & 

Repair

Proj 58 ALL:

Concourse

Improve trash/utility storage Improve dumpster storage & reduce visibility to public:

-Increase Storage for dumpsters, utility closet and janitorial equipment

-Redesign of closed off ticket vending machine area adjacent to 

elevator where dumpsters are currently stored

-Locate dumpsters in enclosures away from the pedestrian zone

Proj: 24 $$$ ($100k-$500k)

MEP/ Utility Proj 55 ALL:

Concourse

Future retail/amenity build out Upgrade infrastructure to support non-transit functions (coffee shops, 

future retail, etc.)

Proj: 42 $$$ ($100k-$500k)
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Table 24: Montgomery Independent Implementation Packages C-D – Restrooms and Station Agent Booths 

Category Project #
Applicable 

Area
Project Name Project Description

Project 

Dependencies
Estimated Cost 

C. Restrooms
 ADA 

Compliance 

Proj 07 A-01 Re-open Public Restroom Remodel to provide single-occupant single-sex accessible restrooms 

for men and women, update to ADA requirements

Proj: 3, 8 $$$ ($100k-$500k)

 ADA 

Compliance 

Proj 07-ALT A-02 New Public Restroom (ALTERNATE LOCATION for Item 7)

-Add new single-occupant single-sex accessible restrooms for men 

and women per ADA requirements in reconfigured fare counting 

space.  

-Allows for new Retail/Amenity space to occupy the existing restroom 

location (which is a higher traffic area)

-Allow for easier transition to the future capacity scope (existing 

location will need to relocated to allow for FREE-AREA passage)

Proj: 3, 8 $$$$ ($500k-$1M)

D. Station Agent Booths
Operations/ 

Employee 

Environment

Proj 18 A-01

A-02

Renovate/ Replace BART station agent 

booths

Upgrade/Replace BART Station Agent Booths: 

-Enlarge to allow two people to occupy comfortably. 

-Ensure proper operation of security gates and utilities. 

-Replace floors as needed. 

-Remove clutter and debris from top of booth.

Proj: 17 $$$$$ ($1M-$3M)
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Table 25: Montgomery Implementation Plan – Stationwide Systems Upgrades 
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7.5 Next Steps 

The following additional tasks  were id entif ied  as " next steps” in executing the capacity implementation strategy  and 

modernizatio n co ncept p lan. In many  cases , these co mponents  require additional and o ngoing coordination or policy 
discussion. Further detail on “next  steps” items  is  provided  in Technical Memorandum #8 (“Reco mmended  Alternativ e Concept 

and Construction & Phasing Strategy”). 

The “next steps” are organized in groups of near-term (within 10 years), middle-term (5-15 years out), and long term (10-20 

years out), generally reflecting the implementation of related projects as presented in Section 7.3 and Section 7.4.  

7.5.1 Near-Term Next Steps 

Near-term next steps should be addressed immed iately to facilitate the co mpletion of near-term pro jects (within 10 years) and 

inform the implementation of middle-term and long-term projects. The near term next steps are the following: 

 Coordination with SFMTA will be needed throughout all phases  of implementatio n, beginning with near -term pro jects  

within the next ten years. 

 Considerations  for a BART-Muni Connection at E mbarcadero , tho ugh a long-term project , s hould  be built into the 

relocation of the east end stairway for implementation of the new elevator at Embarcadero, a near-term project. 

 Wayfinding is another area of coordination between BART and SFMTA, as well as MTC and other transit provid ers.  

Some components are currently underway and need to be coordinated within a comprehensive strategy . 

 The implicat ions of climate change and station flooding on the stations  are not yet  well und erstood, prompting  

investigation in the near-term to shape capacity and modernization improvements. 

 In the spring of 2016, BART will initiate a pilot program that will develop strategies to influence passenger demand. 

 Phase 1 of t he Transbay Transit  Center (the above-ground bus  facility) is scheduled for completion in 2017, at which 

time discuss ion of Phase 2 (the underground rail station) may be renewed. The pedestrian tunnel co nnecting to 

Embarcadero is part of this second phase. 

 In 2018,  BART will negotiate a new Advertising Franchise Agreement.  

The steps listed above are described in more detail in the following paragraphs. 

Coordination with SFMTA 

Station-wide elements such as  ceilings, walls, and  concourse f loors would be upgraded as  a whole, and BART  and SFMTA wo uld 
need  to work out  cost-s haring arrangements. For disco ntinuous  elements  that  are who lly  within the Muni paid  area, SFMTA can 

work with BART. 

Security cameras represent an area where b etter coordination between BART and SFMTA is vital. There should be one system 

shared between both agencies instead of the two redundant and uncoordinated  systems that are currently in place, w ith lit tle 
concern for how they are integrated into the station architecture. Newer cameras that are more compact and less intrus ive 

should be the standard. 

BART and SFMTA also need to coordinate with respect to elevator operations and projects . The elevator modifications at b oth 

stations to provide a primary platform elevator serving the Muni platform lev el would provide direct benefits to Muni Metro. 
Current ly, only a single platform elevator is  provided at  each station, s hared  between BART and Muni Metro . These 
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modificat ions  would  benefit  to Muni Metro passengers  and help to  deter fare evasion. Coordination with SFMTA is crit ical to 

successful execution of these projects and can help establish political and financial support for these improvements.  

Various agreements between BART and Muni will lik ely be need ed as part of the planning , design / engineering , funding, 
constructio n, and operation / maintenance of the proposed capacity enhancements at both stat ions. T hese agreements co uld 

include, but would not be limited to, the following: 

 A memorandum of understanding (MOU) establis hing a collaborative framework to plan and design capacity  

enhancements, such as  relevant d esign and  engineering  standards, ro les  and  respons ibilities for obtaining  
environmental clearance, etc. 

 Cost sharing agreements  to reduce BART’s  financial co mmitments  toward capacity  enhancements that b enef it both 

BART and Muni. 

 Temporary agreements  to facilitate construct ion or installat ion of  capacity enhancements, which may affect Muni 
Metro s ervice and operat ions, such as track  closures  during or outside of the revenue serv ice window, relocat ion of 

concourse-level Muni equipment such as ticket vending machine (TVM) vaults, etc. 

BART and Muni already  have vario us agreements  governing ex isting  station facilit ies  and equip ment, such as  rol es  and 

responsibilities  with regard  to cleaning, maintenance, and  security /  surveillance. These agreements wo uld  also  be amend ed as  
needed to include new facilities and equipment.  

Direct BART-Muni Connection 

Current ly, passengers wishing to transfer between BART and Muni Metro in the Market Street Subway must ascend to exit the 

fare gates at concourse level and enter the other system. A direct BART –Muni connect ion would involve the creation of 
platform-to-platform co nnections  between BART and Muni Metro b y removing  existing barriers  and  installing  new fare  gates. 

BART is  focusing o n providing a connect ion at Civic Center Station, which is less congested and has more platform space 

available to accommodate the necessary improvements.  

In particular, automat ic fare collection (AFC) equip ment  and queuing and run -off zones as shown in Figur e 83 require space at 
BART and  / or Muni Metro p latform lev els . The current and future capacity co nstraints  at Embarcadero Stat ion make Civic 

Center Station a better location for prioritizing such a connection. 

Further study and coordination with SFMTA are reco mmended to better determine how a BART –Muni Co nnection might be 

achieved at Embarcadero Station. Specifically, the following areas need additional effort in conceptual p lanning and design: 

 Design and engineering.  Conceptual design and engineering is needed to determine the preferred option for achieving 

a connect ion. Use of existing vert ical circulation elements, us e of  new p latform-to-p latform vert ical circulat ion, or 
replacement  of ex isting  straight -run vertical circulation elements with paired elements  all present possible d esign 

solutions. For example, new v ertical circulatio n could  be desig ned to  facilitate an eventual connection by matching the 

Muni platform height to landings or stair treads. 

 Ticketing and fare collect ion.  BART and  Muni Metro  fare structures are dist inct , and  while a Clipper card  is compatib le 
with both systems, a d irect  platform-to-p latform transfer could require a separate set  of fare gates for each operator. 

The need for ancillary  fare collect ion equipment  (e.g., add fare machines  and  tick et v ending machines)  should  be 

evaluated, as  well as the need for a staffing presence for security  / surveillance, passeng er ass istance, and other dut ies .  
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 Fire and life safety  coordinat ion.  Current ly, BART  and  Muni have independent  control over their own emergency  

procedures and fire / life saf ety systems. A d irect p latform-to-p latform co nnection would , however, require greater 

coordination in these areas than currently exists between the two agencies. 

 Special event operat ions.  A direct  platform-to-platform transfer could be part icularly usef ul during events in Mission 

Bay, a lthough it is  expected that  the Central Subway  will attract  a substantial share of  this  traffic. Safety  measures may  

be need ed for the narrow catwalks at Muni platform level and special provisio ns for fare collect ion may also be 

required (many special event passengers purchase paper fare media). 

Figure 83: BART-Muni Connection Space Requirements 

Space requirements for a straight-run platform-to-platform connection between Muni and BART platform levels 

 

Source: Robin Chiang & Co., 2015 

Wayfinding 

Ongoing coordination is desirable to ensure that wayfinding systems at the two stations are compatib le (and, preferably, 

consistent)  with wayf inding systems  outside of the stations  at  street lev el or at  nearby transit  facilit ies . E mbarcadero  Stat ion, in 

particular, will be direct ly connected to the Transbay Trans it Center and is within s hort walking d istance of the Ferry Terminal. 
Standardized wayfinding systems  should reinforce thes e trans it facilities as a single, large hub connecting a range of lo cal,  

regional, and intercity public transportation providers. 

As high-d ensity , mix ed-use redev elopment  takes p lace in the surrounding  neighborhoods, wayfinding should also adequately  

direct passengers to the range of non-transit facilities and amenit ies nearby. Periodic evaluations may be necessary to ens ure 
that wayfinding systems are up to date and adequately meeting the needs of passengers. 
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Climate Change and Station Flooding 

Recent studies co nducted by  the Metropolitan Transportation Commiss ion (Adaptation to Ris ing T ides: Transportation 

Vulnerab ility and Risk Assess ment  Pilot Project, 2011) and BART (Climate Change Adaptation Assessment Pilot, 2013) have 

assessed assets  of the BART system for the development  of adaptation strateg ies  specific to  sea -lev el r ise, downpour, and 

flooding. 

The studies ident ified v ulnerable assets  near t he bay s hore, including stations , trackway, tractio n power substations and train 

control rooms . Embarcadero and Montgomery stations , which lie in close proximity to San Francisco’s waterfront, would be 

expected to  share some of  the vulnerabilit ies  identifi ed in these studies for other BART  assets. These vulnerabilities may  

represent a considerable risk to BART, since the stations are the system’s two busiest.  

Future study building upon the pilot projects already  comp leted  will need to  identify the specif ic climate change impacts  that 

may affect  BART  operatio ns at  E mbarcadero  and  Montgomery, and dev elop appropriate adaptation strategies  and projects.  An 

example of  projects  to  address statio n f looding are sump pumps for water mitigatio n, for which space wo uld  need to  be 

allocated. 

Strategies to Influence Passenger Demand 

BART commissio ned a study  in 2008 to look  at demand  management solutions  such as pricing strateg ies  to influence 

passenger b ehavior, such as by  encouraging off-peak  travel or shifting  ridership  to  other, less-constrained  statio ns. In 
particular, the study concluded that pricing schemes  at E mbarcadero  and Montgomery statio ns could defray  the need  for major 

capital investments to increase capacity at either station by ten or more years. 

While pricing  schemes s uch as  peak -period  surcharges  could s hift   travel  behavior,  they   could   also  be comp licated by  so cial 

equity cons ideratio ns,  as  they  would likely hav e a greater impact on low-income riders . Additional  study  is  also  needed  to  

ascertain  the  political feas ibility   of   fee-based   demand  management   solutions  and  what meas ures  should be imp lemented, if 

necessary, to mitigate social equity concerns. 

In the spring of 2016, BART will initiate a systemwide off-peak incent ives pilot program to address train crowd ing. This pilot aims 

to shift  peak  travel o n BART  outside of  peak  times  through the provision of  direct cash incentiv es to  BART passengers  who 
have flexibility in working hours. The effects of the pilot program on train and station crowding will be assessed early in 2017. 

Transbay Transit Center Pedestrian Tunnel 

The des ign and construction of a proposed pedestrian tunnel connecting the Transbay Transit  Center and E mbarcadero Stat ion 

is being led separately by the TJPA. The recommend ed alternat ive concept for Embarcadero  Station is  designed to be 
compatible with such a connection, if it eventually moves forward to construction. 

However, additio nal study is required to  determine how the tunnel would  be operated on a day -to-day bas is, including 

requirements for maintenance, security, and emergency management, as well as who would be respons ible for the associated 

duties. A future memorandum of understanding between BART/SFMTA/TJPA is needed to set governance of all items.  

In the past, B ART has expressed concerns  about such a connectio n creat ing a large influx  of non -passengers  in the ex isting 

station concourse. While passenger flow simulations  conducted  as  a part of  this study did  not  indicate that  conco urse-level 

circulat ion was  a significant  constraint  at  Embarcadero Station, further study and  pedestrian modeling are  recommended to  

determine future passenger and non-passenger flows as well as life-safety exiting. 
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Advertising 

Advertis ing througho ut the BART system is managed through contracts with a master vendor. This master p lan proposes that 

locations  intend ed for advert ising placement  be rev iewed and revised  in preparat ion for the next Advertis ing  Franchise 

Agreement in 2018. The rev iew cycle provides an opportunity to evaluate current  advertis ing locatio ns and  identify where 

advertising locations can be changed to accommodate the Wayfinding or Art programs.   

Beyond the current review cycle, BART’s  Marketing & Res earch Department intends to explore modernizing the advert ising 

infrastructure in ways  that  add  light  and  co mplement  the overall visio n of this  master plan. This would  include reviewing the 

placement of ads and studying industrywide formats such as backlit and internally illuminated digital ads.   

BART’s advertising guidelines govern the design of advert ising  displays  at the two statio ns. In so me cases , modernizat ion 

projects will remove advertis ing at  one or both stations  to enhance sight lines, reduce phys ical and  visual clutter, and impro ve 

passenger flow. In other cases , modernizatio n projects will enhance or relocate advertis ing and integrate it better with station 

retail. Advert ising is  an important  source of revenue to support BART’s primary  duty in providing  public transportation, and  high-
quality advertising designs can enhance the look and feel of stations. 

Recognizing these d istinct benefits, o ngoing policy discuss ion may be necessary to determine where opportunities exist  to 

enhance advertis ing at the two stat ions in light of capacity and modernizat ion needs. Such d is cussio ns should be timed  to 

occur before renewal of  the advert ising co ntract. Conf licts  with upgrades  to wayfinding , t icket ing  equipment, or other needs 
should be avoided . Instead, coordinated , integrated solut ions with wayfinding, statio n retail, and othe r key stat ion co mponents 

should be explored where feasible. 

7.5.2 Middle-term Next Steps 

Middle-term next  steps sho uld b e addressed  5-15 years  out  in conjunct ion with middle-term projects  slated  for imp lementat ion 

during this period. These include: 

 Development of a co mprehens ive approach to station retail and statio n design would benefit the middle-term 
implementation of upgraded or relocated retail spaces. 

 Free Speech policy dis cussions  will need to inform the middle-term implementat ion of upgraded or relo cated retail /  

amenity spaces. 

These steps are described in more detail below. 

Station Retail 

Retail locations  throug hout the BART  system are manag ed through co ntracts with a master v endor. Several legacy  retail vendor 

locations  remain throughout  the system as well. At  present, locations  for the master v endor’s  outlets are being negotiated  o n a 

station by station basis. BART’s Real Estate Department intends to develop guidelines for retail deployment.   

BART’s  stated  preference for busy  stations  such as  Embarcadero  and  Montgo mery is  to  give priority  to  trans it operat ions  o ver 

vendors including the following:   

 clear sight lines between entrances, ticket vending machines and fare gates;  

 clear sight lines between fare gates and exits;  

 clear sight lines between station agent booths, ticket vending machines and fare gates;  
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 clear sight lines between passengers and wayfinding signs; and  

 clear sight lines between passengers and major circulation systems. 

BART would benef it from a comprehensiv e approach to statio n retai l and statio n des ign, with greater focus  on how to 

implement  better-integrated and higher-quality  design than has been achiev ed in previous  retail projects. Station retail provid es 

a stable revenue source for BART  and enhances  the quality  of  BART’s  s ervice  by bringing quality  goods and  serv ices to  
passengers. Retail can also  indirectly  improve crowd ing and passenger flow by provid ing  attractiv e alternativ es to  waiting at  

platform level. 

Ongoing  coordinat ion is  necessary  to determine the best opportunities f or provid ing retail and s ervice amenities within each 

station. Dis cussions  with potent ial third-party  operators or indiv idual retail v endors  should  quant ify needed upgrades to  station 
systems such as utilit ies and plumbing. Potential locations s hould be ca refully cons idered in light of proposed capacity and 

modernizatio n needs at  both stat ions. The des ire to  increas e or enhance stat ion retail should also be balanced with the need  to 

maintain orderly operations and minimize disruptions to concourse-level circulation.  

Free Speech 

Expressive act ivit ies  within BART  stations  are regulated by  a permitt ing  process and are subject  to published rules. Such 

activit ies are prohibited in paid areas of BART stations , but  are allowed in free areas  upon issuance of a permit . Activ ities that 

present  an unreasonable danger to the safety  of the permit  applicant, BART’s  passengers or staff, or the general pub lic are 

prohibited. Activ ities that interf ere with passenger access or circulat ion or otherwis e obstruct  BART’s orderly  funct ions  are also 
prohibited. While the District’s Expressiv e Activity rules and permitt ing guidelines state clear priorit ies for us e of space,  the 

evaluation of locations appears to be ad hoc. 

BART expects that the free areas  at  both Embarcadero and Montgomery stations  will b ecome more constrained as  ridership  

grows and operat ional needs such as addit ional ticketing eq uipment  or passenger amenit ies  such as  station retail take 
precedence. Subsequent  policy  discuss ion may b e required  to d etermine how BART  can adequately  acco mmodate expressive 

activities at these stations in light of capacity and modernization needs. 

This plan proposes that a station -specific p lanning process be applied to define locations  within stations where expressive 

activit ies  are most suitab le. In addition to the stated criteria of ensuring security , preventing delays and inconvenience and 
minimizing co ngestion, s uch a study might also consider preservation of  clear sight lines  in stat ion trans ition zones where 

passengers need maximum access to information. 

7.5.3 Long-term Next Steps 

Long-term next steps are related specif ically to  new sid e platforms , s lated for imp lementation 10 -20 years out. Though 

classified as long-term, some may be addressed sooner as part of studies to further validate t he s ide p latform co ncept  or 

because of their connection to other projects, such as Better Market Street. The long-term next steps include: 

Ventilation 

Both stations were constructed with two separate ventilation systems : one to evacuate smoke in the event of a fire in the 

station, and a second to supply outside air for comfort cooling and ventilation to the station interior.  

Emergency Ventilation 

The emerg ency v entilatio n systems  are assumed to be funct ioning as desig ned. Performance of the system would nee d to be 

modeled in relation to major stat ion conf iguratio n changes such as imp lementat ion of any of the side platforms or the new 
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concourse-to-center platform stair opening proposed for Montgomery. Modeling may d etermine that additio nal street level 

intake and exhaust structures would be required. 

Additionally , BART Eng ineering has called attention to the requirement that proposed side platform door systems  would need  to 

allow for free airflow between the trainway  and platform area, and  that the sidewalls a djacent  to the E mbarcadero concourse-to-

street level stairs need to remain open to airflow as well. 

Mechanical Ventilation 

At both Montgomery and Embarcadero statio ns the fresh air  supply  systems  are not  fully functio nal. At Montgomery the system 

is deact ivated due to the presence of asbestos, while at E mbarcadero the system does not funct ion properly, possibly  due to 

clogging of filters with dust.   

Space requirements , upgrade potent ial, and modificat ion needs to meet current  requirements for v entilatio n w ill need to  be p art 

of future studies. Other factors for future study include: 

 Temperature – interior temperatures  at  both stat ions  can rise to  uncomfortable lev els . I ncreased  ridership  contributes  

additional heat  to the enviro nment . Even when functio ning,  the original ventilation systems  were not  designed to  

manage heat from any retail operations. 

 Air quality – supply intake locations of the original systems are located at street level in the middle of Market Street. 

Options for access to cleaner sources of intake air include elevated structures in the sidewalk zone – either free-

standing or integrated with entrance canopies, and potential integration with SFMTA platforms in the center of Market 

Street. 

 Fan /  Filter / Ducting / Co ntrols –  At  Montgomery, the proposed north side free corridor will require relocatio n of the 

existing  fan and f ilter roo m. A 2014 BART  study cons idered  criteria and options  for the renovation of  the Powell Stat ion 

ventilation system. T he space planning  proposed at  Montgo mery would a ccommodate a system similar that  

considered for Powell, but no mechanical design work has been performed for either Montgomery or Powell.   

Side Platform Construction Method and Better Market Street 

Both the perimeter soil mix wall approach and the mined  tunnel approach are fundamentally  compatib le with the proposed side 

platforms and  associated  vert ical circulat ion at  both statio ns. As  such, a decis ion to  apply one co nstruct ion method or the o ther 

need  not  be mad e at this  stage of the process, especially  giv en the consid eration that the start  of constructio n for the side 
platforms is still at least 15 years away.  

The Constructab ility and Construction Staging Analysis (2009 ), which focused primarily on cost and co nstructio n feasib ility, 

identif ied Mined Tunneling as the pref erred method. However, the physical implications  of that study have not been evaluated 

and vetted by this project nor by BART. 

Given the need  to coordinate with other transportation investments  such as  the Better Market  Street project, fur ther study is  

recommended to d etermine which co nstruct ion method is  preferab le and whether or not some cost reduction synerg ies  can be 

achieved  through coordinated implementation. In particular, streamlining  construction activit ies  and  scheduling  to minimi ze the 

need for rework or redundant work should be a cost-efficiency priority.  

The mined tunnel approach offers  distinct advantages  with respect  to minimized street -level impacts  and reducing noise and 

dust from construction act ivit ies. While the mined tunnel approach requires focus ed co ntrol to minimize the effects  of 

groundwater and ground sett lement, the perimeter soil mix wall has several key (but not ins urmountable) shortcomings related 

to utility relocation or protection and conflicts with existing b uilding foundations and basements.  
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In general, however, mined or bored tunnel approaches  can be more costly in terms of direct construction costs compared  to 

more disruptive cut-and-cover solut ions such as the perimeter soil mix wall approach. Depending o n the ultimate d esign 

selected for Better Market Street, construct ion of those improvements may result in minor d isruptions at street level 
independent  of the proposed sid e p latforms  at  the two  statio ns, which could justify  a perimeter soil mix wall approa ch if  

construction activities can be appropriately coordinated between the two projects.  

Free-Area Corridors at Embarcadero 

The reco mmend ed alternative concept for Embarcadero Station incorporates a “unified paid area” co nfiguratio n, which 
substantially reduces  the width of free-area corridors around the perimeter of the concourse level. These four corridors provide 

critical funct ions for co ncourse-level circulatio n, includ ing providing access to the Muni Metro paid area and to ticket vending 

machines. 

Figur e 84 s hows the east  end  of the concourse with the two  narrowed free-area corridors  on either side of the unified  paid area 
circled; a similar condition results at the corresponding pair of locations on the west end of the concourse.  

Figure 84: Free-Area Corridors at Embarcadero 

 

Source: Robin Chiang & Co., 2015 

The recommend ed alternativ e concept mak es the conservat ive assumption that the existing structural boundary wall wo uld 

remain; howev er,  the chase wall in the area affecting the corridor would be removed . T he chas e wall is  a  non -structural wall 
containing  recesses for t icket  vending machines  and other equip ment.  It also  serves  to conceal co nduits and ut ilities running 

longitudinally  through the station. Removal of  the chase wall would  allow use of  the full width, perhaps with a minimal finish o ver 

the interior face of the structural wall. 

However, ev en with removal of the chase wall, the clearance width of the s ide corridors would  be as  narrow as  4’-8”. Further 
analysis is needed to determine potent ial means of mitigating this def iciency through des ign ref inement. Potential solutio ns 

could include expanding the statio n box outward at concourse lev el to expand the free area at the most constricted pinch 

points, but this would require a comprehensive evaluation of associated engineering concerns. 
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Construction feas ibility will also  be a major determinant of  what  can and cannot  be achieved  in the final conf iguration.  I n relat ion 

to the clear width attainab le at  the concourse level free corridor, there are basic d ifferences  between the two  sid e platform 

construction methods noted in the previous section: 

 The mined tunnel method does not inherent ly require major near -surface excavat ion and constructio n, leav ing the 

existing perimeter box wall largely in place. 

 The perimeter soil mix wall method wo uld most likely require that  a new perimeter box wall be constructed.  The least  

disruptive location to place the new wall would be outside of the exist ing conco urse level wall, on the property line 
side. Utility relocat ion and significant s idewalk disruptions to  acco mmodate the constructio n of this new wall may co me 

with the benefit of readily allowing expansion of the concourse width by several feet on each side. 

Platform Door Design and Implementation 

Installat ion of  platform doors at both stations  requires  coordinat ion with s everal systemwide initiat ives, such as the new Fl eet  of 
the Future railcars  and the Train Contro l Modernizat ion Program (TCMP). Platform doors could b e implemented  under the 

existing train co ntrol system, but the exist ing railcar f leet would need to be retrofitted with the necessary equip ment to co ntrol 

the p latform doors. With the TCMP upgrades, platform doors could either continue to be contro lled by the train, or co ntrol co uld 

be transferred to the wayside system. 

Given that the Fleet of the Future program aims for a full rep lacement of BART’s fleet , additional investments to mak e ex isti ng 

cars co mpatible with platform door systems  at  the two  stations  may  not be practical or desirab le. As p latform doors are not 

currently us ed in the BART system outs ide of the fully-automated Oakland Airport Connector, new operatio nal procedures and 

protocols would need to be established. 

Additional research is  also  needed  to determine a preferred door design. Platform doors can be built  at various  heights, ranging 

from half-height to  full enclosure. The potential merits  and  demerits  of each des ign should be carefully  considered with respect  

to cost, co nstructability , and other concerns such as  station and tunnel ventilation. A d etailed technology survey  will be requi red 

to address these issues. 

Platform Operating Schemes 

The platform operating schemes s elected for this analys is represent  an atte mpt to best distribute passenger f lows and 

normalize p latform crowding  while minimizing customer conf usion, but  do not rule out  the possibility of implementing alternat ive 

schemes. Further study will likely  be necessary  to d etermine the optimal operating s cheme, particularly as more informat ion 
becomes  available regarding  general trends  in r idership growth system-wide and  new rid ership generated  by the co mplet ion of 

current extension projects (e.g., Warm Springs Extension, Berryessa Extension, and eBART).   

At E mbarcadero, some potential operating schemes, such as  the approach where doors open o n both sides , with all loading 

from one sid e, and all exiting to the other side, may  require cons ideration of addit ional vert ical circulat ion capacity  on th e ex iting 
platform.  Such a scheme may not funct ion well with the reco mmended alternativ e concept, becaus e all passengers would be 

exiting  from o ne platform.  Other operating schemes distribute exit ing passengers over two p latorms .  If all passengers exited  to 

one p latform, substant ial escalator and  stair  queues  would form unless  additional vertical circulat ion is  provided.  With 

additional vert ical circulat ion capacity , a  one platform for exiting scheme may  be v iable and provide secondary  benefits, suc h as 
reduced dwell time. 

One alternative scheme for Embarcad ero is to add a s ingle s ide p latform in the eastbound d irect ion only ; this  would address t he 

issue regarding the constrained free-area corridors described in the prev ious sect ion. Future analysis of platform operating 

schemes should consider and model this alternative to determine if a westbound side platform is ultimately necessary. 
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Appendix C – Summary Chart of Key Characteristics 
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Appendix A – List of Tech Memos 

Technical Memorandum #1: Goals and Objectives 

Technical Memorandum #2: Evaluation Framework 

Technical Memorandum #3: Base Information 

A: Existing Conditions 

B: Future Projects 

C: Development, Land Use and Travel Demand 

D: Institutional Setting 

Technical Memorandum #4: Community Workshop #1 Outreach Summary 

Technical Memorandum #5: Opportunities and Constraints Analysis  

Technical Memorandum #6: 3-D Digital Illustrations 

Technical Memorandum #7: Platform Operations Analysis 

Technical Memorandum #8: Recommended Alternative Concept and Construction & Phasing Strategy  

Technical Memorandum #9: Community Workshop #2 Outreach Summary 
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Appendix B – Project Lists 
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Appendix C – Summary Chart of Key Characteristics 
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